
 Contemporary News of the Lincoln Assassination
 

1. Abott, Abott A.: THE ASSASSINATION AND DEATH OF ABRAHAM LINCOLN, 
PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, AT WASHINGTON, ON 
THE 14th OF APRIL, 1865. New York: American News Company, [1865]. 12pp. Self-
wrappers, stitched as issued. Spine partially perished. Minor soiling and wear. Very good.

 

According to MIDLAND NOTES, this is the “first separately published account of the as-
sassination.”  Each leaf is edged in black to represent mourning.  The text covers events of 
the evening of the 14th of April and through the morning of the 15th, including the events 
at Ford’s Theatre and the attack on Secretary Seward.  It was probably printed within a 
few days of Lincoln’s death, certainly prior to the capture of any of those connected with 
the plot.  “Employs the garbled and conflicting deathbed dispatches, and possibly their 
earliest appearance in pamphlet form” - Eberstadt.
FISH 3. MONAGHAN 372. McDADE 607. MIDLAND NOTES 4:1. EBERSTADT 165:451.    
                                                                                                                        $2500.

2. Adams, John Quincy: SPEECH OF MR. JOHN QUINCY ADAMS, ON THE CASE 
OF ALEXANDER McLEOD. DELIVERED IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTA-
TIVES, SEPTEMBER 4.... Washington: Printed by Gales and Seaton, 1841. 12,8pp. Dbd. Foremargin trimmed a bit 
close, barely shaving a few words on three leaves.

 

Adams adds his opinion to a complicated and celebrated case of international law which resulted from the Canadian Rebel-
lion of 1837. According to McDade, “In 1837 an attempted insurrection in Canada was put down, and the group fled to 
an American island in the Niagara River.  A small steamer, the Caroline, brought provisions to them, and the British sent 
a force out to destroy it, which they did, killing Amos Durfee in the effort. The incident led to a controversy between the 
United States and England. McLeod, while in Buffalo, boasted of being Durfee’s killer.  He was arrested and charged by 
New York State with the murder.  The United States government tried to prevent the trial, and failing, the United States 
Attorney successfully defended McLeod, who probably had no part in the event.”  The case touched on delicate points of 
international law, as well as the great friction caused by the Rebellion of 1837.  Also printed herein is Adams’s 28 December 
1840 speech in relation to the Navy Pension Fund.  Not in Lande or Lande Supplement.
TPL 7617. McDADE 660 (ref. to other work on McLeod Case).  $250.

3. [Africa]: SENTENCA PROFERIDA NA CASA DA SUPPLICACAO CONTRA OS REOS COMPREHENDIDOS 
NA DEVACA, QUE S. MAGESTADE FIDELISSIMA MANDOU TIRAR PELA MORTE DO BACHAREL JOAO 
VIEIRA DE ANDRADE, SENDO OUVIDOR NAS ILHAS DE CABO VERDE.... Lisbon: Miguel Rodrigues, 1764. 
[2],17,[1]pp. Folio. Dbd. Except for the lightest fore-edge dampstaining, a near fine copy.

 

A rare work, describing the trial and verdicts in the case of nineteen men accused of the 1762 murder of Portugal’s local 
auditor/councilor, Joao Vieira de Andrade, in the Cape Verde Islands off West Africa.  The accused, all Portuguese subjects, 
were convicted, resulting in eleven decapitations.  The NUC cites only the John Carter Brown copy.  $500.
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4. [African-Americana]: [PHOTOGRAPHIC WANTED POSTER FOR AN 
AFRICAN-AMERICAN MURDER SUSPECT IN TOLEDO, OHIO IN 1913]. 
Toledo, Oh. Nov. 8, 1913. Broadside, 11 x 5½ inches. Contemporary processing 
stamps from the Toledo Police Department, very faint staining, light original hori-
zontal folds. Very good.

 

A fascinating wanted poster for a 30 year-old African-American man named “John Sefears, 
alias John Leworth, alias Joseph Brown, alias ‘Poor Boy.’”  Sefears is accused of murder 
for gunning down another “colored” man named George Harris “during an argument 
in a saloon.”  Sefears is described as a short, small man from Detroit by way of Raleigh, 
N.C., with a forearm tattoo and a scarred face.  The poster was issued by the Chief of 
Police, Perry D. Knapp.  An intriguing artifact of early 20th-century crime, possibly 
a unique survival.                                                                                     $225.

5. [American Bookseller’s Catalogue]: BOOKS, PUBLISHED AND FOR SALE, 
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL, BY JOHN B. PERRY, No. 198 MARKET STREET, 
PHILADELPHIA. [Philadelphia: John B. Perry, ca. 1850s]. 19,[3]pp. Illus. 12mo. Dbd. 
Occasional light foxing. Tears and repair to rear blank endpaper. Overall very good.

 

Philadelphia bookseller’s catalogue and advertisements, most likely issued in the 
mid-1850s.  Perry lists a number of popular-style books in the catalogue, including 
how-to guides, songbooks, works relating to love and romance, adventure narratives, 
and a pair of sensational books on murders, which Perry describes at length.  Also 
featured are blank books, annuals, a fine-paper edition of PILGRIM’S PROGRESS, 
and Perry’s popular quarto FAMILY BIBLE.  With two pages of text advertisements 
for lithograph prints, frames, and Perry’s Philadelphia store, and a full-page advertise-
ment for THE COMICAL SONGSTER illustrated with a clown straddling a bass 
drum.  An unusual catalogue from a pulp publisher dealing in marginal and sensa-
tional literature.                                                                                     $400.

6. [Andrews, Samuel M.]: REPORT OF THE TRIAL OF SAMUEL M. ANDREWS, INDICTED FOR THE MUR-
DER OF CORNELIUS HOLMES...AND A FULL STATEMENT OF AUTHORITIES UPON THE SUBJECT 
OF TRANSITORY INSANITY. New York. 1869. 287pp. plus frontispiece map. Modern green cloth, spine gilt lettered. 
Institutional ink and blind stamps on titlepage. Light tanning. Good plus.

 

“Holmes was beaten to death with stones by Andrews, whom he had named as his heir in his will.  The defendant pleaded 
insanity and self-defense, for he had had to fight off Holmes’ attempted act of sodomy” - McDade. A sordid tale.
McDADE 13. SABIN 18802.  $275.

7. [Avery, Ephraim K., Rev.]: THE CORRECT, FULL AND IMPARTIAL REPORT OF THE TRIAL OF REV. 
EPHRAIM K. AVERY, BEFORE THE SUPREME JUDICIAL COURT OF THE STATE OF RHODE ISLAND, 
AT NEWPORT, MAY 6, 1833, FOR THE MURDER OF SARAH M. CORNELL. Providence. [1833]. 179pp. plus 
engraved portrait frontispiece bound after the titlepage. Dbd. Text somewhat toned and foxed. Very good. Untrimmed. 
Bound with an extra tenth gathering.

 

A lengthy account of one of the most infamous trials of the time.  “When Sarah Cornell was found hanging from the 
frame of a haystack in Tiverton, Rhode Island, it might easily have been called suicide but for a note left in her bandbox 
saying, ‘If I should be missing, enquire of the Rev. Mr. Avery, of Bristol,- he will know where I am.’  This was the begin-
ning of the Reverend’s troubles and one of the most famous nineteenth-century cases.... For the times, the trial was a long 
one; it lasted twenty-seven days, during which 196 witnesses were examined, and resulted in Avery’s acquittal.  It is not 
inconsistent to say that while the verdict was undoubtedly sound on the evidence as presented, there is still enough doubt 
to make the case an interesting one” - McDade.  In a 1936 catalog, Wright Howes described the case as follows: “One 
of the most remarkable cases of circumstantial evidence in the annals of crime: no mystery-story plot of today can show 
more damning facts to link an innocent man with a crime he did not commit.”

 

This is the 179pp. edition noted by McDade with a note of the judge’s charge and the verdict of not guilty, not contained 
in the 178pp. edition.  The frontispiece is a portrait of the accused.  A scarce work, with only six copies listed in McDade 
and about twenty in OCLC.
McDADE 36. WRIGHT HOWES 44:416. SABIN 2483.  $500.

8. [Avery, Ephraim K.]: TRIAL OF REV. MR. AVERY. A FULL REPORT OF THE TRIAL OF EPHRAIM K. 
AVERY, CHARGED WITH THE MURDER OF SARAH M. CORNELL, BEFORE THE SUPREME COURT OF 
RHODE ISLAND, AT A SPECIAL TERM IN NEWPORT, HELD IN MAY 1833; WITH THE ARGUMENTS OF 
COUNSEL. Boston. 1833. 191,38pp., plus engraved folding map. Early 20th-century buckram, gilt leather spine labels. 
Cloth somewhat dust soiled, labels slightly chipped, front hinge detaching. Manuscript shelf mark on spine, institutional 
ink stamp on titlepage. Title page damaged and repaired at gutter. Lacking final leaf.

 



“When Sarah Cornell was found hanging from the frame of a haystack in Tiverton, Rhode Island, it might easily have been 
called suicide but for a note left in her bandbox saying, ‘If I should be missing, enquire of the Rev. Mr. Avery, of Bristol,- he 
will know where I am.’  This was the beginning of the Reverend’s troubles and one of the most famous nineteenth-century 
cases.... For the times, the trial was a long one; it lasted twenty-seven days, during which 196 witnesses were examined, and 
resulted in Avery’s acquittal.  It is not inconsistent to say that while the verdict was undoubtedly sound on the evidence as 
presented, there is still enough doubt to make the case an interesting one” - McDade.  Includes a map of the area where 
the crime was committed.  This is second edition, with a forty page supplement containing additional testimony.
McDADE 52 (note). AMERICAN IMPRINTS 17471 (ref).  $250.

9. [Avery, Ephraim K., Rev.]: VINDICATION OF THE RESULT OF THE TRIAL OF REV. EPHRAIM K. AV-
ERY; TO WHICH IS PREFIXED HIS STATEMENT OF FACTS RELATIVE TO THE CIRCUMSTANCES BY 
WHICH HE BECAME INVOLVED IN THE PROSECUTION. Boston. 1834. 74pp. plus folding map. Dbd. Minor 
foxing, small ink number on titlepage. Very good.

 

A scarce pamphlet in support of Rev. Avery’s acquittal in the infamous Cornell murder case, including both the single page 
and folding map of the crime area.  “When Sarah Cornell was found hanging from the frame of a haystack in Tiverton, 
Rhode Island, it might easily have been called suicide but for a note left in her bandbox saying, ‘If I should be missing, 
enquire of the Rev. Mr. Avery, of Bristol,- he will know where I am.’  This was the beginning of the Reverend’s troubles 
and one of the most famous nineteenth-century cases.... For the times, the trial was a long one; it lasted twenty-seven days, 
during which 196 witnesses were examined, and resulted in Avery’s acquittal.  It is not inconsistent to say that while the 
verdict was undoubtedly sound on the evidence as presented, there is still enough doubt to make the case an interesting 
one” - McDade.

 

This copy also has the correction notice printed on the verso of the titlepage, as mentioned in McDade.  Scarce in the 
market.
McDADE 53. SABIN 2486.  $150.

10. Bacon, David: TRIAL OF HENRY B. HAGERMAN, ESQ. ON AN INDICTMENT FOR AN ASSAULT AND 
BATTERY, WITH INTENT TO MURDER; COMMITTED ON WILLIAM COLEMAN, ESQ. EDITOR OF 
THE N.Y. EVENING POST. New York. 1818. 68pp. 20th-century red buckram, spine gilt. Minor toning and foxing, 
institutional ink and blind stamps on titlepage. Very good.

 

An interesting early-19th-century trial account involving the assault on an eminent New York newspaper editor by a promi-
nent New York state official.  The assailant, Henry Hagerman, allegedly “did make an assault...and there kick, strike, beat, 
wound and ill treat...the said William Coleman.”  Hagerman was a Democratic Judge Advocate and was accused of miscon-
duct by NEW YORK EVENING POST editor, William Coleman.  Coleman was the first editor of the EVENING POST, 
founded by Alexander Hamilton in 1801.  “On the evening of April 11 Coleman was overtaken by Hagerman near sunset 
at the corner of Murray and Church Streets, and attacked without warning from the rear.  His assailant used the loaded 
butt of a rawhide whip.  The editor was stunned by the first blow, was repeatedly struck and kicked as he lay prostrate, 
and when he staggered to his feet, half blind with blood, was given a still more savage beating.  Public indignation against 
Hagerman rose so high that he was hurried to jail for safety, and not being able to ask for a change of venue, pleaded for 
postponement of the trial until it subsided.  Two years to a day after the murderous attack, Coleman was awarded $4,000 
in damages, a huge sum for 1820.  But it was none too large.  The editor had been prostrated for weeks, recurrent strokes 
of paralysis followed, and he was never in sound health again” - Nevins.
SHAW & SHOEMAKER 43126. SABIN 29514. Allan Nevins, THE EVENING POST: A CENTURY OF JOURNALISM 
(New York: Boni and Liveright, [1922]), pp.48-49.  $675.

 The Unfortunate Massacre of Reverend Williams at Tanna
 

11. [Baxter, George]: [Williams, John]: THE RECEPTION OF THE REV. J. WILLIAMS AT TANNA, IN THE 
SOUTH SEAS, THE DAY BEFORE HE WAS MASSACRED. [with:] THE MASSACRE OF THE LAMENTED 
MISSIONARY, THE REV. J. WILLIAMS, AND MR. HARRIS. [London: George Baxter, 1841]. Two oil-colored “Baxter 
prints,” 8 x 12 inches each (visible dimensions within the mat). Matted and in contemporary burnished wood frames. A bit 
of light spotting, mostly in the sky of the second print, else in fine condition.

 

A remarkable pair of rare and interesting prints depicting the mission to the South Seas by the Rev. John Williams, and 
his murder at the hands of natives on the island of Erromango.  The prints were produced through an unusual oil-colored 
process invented by pioneering British print-maker George Baxter, who was a close friend of Rev. Williams and who cre-
ated these prints as a memorial to his friend, and as a way of raising funds for Williams’ family.

 

Rev. John Williams (1796-1839) was a member of the London Missionary Society, and was in the third group of missionaries 
to visit Tahiti, arriving there in 1817.  He then went on to Australia, where he helped conduct the first Evangelical service 
in Van Diemen’s Land.  He also preached in Raiatea in French Polynesia.  In 1838, Williams sailed aboard the missionary 
ship Camden for the South Seas, visiting the island of Erromango, in what is now a southern province of Vanuatu, in late 
1839.  He was initially greeted warmly, but shortly after his arrival the natives of the island turned on him and his colleagues, 
killing Williams and one other.  Those events are shown in these two prints.  The first image shows Williams and his 



cohorts coming ashore in a small boat and being 
greeted - with a welcoming curiosity - by the 
natives.  A chief of the natives urges his people 
to welcome the visitors, while Williams stands at 
the front of the small boat and another mission-
ary displays colored cloths and a looking glass.  
The faint outline of the Camden and a few other 
small landing boats can be seen in the right side 
of the image, though it seems that Baxter never 
fully colored them in this copy of the print.  The 
second print is a scene of violent mayhem as the 
Rev. Williams, waist deep in the surf, is clubbed 
to death by natives.  Dozens of natives are shown running from the shore into the water in an effort to kill Williams and 
his colleagues, who attempt their escape by boat.  Mr. Harris is seen on shore, being speared and clubbed to death.

 

George Baxter, who produced these prints, was among the most innovative of British print-makers and a close friend of 
the Rev. Williams.  Much of Baxter’s output in the early 1840s was devoted to illustrations of missionary activities abroad, 
and Courtney Lewis says that “this period includes Baxter’s best and most original work.”  Baxter (1804-67) is credited 
with creating a method of using woodblocks to produce color prints, thereby making color prints commercially viable 
for the first time in Great Britain.  Later he pioneered a printing method using colored oils, which is the method used to 
produce this pair of prints.  Baxter produced a portrait print of Rev. Williams in 1837, and others followed, and the two 
men became good friends.  Lewis notes that when Williams left the Thames aboard the Camden, Baxter was one of the 
last people to see him off.  When Baxter heard the news of Williams’ death, he produced these prints and donated the 
proceeds to the missionary’s family.  Baxter drew the scenes based on the testimony of Mr. Leary, one of the survivors of 
the mission.  He offered the prints as a pair, as they are here, or as a “book” accompanied by seven pages of descriptive 
text and called TWO SPECIMENS OF PRINTING IN OIL COLOURS....  The prints could be purchased in sepia, or 
fully colored, as here.  The DNB says that Baxter produced some of his most powerful work for the missionary societies, 
and calls the print of the massacre of Rev. Williams “his most celebrated print in this context.”

 

OCLC locates only five copies of this pair of prints, at the National Library of Australia, State Library of New South 
Wales, National Library of New Zealand, University of Toronto (Victoria University), and University of Hawaii at Manoa.  
Rare and fascinating images of a little-known event in the missionary history of the South Pacific.
Lewis, GEORGE BAXTER (COLOUR PRINTER) HIS LIFE AND WORK 82a, 82b, p.93. OCLC 154637564, 16336100. 
AUSTRALIAN DICTIONARY OF BIOGRAPHY (online), Vol. 2, pp.599-600.  $2000.

12. [Beebee, Archibald]: MILITARY COMMISSION. PROCEEDINGS IN THE CASE OF THE UNITED 
STATES AGAINST DUNCAN G. McRAE, WILLIAM J. TOLAR, DAVID WATKINS...FOR THE MURDER OF 
ARCHIBALD BEEBEE AT FAYETTEVILLE, NORTH CAROLINA, ON THE 11th DAY OF FEBRUARY, 1867.... 
Raleigh. 1867. [4],398pp., printed in double-column format. Contemporary calf, leather labels. Front board detached. Ex-
North Carolina State Library, with small label on front pastedown, ink stamps to front endpapers. Tanning to text, with 
light foxing. Small area of dark-staining to fore-edge margin of text. Else good.

 

An interesting story of the post Civil War era in North Carolina. William J. Tolar allegedly pulled the trigger and killed 
Archibald Beebee, a Black man from North Carolina.  Detailed proceedings of this most interesting Reconstruction-era 



murder case.  “The case of a reconstruction murder in which the principal question was the jurisdiction of the military 
court” - McDade.
McDADE 94.  $250.

13. Benjamin, S.G.W.: ODE ON THE DEATH OF ABRAHAM LINCOLN. Boston. 1865. 15pp. 12mo. Original 
printed wrappers. Faint stain on front cover, else near fine.

 

A contemporary memorial poem published in the year of the Lincoln assassination by Samuel Green Wheeler Benjamin, 
a writer and journalist later appointed as the first American ambassador to Persia, where he served from 1883 to 1885.  
Rare, one of only 250 copies printed.
FISH 89. MONAGHAN 399. SABIN 4712.  $200.

14. Bingham, John A.: TRIAL OF THE CONSPIRATORS FOR THE ASSASSINATION OF PRESIDENT LIN-
COLN, &c. ARGUMENT OF JOHN A. BINGHAM, SPECIAL JUDGE ADVOCATE, IN REPLY TO THE AR-
GUMENTS OF THE SEVERAL COUNSEL FOR MARY E. SURRATT, DAVID E. HEROLD, LEWIS PAYNE... 
Washington. 1865. 122pp. Original printed wrappers, removed from a bound volume. A few chips and short closed tears 
to wraps. Later institutional blind stamp on front wrap. Internally clean. About very good.

 

Opinions of this respected legal expert on the trial of those charged with helping John Wilkes Booth in his plot to murder 
President Lincoln, William Seward, Andrew Johnson and Ulysses S. Grant.
McDADE 625. MONAGHAN 403. SABIN 5451.  $250.

15. [Boies, John]: REPORT OF THE TRIAL OF JOHN BOIES, FOR THE MURDER OF HIS WIFE, JANE 
BOIES, AT AN ADJOURNED TERM OF THE SUPREME JUDICIAL COURT, HOLDEN AT DEDHAM, FOR 
THE COUNTY OF NORFOLK, JUNE 2, 1829. Dedham, Ma.: H. & W.H. Mann, [1829]. 36pp. Early 20th-century 
buckram, gilt spine labels. Front hinge detached, cloth somewhat dust soiled, labels slightly chipped. Institutional blind 
and ink stamps, ownership inscription; blind stamps on subsequent two leaves. Light tanning, an occasional fox marks, 
final leaves with small patches of dampstaining. Good.

 

A scarce account of the trial of John Boies for the vicious murder of his wife.  According to the prosecution, Boies beat 
her constantly for a period of six months, before finally killing her with an axe that was discovered in his home by the 
authorities.  He was convicted.  OCLC locates only nine copies.
McDADE 109.  $750.

16. [Bolin, C.]: NARRATIVE OF THE LIFE AND ADVENTURES OF MAJOR C. BOLIN, ALIAS DAVID BUT-
LER, AS RELATED BY HIMSELF TO A.A. SARGENT. Palo Alto. Lewis Osborne, 1966. 86,[1]pp. Original gilt cloth. 
Very good. In plain dust jacket, with facsimile newspaper.

 

Nicely produced reprint edition of Major C. Bolin’s narrative.  Bolin was hanged for murder in front of about 5,000 
people; this was his last ditch effort to defend himself and avoid execution.  This copy is signed by the publisher on the 
titlepage.  $35.

17. Bonney, Edward: THE BANDITTI OF THE PRAIRIES. A TALE OF THE MISSISSIPPI VALLEY. Chicago: 
W.B. Conkey Company, [ca. 1890]. 248,[4]pp. Original printed pictorial wrappers. Front cover detached and heavily 
chipped. Spine and rear cover chipped. Titlepage detached, first few leaves chipped. Fair.

 

A later printing of one of the rarest of outlaw narratives, first printed in Chicago in 1850.  The author describes the do-
ings of various murderers and thieves in Iowa and Illinois and along the Mississippi in the 1840s.  Some of the culprits 
Bonney asserted to be Mormons, or at least sheltered by the Mormons at Nauvoo.  He was involved in tracking down 
and bringing the malefactors to justice, and played an intimate part in the whole proceeding.  This edition, printed by 
the W.B. Conkey Company, was a cheap pulp edition (often called a butcher-boy edition) intended for sale on trains and 
is by nature, ephemeral.
ADAMS SIX-GUNS 112. FLAKE 590. HOWES B606.  $125.

 Wrongful Conviction and Missing Persons
 

18. [Boorn, Stephen]: [Boorn, Jesse]: MYSTERY DEVELOPED; OR, RUSSELL COLVIN, (SUPPOSED TO BE 
MURDERED,) IN FULL LIFE: AND STEPHEN AND JESSE BOORN, (HIS CONVICTED MURDERERS,) 
RESCUED FROM IGNOMINIOUS DEATH BY WONDERFUL DISCOVERIES.... [bound with:] THE TRIAL, 
CONFESSIONS AND CONVICTION OF JESSE AND STEPHEN BOORN FOR THE MURDER OF RUSSELL 
COLVIN, AND THE RETURN OF THE MAN SUPPOSED TO HAVE BEEN MURDERED. Hartford; Manches-
ter, Vt. 1820; 1873. 48; 48pp. Early 20th-century buckram, gilt leather spine labels. Front hinge detached, cloth slightly 
dust soiled, labels chipped. First imprint with three separate titlepages, the first detached, with institutional blind and 
ink stamps; institutional blind stamp and later pencil ownership inscription on first leaf; marginal loss to final leaf, a few 
small closed tears to initial leaves; toning and light foxing. Second imprint with original printed wrappers bound in; light 
tanning, otherwise internally clean. Overall good.

 



Two startling accounts of wrongful conviction in early 19-century New England.  “This is one of the most famous cases of 
American criminal law and a constant reminder that innocent persons can be convicted....Russell Colvin, the alleged victim, 
had married a sister of the Boorns and had several children by her.  He was mentally deficient and disappeared in 1812.  
Local gossip credited the Boorns with having disposed of him, presumably because he was a burden on the family.  In the 
spring of 1819...the Boorns were arrested and, either from fear or mental weakness, they told stories involving each other 
in the death of Colvin - Stephen’s amounting to a confession of murder.  They were tried and sentenced to be hanged; 
the state legislature, however, commuted Jesse’s sentence to life imprisonment.  As a last resort a notice was placed in the 
papers requesting information about Colvin.  A farmer in Monmouth County, New Jersey, believed he recognized a hired 
man in the vicinity from the description.  This man, who was mentally deranged, was enticed to Manchester, arriving on 
December 22, 1819, six weeks before the day set for Stephen’s execution.  It was definitively established that he was the 
missing Colvin; he had apparently wandered off of his own volition” - McDade.

 

The first work present here is the second edition of the pamphlet, containing a summary of events and a sermon preached 
upon the whole affair by Lemuel Haynes, as well as an account of the trial itself.  The second work comprises a much later 
account of the trial and subsequent events by one of the lawyers defending the Boorns.  “Though published fifty-four years 
after the event, the pamphlet was prepared by one of the defense counsellors and contains important information on the 
discovery and return of Colvin” - McDade.
McDADE 111, 113.  $1000.

 The Longest Surviving Letter of John Wilkes Booth
 

19. Booth, John Wilkes: [AUTOGRAPH LETTER, SIGNED, FROM JOHN WILKES BOOTH TO HIS CLOSE 
FRIEND, T. WILLIAM O’LAUGHLEN, DISCUSSING INCIDENTS OF HIS LIFE]. Tudor Hall [the Booth family 
home near Bel Air, Md.] June 18, 1855. [3]pp. Quarto, on a folded folio sheet of light blue paper. Old folds, a few light 
stains. Very good. In a half morocco box.

 

One of the few surviving letters of John Wilkes Booth, assassin of Abraham Lincoln and scion of one of the most famous 
acting families in the United States.  Written to his close childhood friend, T. William O’Laughlen, describing Booth’s 
youthful escapades in rural Maryland, this is the longest letter by Booth known to survive, and provides a fascinating 
insight into one of the most infamous characters in American history.  William O’Laughlen’s brother, Michael, was later 
convicted in the Conspiracy Trial in 1865 and sentenced to life in prison.  William, who remained friendly with Booth, 
was not implicated.

 

John Wilkes Booth’s father, Junius Brutus Booth, was a brilliant 
but erratic British actor who eloped to the United States with 
Booth’s mother in 1821.  While the elder Booth toured the country 
performing, he established his family in the peace of rural Harford 
County, Maryland, northeast of Baltimore, acquiring the home 
they named “Tudor Hall” outside the county seat of Bel Air (now 
open to the public as the county cultural center).  By the time John 
Wilkes was born in 1838 his eldest brothers were already acting 
with their father.  Although Junius Brutus died of alcoholism in 
1852, his eldest sons formed a dynasty of actors.  By the late 1850s 
the Booths were arguably the leading stage family of the country.

 

Despite the turbulent family history and the raciness associated 
with the stage, John Wilkes grew up in the comparatively stable 
life of rural Maryland and various boarding schools.  This chatty 
and spirited letter, written when Booth was just seventeen to his 
boyhood friend, reflects well what his main concerns were: parties, 
girls, and gossip about mutual acquaintances.  Booth writes, in part:

 

“Well the first week in June was taken up by a fair held in Church 
Ville [a hamlet about three miles from Tudor Hall; the church 
described here still exists] for the benefit of the Presbyterian 
church....I was there night and day and you must not think I am 
blowing when I say I cut quite a dash.  I saw pretty girls home 
from Fair at ten o’clock at night at some at the distance of four or 
five miles....the day after tomorrow I am invited to a strawberry 
eating and I promise you I will do my duty, and from then until 
teusday [sic] I will do nothing but gun, ride, and sleep and eat....
Stevenson Archer, a young lawyer in Bel Air [whose brother was 
later head of Lee’s medical corps until captured at Gettysburg] 
went to Boston and brought back a wife worth $60,000.00  that’s 
what I call doing the thing up brown.  He gave a party but I was 



one of the Non Visitants.  In plain English I was not invited.  Ned Webster another of the same profession and from 
the same place has gone off to get himself a wife, and I hear he has got himself a very rich one.  It’s an old saying that a 
lawyer can lie like the devil also in making women conscent [sic].  The devil tempted mother Eve with an apple.  I don’t 
know whether lawyers use apples or no but they all tempt the ladies.  It is strange too that ladies like to be connected to 
the law in any way, but it is always best to agree with a lawyer as well as a doctor for they have the means for revenge, 
hurrah.  I have wrote a long letter at last.”

 

The young Booth, both naive and cosmopolitan, was on the verge of greater fame.  Within two months he appeared on 
the Baltimore stage in his first role, and within a year he was an acclaimed actor.  By the time of the Civil War he was one 
of the most famous stage figures in the United States.

 

Booth letters and even his autograph are rare; he was not much of a correspondent.  Of the seventy letters or documents 
signed by Booth which survive, forty-nine are letters, and twenty-seven are in institutions.  Of these, eleven have appeared 
at auction since 1969, including this one (Christie’s Dec. 5, 1997, $21,850).  The correspondence with William O’Laughlen 
was rediscovered in 1965, when a cache of eight letters was found by a Baltimore cleaning lady in a basement.  They are 
the earliest known Booth letters, as well as some of the longest and most interesting; most of the others are business-like 
notes about theatre engagements and the like.  It has often been speculated that acquaintances destroyed correspondence 
lest they be implicated, but of course this is unknowable.

 

A rare opportunity to acquire a superb letter by one of the most infamous figures in American history.
James Swanson & Daniel Weinberg, LINCOLN’S ASSASSINS, THEIR TRIAL AND EXECUTION, pp.40-41. “RIGHT 
OR WRONG, GOD JUDGE ME,” THE WRITINGS OF JOHN WILKES BOOTH, pp.41-42.  $58,000.

20. Boutwell, George S.: EULOGY ON THE DEATH OF ABRAHAM LINCOLN, DELIVERED BEFORE THE 
CITY COUNCIL AND CITIZENS OF LOWELL, AT HUNTINGTON HALL, APRIL 19th, 1865. Lowell. 1865. 
17pp. Original gray printed wrappers. Center crease, short split to spine. Internally clean. Very good.

 

A scarce eulogy on the recently-assassinated president of the United States, Abraham Lincoln.  The author, George Sewall 
Boutwell, was governor of Massachusetts, a Congressman from that state, and Secretary of the Treasury under Grant.  
Apropos to the present work, just prior to his time in Congress, Boutwell served as the first Commissioner of Internal 
Revenue under President Lincoln in 1862.  Boutwell was also an abolitionist, and one of the principal organizers in the 
formation of the Republican Party.  Scarce, one of 1,000 copies printed.
FISH 124. MONAGHAN 418. SABIN 6974.  $200.

21. Brent, Joseph Lancaster: THE LUGO CASE, A PERSONAL EXPERIENCE. [with:] CAPTURE OF THE 
IRONCLAD, “INDIANOLA.” New Orleans. 1926. 69,84pp. Original grey printed wrappers. Text block starting to 
separate from wrapper. Presentation inscription on titlepage. Internally clean. Very good. In a red half morocco and cloth 
slipcase, spine gilt.

 

Lancaster (1826-1905) was a lawyer and politician in California before becoming a Confederate brigadier general.  In this 
volume, which was published as two works together, he recounts the details of a murder case he tried in early Los Angeles 
in the 1850s, and the capture of the ship Indianola during the Civil War.  Inscribed by Brent’s granddaughter, Hally Car-
rington Brent.  Relatively scarce.  $425.

22. Brown, David Paul: [Kilpatrick, John]: SPEECH OF DAVID PAUL BROWN, UPON MOTION FOR A NEW 
TRIAL, IN THE CASE OF THE COMMONWEALTH AGAINST JOHN KILPATRICK, FOR MURDER, ON 
THE 3rd OF APRIL, 1858. Philadelphia. 1858. 56pp. Dbd. Institutional ink stamp on titlepage. Light tanning. Good.

 

“Because the unloaders took John M’Cracken’s cart first, Kilpatrick took offense and a fight ensued. Kilpatrick beat 
M’Cracken with a slat and caused his death” - McDade.  “Brown argues here for a new trial, on the grounds that proof 
of premeditation was lacking, and that Kilpatrick had been drinking.  It is not clear from this document whether or not 
a new trial was granted” - Cohen.
COHEN 12770. McDADE 555.  $300.

23. Buntline, Ned: LIFE IN THE SADDLE; OR, THE CAVALRY SCOUT. New York: Frederic A. Brady, 1864. 
81,[2]-8pp. Dbd. Edges chipped, minor dampstaining and foxing. Good.

 

A scarce work, set in Virginia in the Civil War, written by dime novelist and publisher Edward Zane Carroll Judson, under 
the pseudonym Ned Buntline.  Judson’s own life read much like one of his novels.  He was tried for murder and barely 
escaped death by a lynch mob, after a duel with his lover’s husband which left the cuckold dead.  He later befriended Wil-
liam “Buffalo Bill” Cody whom he wrote a play about, and starred alongside.  A scarce and lively example of one of the 
premiere western outlaw writers of the nineteenth century.
SABIN 36861.  $500.



24. [Byrne, Ellen]: THE TRIAL OF MRS. ELLEN BYRNE, FOR THE MURDER OF MR. AUGUSTINE BYRNE, 
HER HUSBAND; AT THE COMMISSION COURT, DUBLIN, ON THE 15th AND 16th AUGUST, 1842.... Dub-
lin. 1842. 60pp. Early 20th-century buckram, gilt spine labels. Cloth somewhat dust soiled, spine labels slightly chipped. 
Paper shelf label on spine, institutional ink and blind stamps, ownership inscription on titlepage. Upper corner of final 
leaf torn away, not affecting text, titlepage slightly chipped. Light tanning and foxing. Good plus.

 

An exceedingly scarce account of an extraordinary murder case in 1840s Dublin.  Ellen Byrne, a woman of apparent amaz-
ing intemperance, lived with the corpse of her husband for a period of two to four days before the body was discovered in 
a state of rapidly advancing decomposition. Upon its discovery, she argued that she was not aware, presumably on account 
of her alcoholic stupor, that her husband had died.  This explanation was so inconceivable to the authorities that Byrne 
was put on trial for the murder of her husband by suffocation or strangulation.  Owing to the state of the body, however, 
no evidence that she committed the crime other than her inability to report the death could be produced, and she was 
found not guilty.  Only one copy in OCLC, located at the National Library of Ireland.  $650.

 A Murder by Fur Trappers in the Rocky Mountains
 

25. [Cadien, Baptiste]: CASE OF BAPTISTE CADIEN, FOR MURDER; TRIED AT THREE RIVERS, IN THE 
MARCH SESSION 1838. Three Rivers [Trois-Rivières], Québec: G. Stobbs, 1838. 24pp. 12mo. Original blue paper 
wrappers. Spine perished, wrappers nearly detached. Moderate tanning, occasional foxing. Good plus.

 

A rare account of a grisly incident in the fur trade in Northwestern Canada, in which Baptiste Cadien, a half Indian serv-
ing as an interpreter for the Hudson’s Bay Company at Fort Norman, murdered half a dozen Hare Indians, and wounded 
several others in 1835.  The crime took place in what is now Alberta province, somewhere north of modern-day Edmonton, 
not far from the Lesser Slave Lake.  Cadien was accompanied by two other men, Creole Lagrisse, who participated in the 
murders once they began, and Baptiste Jourdain, upon whose testimony Cadien was convicted.  Several sensationalized 
contemporary account of the killings asserted a romantic motivation for the killings, by which Cadien sought revenge for 
losing a paramour back to her husband of another tribe.  Jourdain’s testimony printed here suggests animosity between 
tribes as the motivation.  The pamphlet also contains a series of letters pertaining to the later commutation of Cadien’s 
death sentence.  A remarkable printed work about the western fur trade, published in the rather obscure town of Three 
Rivers, outside of Montreal.  Only six copies located by OCLC.  $6000.

26. [California]: ESCAPES FROM THE CALIFORNIA STATE PRISON AT SAN QUENTIN [cover title]. [San 
Quentin]. November 1916. [16]pp. Illustrated. Original printed wrappers, stitched. Near fine.

 

An illustrated “wanted list” booklet featuring escapees from California’s notorious San Quentin prison.  Each page pro-
vides details on a single escapee, illustrated with front and side mug shots, vital statistics, and the criminal record for each 
man.  Featured miscreants range in age from 18 to 53; most were born west of the Mississippi, three are foreign-born.  
Crimes include murder, assault, manslaughter, robbery, burglary, larceny, and sex offenses.  Many escapes were made dur-
ing 1916, mostly from road camps, though a few were from the prison itself.  The men listed are:  Frank Melville, John 
Barnett, Harry Dayton, Charles Lee Allison, Charles Rose, Frank Gilbon, Gustave Kahl, Harley Chase, Jack Rowdy, Owen 
Letterman, John H. Rubottom, Sam Anderson, E.J. Nunley, Raymond Tinnin, Cleo Halliday, and George W. Garbrick.

 

Some of the escapees are quite interesting.  Frank Melville appeared in the Oakland TRIBUNE’s Oct. 5, 1914 issue dis-
cussing his escape from San Quentin.  He was found at a Montana prison, “sent up for twelve years” for a burglary in 
Butte County.  The article recounts Melville’s escape from prison with inmate James Hurley on Dec. 23, 1913.  Melville 
had a history of incarceration at Reform School and Folsom Prison.

 

Gustave Kahl was finally located in 1929 in an abandoned cabin in Salt Lake City, dead from a self-inflicted gunshot 
wound.  A sheriff and posse had searched for him for three days after learning that he had been living for ten years under 
the name August Baum at a local ranch.  Authorities found a passport issued from Mexico confirming that Kahl had first 
fled to Mexico.  His original conviction was for the fatal shooting of his unrequited love, Freda Carleson.

 

An ephemeral piece, with no copies located.  $900.

27. [California Newspaper]: SACRAMENTO STEAMER UNION. FOR CIRCULATION IN THE ATLANTIC 
STATES, OREGON, SOUTH AMERICA AND EUROPE. Vol. VI. No. 25. Sacramento: James Anthony & Co., Oct. 
5, 1857. 4pp. on a folded sheet. Large folio. Old folds. Minor wear and slight loss at some folds. Minor scattered soiling. 
Very good.

 

Newspaper printed in Sacramento, intended to carry news of the Golden State abroad.  The masthead of each issue included 
the name of the packet ship carrying that particular paper.  In this case, the paper was carried “Per Golden Gate.”  This 
issue contains information on the Agricultural State Fair; the arrival of Crandall’s Stage and Tracy’s Express; difficulty with 
the Washoe Indians; the typical fires and murders, including the murder of Texan Grammont; a steamship explosion; dif-
ficulty in collecting foreign miner’s license fees from the Chinese; news from the mines; and news of Gen. Lane’s pursuit 
of the Umpqua Indians in Oregon.
KEMBLE, pp.146-51, 271.  $350.



28. [Canada]: THE STORY OF A DARK PLOT; OR, TYRANNY ON THE FRONTIER. By A.L.O.C. Boston. 
1903. 198pp. Portrait. Gilt cloth. Spine bit sunned, else fine.

 

Second edition, after the first of 1898.  An account of the murder of W.W. Smith in Brome County, Quebec, during his 
work in support of the prohibitory liquor law in effect in Brome during the temperance movement.  $25.

29. [Civil War]: THE NEW YORK HERALD. New York. May 7, 1865. 8pp. Large folio newspaper. A few scattered fox 
marks, a touch of wear at folds. Very good, unopened.

 

Much of the news in this edition comes from the recently vanquished South, especially from Virginia: a front page story 
reports on Gen. Sherman’s march with his troops back to Alexandria and another recounts the arrival of the Sixth Corps 
in Danville.  There is also a report from Richmond with the headline: “The People Respect the Power of the United 
States.”  Other unfolding news regards the plotting of the Lincoln assassins, and a story on a filibuster movement against 
Mexico.  $175.

30. [Civil War]: THE TRIAL AND DEATH OF HENRY WIRZ WITH OTHER MATTERS PERTAINING 
THERETO. Raleigh. 1908. 62pp. Original printed wrappers. Edges a trifle sunned. Otherwise very good.

 

An account of the ill-fated Henry Wirz, a Confederate soldier tried and hanged for conspiring with Jefferson Davis to 
torture and murder Union prisoners at Andersonville.  Criticizes the mockery of a trial which sent Wirz to his death.  
Dedicated to the Ladies’ Memorial Association and the Daughters of the Confederacy.  Not in Nevins.  $135.

 Newspaper of a Colorado Regiment in the Civil War
 

31. [Colorado] [Civil War]: SOLDIER’S LETTER. A REGI-
MENTAL PAPER - TO ACCOMPANY THE REGIMENT. 
Vol. 1. No. 23. [Fort Riley, Ks.] May 27, 1865. [3]pp. Quarto, on a 
folded folio sheet. Old fold lines and minor soiling. Very good plus.

 

An extremely rare regimental newspaper, printed on a field press 
in Fort Riley, Kansas.  The Second Colorado Cavalry, organized in 
1863 and stationed at Fort Riley, Kansas, served also from Kansas 
City, Independence, Westport, Hickman’s Mills, Pleasant Hill, 
and Harrisonville, Missouri.  Its detachments engaged in almost 
constant fighting around central Missouri.  Commanded by Col. 
James Ford, the regiment was charged with protecting the Kansas 
citizens from guerillas.  This issue of the SOLDIER’S LETTER, 
published just two weeks after President Lincoln’s assassination, 
contains an ode and article on his death.  The paper also notes 
Jefferson Davis’ capture and attempts by “negro troops” to “mas-
sacre of rebel citizens of Memphis.”

 

The SOLDIER’S LETTER was published longer than most reg-
imental newspapers, from August 1864 until November 1865.  
Both Confederate and Union armies produced various regimental 
newspapers which provide important perspectives into the lives of 
Civil War soldiers.  Any issues are rare.                           $2000.

32. Cothren, William: REPORT OF THE TRIAL OF EDWARD 
E. BRADLEY, INDICTED FOR THE MURDER OF LUCIUS H. FOOT, BEFORE THE SUPERIOR COURT 
OF CONNECTICUT, HELD AT LITCHFIELD, ON TUESDAY, APRIL 14, 1857. Hartford. 1857. 191pp. Early 
20th-century buckram, gilt leather spine labels. Cloth somewhat dust soiled, front hinge detached. Institutional ink and 
blind stamps on titlepage, paper shelf label on spine. Front endpaper and fourth leaf detached, initial three leaves tipped 
on, with one-inch closed tear at titlepage gutter. Tanning,

 

A trial account of an 1857 case of murder in rural Connecticut, interesting for its use of early forensics.  “Foot was found 
beaten to death with a hammer in a horse stall of Litchfield Church, rented by Bradley.  Probably because of rigor mortis, 
the doctor found that ‘the body was so stiff, one could end it up like a post.’  A crude test for blood stains was made by a 
local chemist.  Bradley was acquitted” - McDade.
McDADE 129.  $350.

33. Croy, Homer: LAST OF THE GREAT OUTLAWS. THE STORY OF COLE YOUNGER. New York: Duell, 
Sloan, and Pearce, [1956]. x,242pp. plus photographs. Original beige cloth. Fine. In dust jacket.

 

A revisionist biography of Cole Younger and his role in William Quantrill’s murderous gang.  $40.



34. [Curry, Belle]: PARSONS LABETTE COUNTY KANSAS YEARS FROM 1869 TO 1895  STORY OF THE 
“THE BENDERS.” Parsons, Ks.: Bell Bookcraft Shop, [ca. 1937]. [4],117,[7]pp. Original blue cloth, stamped in gilt, 
black cloth spine. Extremities rubbed, corners lightly worn. Ownership sticker on front fly leaf. Internally clean. Good.

 

One of fifty copies, according to a sticker in the front of the volume.  A rare history of Parsons, Kansas, compiled by the 
local public library from various sources and locally produced.  Contains an account of the murderous Bender family, an 
infamous family of “Hollanders or Germans” responsible for several grisly murders in Parsons.
ADAMS SIX-GUNS 534.  $2250.

35. [De Beck, William L.]: MURDER WILL OUT. THE FIRST STEP IN CRIME LEADS TO THE GALLOWS. 
THE HORRORS OF THE QUEEN CITY.... Cincinnati. 1867. 128pp. Dbd. Institutional stamps on titlepage, otherwise 
clean. Very good.

 

A scarce compendium of atrocious murders, including “an account of the two soldiers where executed at old Fort Wash-
ington, and the trials and executions of John May; Philip Lewis (colored); John Cowan, the Murderer of his Family...[and 
others].”  Thompson had a mixed opinion of the work: “As a chronological index of crime in Hamilton County has some 
value, but it is written in a most wretched style.”  Not in McDade, according to Midland Notes.
MIDLAND NOTES 84:92. THOMPSON 315. EBERSTADT 113:353.  $250.

36. [Dean, Cyrus B.]: THE TRIAL OF CYRUS B. DEAN, FOR THE MURDER OF JONATHAN ORMSBY AND 
ASA MARSH, BEFORE THE SUPREME COURT OF JUDICATURE OF THE STATE OF VERMONT.... Bur-
lington, Vt. 1808. 48pp. Dbd. One internal leaf chipped at lower margin, not affecting text, closed tear to another leaf 
repaired with tape. Moderate toning and foxing. About very good.

 

The trial account of a case of murder resultant from international smuggling in northern Vermont during the first decade 
of the 19th century.  “The victims were two revenue agents who tried to intercept smugglers taking potash into Canada.  
They were shot with a gun nine feet, four inches long.  Dean was sentenced to hang” - McDade.
McDADE 246. SHAW & SHOEMAKER 16344.  $850.

 Rare Australian Narrative of the California Gold Rush
 

37. Dean, Johnson: A TRIP TO CALIFORNIA IN 1850-3, WITH CHAPTERS ON SOUTH-SEA ISLANDS, 
“PORT PHILLIP,” AND BEAUTIFUL TASMANIA. Hobart: J. Walch & Sons, [1905]. 120,[4]pp. plus frontispiece 
and seven photographic illustrations. Original green cloth, gilt. Corners worn. Light soiling and wear to covers. Internally 
clean. About very good.

 

Dean’s account of his trip to California is written in a convivial, chatty style, based on his visit in 1852.  He provides 
descriptions of San Francisco, Oregon, the Sacramento Valley, Sydney, Port Phillip, and Tasmania.  Additionally he gives 
accounts of gold mining, gambling saloons, bullfights, and murders.  The work concludes with a section on Van Dieman’s 
Land and Port Phillip, which includes some remarkable social details, recalling individual businesses and their owners, as 
well as reporting on the aboriginal population.  The final four pages contain local advertisements for businesses in Hobart.  
Not in Kurutz.  Scarce, with only one copy in auction records in the last forty years and only a handful of copies in OCLC.
FERGUSON 9038.  $2500.

38. [Donnall, Robert]: THE TRIAL OF ROBERT SAWLE DONNALL, SURGEON AND APOTHECARY, LATE 
OF FALMOUTH, IN THE COUNTY OF CORNWALL, FOR THE WILFUL [sic] MURDER, BY POISON, OF 
MRS. ELIZABETH DOWNING, WIDOW, HIS MOTHER-IN-LAW, AT THE ASSIZE OF LAUNCESTON, FOR 
THE COUNTY AFORESAID, ON MONDAY, MARCH 21, 1817.... Falmouth: James Lake, 1817. xiv,[1],179pp. Half 
title. Early 20th-century buckram, gilt leather spine labels. Boards somewhat dust soiled, labels slightly chipped. Paper 
shelf label on spine, institutional ink stamp on titlepage. Light tanning, occasional foxing. Good plus. Untrimmed.

 

An English provincial printing of a trial account, reporting an 1817 case of poisoning in Cornwall.  Robert Sawle Donnall 
was accused of killing his mother-in-law by mixing arsenic into her cocoa.  He was found not guilty after the maid testified 
to having the same drink.  $150.

39. Du Bois, William E.: TRIAL OF LUCRETIA CHAPMAN, OTHERWISE CALLED LUCRETIA ESPOS Y 
MINA, WHO WAS JOINTLY INDICTED WITH LINO AMALIA ESPOS Y MINA, FOR THE MURDER OF 
WILLIAM CHAPMAN, ESQ.... Philadelphia. 1832. [2],213pp. Dbd., with minimal remnants of original wrappers; has 
the appearance of gathered signatures, stitched. Minor staining and foxing. Very good. Untrimmed.

 

A scarce trial account involving Lucretia Chapman and a young Spaniard in the murder of Chapman’s husband.  William 
Chapman was a Pennsylvania schoolteacher in Andulusia, outside Philadelphia; Lucretia was his young and buxom wife.  
By all accounts, the Chapmans lived quietly.

 

“At their door one day appeared a young (twenty-two) foreigner, small (only five-feet, two inches) but not unprepossessing 
in appearance.  He gave his name as Carolino Espos y Mina and told an imaginative tale of being the son of the Spanish 



governor of California who was endeavoring, with much difficulty, to join his family.  Mrs. Chapman was neither the first 
nor the last female to be swayed by a pair of Spanish eyes and a Latin name.  He moved into the house and stayed there, 
despite the protestations of Mr. Chapman, who was not the master in his home.  Thereafter the two were frequently seen 
by children, servants, and neighbors hugging and kissing about the place.  Five weeks after he arrived Lino purchased a 
quarter of a pound of arsenic from a Philadelphia druggist, explaining that he used it in stuffing birds.  The following day 
Mr. Chapman was taken ill; four days later he was dead....  The schoolmaster was in his grave less than two weeks when 
the Spanish don and Mrs. Chapman were quietly married in New York, though there was later a disagreement between 
them over whether this was at his urging or hers.  Almost immediately the true character of the Spanish adventurer came 
out, with the disappearance of the family silver and other obvious signs of his chicanery....  An autopsy disclosed that Mr. 
Chapman was heavily dosed with arsenic, and both Lino and Lucretia were charged with his murder.  In separate trials she 
was acquitted while he was convicted and executed.  It is difficult to tell whether they had acted in concert in the murder; 
at least the jury gave her the benefit of the doubt” - McDade.

 

An interesting study of early 19th-century social mores, gender relations, and racial issues.
McDADE 169. COHEN 12416.  $400.

40. [Earls, John]: REPORT OF THE TRIAL AND CONVICTION OF JOHN EARLS, FOR THE MURDER OF 
HIS WIFE, CATHARINE EARLS, LATE OF MUNCY CREEK TOWNSHIP, LYCOMING COUNTY, PENN-
SYLVANIA.... Williamsport, Pa. 1836. 188pp. Early 20th-century buckram, gilt leather spine labels. Cloth slightly dust 
soiled. Paper shelf label on spine, institutional blind and ink stamps, early gift inscription on titlepage. Light tanning and 
foxing. Good plus.

 

A scarce account of an 1836 murder trial in northern rural Pennsylvania, in which John Earls was tried and convicted of 
killing his wife.  “Earls’ motive was the usual other-woman.  He gave as his reason for purchasing the poison, ‘to kill mink 
and muskrats,’ an imaginative variant. He poisoned his wife the day after she gave birth” - McDade.  The confession of 
the condemned follows the main account of the trial, with a separate title page but continuous pagination.
McDADE 280. SHAW & SHOEMAKER 37220.  $850.

 Early American Murder Trial
 

41. [Fairbanks, Jason]: REPORT OF THE TRIAL OF JASON FAIRBANKS, ON AN INDICTMENT FOR THE 
MURDER OF MISS ELIZABETH FALES. AT THE SUPREME COURT, HOLDEN AT DEDHAM, IN THE 
COUNTY OF NORFOLK, ON THURSDAY THE 6th, AND FRIDAY THE 7th DAYS OF AUGUST, 1801. Boston. 
1801. 87pp. Early 20th-century buckram, gilt spine labels. Cloth somewhat dust soiled, shelf label on spine. Institutional 
ink and blind stamps, ownership inscription on titlepage. Light tanning and scattered light foxing. Good plus.

 

Fourth edition, after the first of the same year, of this popular trial account of a sensational case. “The parents of Elizabeth 
Fales objected to Fairbanks’ suit of their daughter, and he, in revenge or frustration, cut her throat in a field.  He made 
an attempt to commit suicide at the same time.  He claimed that she committed suicide.  He was convicted of murder, but 
escaped, apparently with the help of friends, and almost reached Canada.  He was retaken, however, just before boarding 
the boat at Whitehall, Vermont.  He was executed” - McDade.
McDADE 297. SHAW & SHOEMAKER 1229. SABIN 23672.  $450.

42. [Fargo, Frank]: A TRUE AND MINUTE HISTORY OF THE ASSASSINATION OF JAMES KING OF WM. AT 
SAN FRANCISCO CAL. ALSO REMARKS OF THE PRESS CONCERNING THE OUTRAGE; AN ACCOUNT 
OF THE FORMATION AND ACTION OF THE VIGILANCE COMMITTEE; MEETINGS AND RESOLU-
TIONS OF THE CITIZENS OF SACRAMENTO, MARYSVILLE AND STOCKTON; FUNERAL CEREMONIES 
OF MR. KING, WITH THE ADDRESSES OF REV. MESSRS. CUTLER AND LACEY OVER THE BODY; AND 
THE EXECUTION OF CASEY AND CORA. CAREFULLY COMPILED FROM VARIOUS SOURCES [wrapper 
title]. San Francisco: Whitton, Towne & Co., 1856. 26pp. Original printed front wrapper, rear wrapper and backstrip re-
placed. Contemporary ownership inscription on front wrapper. Very light dampstaining along top edges. A very good copy.

 

An account of a famous and exciting California murder case.  The murder of King was one of the prime factors in the 
formation of the Second Vigilance Committee.  According to Cowan, this work was compiled from the columns of the 
ALTA CALIFORNIA, and thus provides valuable insight on the opinions of the press with regard to the actions of the 
Vigilantes.  King, editor of the San Francisco EVENING BULLETIN, was brutally shot to death in the street by Casey. 
The culprit and another murderer, Charles Cora, were hanged before a crowd of some twenty thousand spectators.  This 
is a rare variant edition, published by Whitton, Towne & Co., which Howes seems to have overlooked and which is not 
listed in the 1933 edition of Cowan.  A rare account of California crime.
COWAN (1914), p.32. McDADE 558. SABIN 37808. GRAFF 1286. GREENWOOD 680. ROCQ 933. COHEN 4069. 
STREETER SALE 2803. HOWES F31, “aa” (Sullivan edition).  $1250.

43. [Farmer, Daniel Davis]: TRIAL OF DANIEL DAVIS FARMER, FOR THE MURDER OF THE WIDOW ANNA 
AYER, AT GOFFSTOWN, ON THE 4th OF APRIL, A.D. 1821. Concord, N.H.: Hill and Moore, 1821. 72pp. Early 
20th-century buckram, gilt label. Boards dust soiled, spine slightly chipped. Paper shelf label on spine, institutional ink 
stamp and ownership inscription on titlepage. Light tanning, scattered foxing, heavier to initial leaves. Good plus.

 



Trial account for the case of David Davis Farmer, accused of a crime of passion in 1820s New Hampshire involving murder 
and arson.  “Mrs. Ayer had charged Farmer with fathering her child.  He beat her to death with a cudgel and tried to burn 
her house” - McDade.  He was found guilty and hanged.
McDADE 300. SHOEMAKER 7000.  $500.

 With a Description of the Hunting Trip of Grand Duke Alexis
 

44. [Fisk, James]: THE LIFE OF COL. JAMES FISK, JR. “THE PRINCE OF ERIE.” OF MISS HELEN JOSE-
PHINE MANSFIELD, “THE ERIE PRINCESS.” OF EDWARD S. STOKES, THE ASSASSIN, AND OF HON. 
WM. M. TWEED, OF NEW YORK, THE NOTORIOUS LEADER OF THE INFAMOUS TAMMANY RING...
TOGETHER WITH A SKETCH OF THE GRAND DUKE ALEXIS, OF RUSSIA. Chicago, St. Louis, Cincinnati, 
New Orleans, & New York: J.W. Goodspeed & H.S. Goodspeed, 1872. 162,[3]pp. plus plates. Portrait. Original red cloth, 
stamped in gilt and blind. Cloth lightly sunned and shelfworn. A touch of scattered foxing. A very good copy.

 

A very scarce account of the murder of New York financier James Fisk, made notable by the inclusion of two chapters at 
the end describing the 1871 tour of the United States by Grand Duke Alexis of Russia, including his hunting trip in the 
West.  Fisk and Stokes had business dealings, but the immediate causes of Stokes’ murder of Fisk were the insults and 
humiliation suffered by Helen Mansfield, who had been the mistress of both Fisk and Stokes.  It was a sensational scandal 
that resulted in many publications describing the crime and resultant trial, and this volume contains several portraits of the 
primary figures.  The present title, however, contains an account, on pages 147 to 162, of the tour of the Russian Grand 
Duke Alexis in the United States in 1871, as well as a portrait of the Duke.  The text describes his journeys in the East 
and his famed buffalo hunt in the West, including his encounters with Buffalo Bill, General Philip Sheridan, and General 
George Armstrong “Custar.”  Not in McDade.  $750.

45. [Fitzgerald, George Robert]: THE LIFE OF GEORGE ROBERT FITZGERALD, ESQ. CONTAINING 
EVERY INTERESTING CIRCUMSTANCE WHILE HAPPENED TO THAT UNFORTUNATE MAN, FROM 
HIS QUITTING SCHOOL TO HIS MELANCHOLY EXIT.... London. 1786. 194,iv pp. plus frontispiece portrait. 
Modern three-quarter calf and marbled boards. 19th-century notations on frontispiece and titlepage. Minor soiling and 
foxing, very good.

 

Biography of “Fighting Fitzgerald,” published after he was hanged for his part in the murder of a local magistrate.  Easily 
provoked and a touch mad (Fitzgerald was said to have suffered a blow to the head at the age of twenty), George Robert 
Fitzgerald was notorious for duelling and for the quarrels which led thereunto.  “In his short life Fitzgerald fought some 
twelve duels, which is, by a substantial margin, more than any other known Irish duellist.  Indeed, it is improbable that 
he could have fought so many had he not contrived, as the Dublin EVENING POST reported on 15 June 1786, ‘to have 
some advantage of his opponent’” - DNB.  Fewer than twenty copies recorded by ESTC, only a handful of which are in 
North America.
ESTC T20962.  $900.

 New Haven Murderer and Seminole War Veteran
 

46. Foote, Henry Leander: A SKETCH OF THE LIFE AND ADVENTURES OF 
HENRY LEANDER FOOTE, SENTENCED TO BE HUNG IN NEW HAVEN, 
JUNE 19, 1850, (REPRIEVED BY THE LEGISLATURE TILL OCTOBER 2, 
1850,) FOR THE MURDER OF MISS EMILY H. COOPER....TOGETHER 
WITH HIS ADVENTURES AS A U.S. DRAGOON DURING THE FLORIDA 
WAR....WITH...HIS CONFESSION OF THE RAPE AND MURDER OF MISS 
COOPER, AND HIS ADDRESS ON THE GALLOWS. New Haven: T.J. Staf-
ford, [1850]. 56pp. Original plain wrappers, stitched as issued. Wrappers somewhat 
soiled and slightly chipped, with one small closed tear from front fore-edge. Title in 
contemporary manuscript on front wrapper, later institutional bookplate inside front. 
Tanning and foxing. Good. In original condition.

 

A lurid autobiography written by a Connecticut murderer who also served as a Dragoon 
in Florida during the Second Seminole War.  He claims to relate in the present work 
“a description of the horrid massacre of two families, and some battles, never before 
published,” and his detailed account of his service from 1835 to 1837 occupies most 
of the first part of the pamphlet.  The Appendix contains his confession to the rape 
and murder of Emily Cooper, his twelve-year-old cousin, and the address he planned 
to give at the time of his hanging, in which he blames (among other things) “licen-
tious novels” for leading him astray.  This is the second edition, with three added 
pages containing details of his execution, published after his hanging. OCLC locates 
only three copies of this edition, at the New-York Historical Society, the American 
Antiquarian Society, and the Clements Library; and two copies of the first edition, 
at Yale and Trinity College.  Not in Servies.
McDADE 310. COHEN 12568.  $5000.



 Matched Set
 

47. Franklin, John: NARRATIVE OF A JOURNEY TO THE SHORES OF THE POLAR SEA, IN THE YEARS 
1819, 20, 21, AND 22...WITH AN APPENDIX ON VARIOUS SUBJECTS RELATING TO SCIENCE AND 
NATURAL HISTORY.... [with:] NARRATIVE OF A SECOND EXPEDITION TO THE SHORES OF THE 
POLAR SEA, IN THE YEARS 1825, 1826, AND 1827...INCLUDING AN ACCOUNT OF THE PROGRESS 
OF A DETACHMENT TO THE EASTWARD, BY JOHN RICHARDSON.... London. 1823/1828. Two volumes. 
[iii]-xvi,768pp. plus errata slip, thirty plates (eleven in color), and four folding maps; xxiv,[xxi]-xxiv,320,clvii,[2]pp. plus 
thirty-one plates and six folding maps. Both volumes lacking half titles. Quarto. Contemporary calf, expertly rebacked in 
matching calf, spine gilt. Minor shelf wear. Modern bookplate on each front pastedown, small institutional ink stamp on 
titlepage and Contents page of first volume. Otherwise, a bright, clean copy in very good condition.

 

The first volume narrates Franklin’s first expedition of 1819-22.  Franklin, 
along with naturalist Dr. John Richardson, was appointed to lead an expedition 
overland from Hudson’s Bay to east of the mouth of the Coppermine River for 
the purposes of establishing the latitudes and longitudes of the northern coast 
of America, developing a correct geographical description of the country, and 
searching for a northwest passage.  Franklin’s narrative includes a great deal 
of detail regarding the country, native Indians, the murder of Robert Hood, 
and their disappointment in failing to find a passage.  Sabin calls the appendix 
“valuable” in its contribution to the knowledge of natural history in the area.  
The handsome plates include illustrations of the native Indians and Eskimos 
(many of them attractively colored), artifacts, types of fish, and ships at sea.  
“’The views of Arctic scenery with which these volumes are both illustrated 
and embellished, are of extreme beauty.’ - QUARTERLY REVIEW” - Sabin.

 

Two issues were published of this first volume, both in 1823.  The present 
issue is the first, with 768 pages (see Streeter and Sabin).  The second issue 
contains a longer introduction, with an additional note about the moral condi-
tion of the Indians.  The main text appears to be extremely similar (though 
not identical) up to page 730, in the midst of John Richardson’s “Botanical 
Appendix,” and thereafter a number of changes are incorporated.  The third 
edition of Wagner-Camp lists the second issue, and the fourth edition of 
Wagner-Camp lists the first issue.  One of the maps called for in the list of 
plates and maps, “From Slave Lake to the Arctic Sea,” is not present and “An 
Outline to Shew the Connected discoveries of Capts. Ross, Parry & Franklin 
in the years 1818, 19, 20 and 21” is in its place. Apparently this was the map 
that was issued with the book, since it is contained in Streeter’s copy and that 
of the Bancroft Library, which are also copies of this first issue (although 
evidently Wagner’s copy contained the “correct” map).  The error in the list of maps printed in the book is not corrected 
in the second issue.

 

The second volume prints Franklin’s account of his second voyage, of 1825-27.  The work is mainly devoted to the accounts 
of Richardson and Franklin in their explorations of the Mackenzie River region of the Canadian Northwest, although it 
contains a brief narrative of the explorations of Thomas Drummond in the Canadian Rockies.  The plates, which are fine 
engravings by Finden after drawings and sketches by Lieut. Kendall and Capt. Back, depict the Mackenzie Basin and the 
Arctic Ocean.  The handsome maps include “Route of the Expedition A.D. 1825, from Fort William to the Saskatchewan 
River...,” “Route of the Expedition from York Factory to Cumberland House...in 1819 & 1820,” “Route of the Expedition 
from Isle a la Crosse to Fort Providence, in 1819 & 1820,” “Route of the Land Arctic Expedition...from Great Slave Lake 
to Great Bear Lake River...,” and “The Discoveries of the Expedition...Near the mouth of the Mackenzie River, and on 
the Sea Coast East & West....”
First volume: WAGNER-CAMP 23:1. FIELD 560. GRAFF 1406. LANDE 1181. PEEL 80. PILLING, PROOF-SHEETS 
1326. SABIN 25624. TPL 1248. Second volume: WAGNER-CAMP 35:1. FIELD 561. GRAFF 1407. LANDE 1182. PEEL 
88. SABIN 25628. STREETER SALE 3699. REESE, BEST OF THE WEST 47.  $8500.

 Crazed Black Man Murders Family
 

48. [Freeman, William]: THE TRIAL OF WILLIAM FREEMAN, FOR THE MURDER OF JOHN G. VAN NEST, 
INCLUDING THE EVIDENCE AND THE ARGUMENTS OF COUNSEL, WITH THE DECISION OF THE 
SUPREME COURT GRANTING A NEW TRIAL, AND AN ACCOUNT OF THE DEATH OF THE PRISONER, 
AND OF THE POST-MORTEM EXAMINATION OF HIS BODY BY AMARIAH BRIGHAM, M.D. AND OTH-
ERS. Auburn, N.Y.: Derby, Miller & Co., 1848. iv,[17-]508pp. Early 20th-century buckram, gilt label. Cloth somewhat 
dust soiled, label chipped, front hinge loosening. Institutional ink stamp on titlepage, blind stamps on titlepage and second 
leaf. Light to moderate foxing. Good plus.

 



A scarce account of a sensational 1846 murder case in upstate New York that involved multiple trials, pleas of insanity, 
and a defense argued by a former governor.  “Freeman was a demented negro who murdered John Van Nest, his wife, and 
child at Auburn, New York, one night with an ax.  His trial, and particularly his defense by former Governor William 
H. Seward, aroused great excitement because of the plea of insanity.  His second trial resulted in a death sentence which 
was reversed, and Freeman died shortly thereafter.  An autopsy disclosed a diseased brain of long standing.  The case did 
much to insure a better hearing for the insane, who, until then, received small consideration in the courts” - McDade.
MCDADE 324.  $2500.

49. [Furnald, Amos]: TRIAL OF AMOS FURNALD, FOR THE MURDER OF ALFRED FURNALD, BEFORE 
THE SUPERIOR COURT OF JUDICATURE, HOLDEN AT DOVER, WITHIN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF 
STRAFFORD, AND STATE OF NEW-HAMPSHIRE, ON THE FIRST TUESDAY OF FEBRUARY, ANNO DO-
MINI, 1825. Concord, N.H. 1825. 127,[1]pp. Early 20th-century buckram, gilt leather labels. Cloth somewhat dust soiled, 
front hinge starting. Paper shelf label on spine, institutional ink stamp and ownership inscription on titlepage, blind stamps 
on initial leaves. With a contemporary manuscript annotation on final leaf. Some tanning, occasional foxing. Good plus.

 

An uncommon account of a disturbing case of child neglect that resulted in death in 1825 New Hampshire.  “The father 
and stepmother were charged with the murder of a five-year-old child by neglect and starvation.  The father was convicted 
of manslaughter” - McDade.  This copy contains a contemporary manuscript annotation reporting the sentence.
McDADE 328. SHAW & SHOEMAKER 22511.  $500.

50. Gatonbe, John: [Churchill, John and Awnsham]: A VOYAGE INTO THE NORTH-WEST PASSAGE. UNDER-
TAKEN ANNO 1612. [London. 1732]. [2],243-256pp. plus one map. Folio. Modern grey cloth, paper label. Internally 
bright and clean. Very good plus.

 

Extracted from Churchill’s VOYAGES AND TRAVELS..., a short narrative of explorer James Hall’s second voyage to 
Greenland, in search of the Northwest Passage.  Hall led two ships on the expedition which was tragically cut short after 
Hall was attacked by an Inuit, shortly dying from injuries sustained.  Compiled from the journal of Gatonbe, with details 
of ship maintenance, weather, hunting for whales, and Hall’s murder.  $300.

51. Grabill, Ethelbert V.: SACCO AND VANZETTI IN THE SCALES OF JUSTICE. Boston: The Fort Hill Press, 
1927. 37pp. plus [15]pp. of related newspaper clippings. Dbd., retaining original front printed wrapper. Minor toning, 
institutional ink stamp on titlepage. Good.

 

A fair-minded analysis of the famous Boston-area murder case of Sacco and Vanzetti, written by the Reporter of Decisions 
for the Massachusetts Supreme Court, Ethelbert V. Grabill.  Grabill, a former Quaker, does his level best to present the 
facts of the case as equitably as possible; he argues that the defendants had every opportunity to present their case, and that 
they received a fair trial.  The two newspaper articles bound after the text relate to the Sacco and Vanzetti case.  Scarce 
in institutions, and rarely met with in the trade.  $375.

52. [Haggerty, John]: REPORT OF THE TRIAL AND CONVICTION OF JOHN HAGGERTY, FOR THE 
MURDER OF MELCHIOR FORDNEY, LATE OF THE CITY OF LANCASTER, PENNSYLVANIA. Lancaster, 
Pa. 1847. 82pp. Dbd. Minor foxing, ink number on titlepage. Very good.

 

A rare Pennsylvania murder case.  “Haggerty was an Irishman who would go mad from drink.  He had killed one man 
previously while drunk.  During a fit in which he thought his horse an evil spirit, he killed it with a silver bullet.  He then 
murdered Fordney and a woman and child with an ax.  He was sentenced to be hanged” - McDade.  Between them, McDade 
and OCLC record just eight copies, including the present copy seen by McDade at the New York Bar Association Library.
McDADE 423. SABIN 29519.  $750.

 The Extremely Rare First Edition
 

53. Harbison, Massy: A NARRATIVE OF THE SUFFERINGS OF MASSY HARBISON, FROM INDIAN BAR-
BARITY, GIVING AN ACCOUNT OF HER CAPTIVITY, THE MURDER OF HER TWO CHILDREN, HER 
ESCAPE, WITH AN INFANT AT HER BREAST; TOGETHER WITH SOME ACCOUNT OF THE CRUELTIES 
OF THE INDIANS, ON THE ALLEGHENY RIVER, &c. DURING THE YEARS, 1790, ‘91, ‘92, ‘93, ‘94. COM-
MUNICATED BY HERSELF. Pittsburgh: Printed by S. Engles, 1825. 66pp. 12mo. Contemporary half muslin and paper 
boards. Boards quite worn and rubbed. Front free endpaper torn. Old stain in upper outer corner of titlepage and first 
three leaves of text. Tanning and foxing. A very decent copy, in original, unsophisticated condition. In a half morocco box.

 

The very rare first edition of this classic Indian captivity set on the Ohio-Pennsylvania frontier.  In 1792, Harbison and 
her infant child were kidnapped from their home on the Allegheny River by Indians.  Her two young sons were scalped, 
and she was held captive for two days before making a daring escape with her child and eventually reaching Fort Pitt.  
Includes an account of the defeat of St. Clair in 1791, based on otherwise unpublished dispatches.  The Siebert copy 
fetched $18,400 in 1999.
SABIN 30291. HOWES H179, “b.” AYER 335. FIELD 650. CHURCH 1332. GRAFF 1775. THOMSON 502. AMERI-
CAN IMPRINTS 20806. SIEBERT SALE 980.  $16,000.



54. Harnden, Harvey: NARRATIVE OF THE APPREHENSION IN RINDGE, N.H. OF THE REV. E.K. AVERY, 
CHARGED WITH THE MURDER OF SARAH M. CORNELL, TOGETHER WITH THE PROCEEDINGS OF 
THE INHABITANTS OF FALL RIVER. Providence. 1833. 36pp. Dbd. Minor toning, light foxing. Very good.

 

Described as the “fourth edition” on the title, although this may be a marketing device to suggest the pamphlet was more 
popular than it actually was. A detailed account of the search for and arrest of a murder suspect in Rhode Island in 1833.  
Rev. Ephraim Avery became one of the most famous defendants in 19th-century criminal history.  “When Sarah Cornell 
was found hanging from the frame of a haystack in Tiverton, Rhode Island, it might easily have been called suicide but for 
a note left in her bandbox saying, ‘If I should be missing, enquire of the Rev. Mr. Avery, of Bristol,- he will know where I 
am.’  This was the beginning of the Reverend’s troubles and one of the most famous nineteenth-century cases.... For the 
times, the trial was a long one; it lasted twenty-seven days, during which 196 witnesses were examined, and resulted in 
Avery’s acquittal.  It is not inconsistent to say that while the verdict was undoubtedly sound on the evidence as presented, 
there is still enough doubt to make the case an interesting one” - McDade.  Scarce.
McDADE 41. GOODSPEED 304:116.  $250.

 A Harrowing Colonial Voyage
 

55. Harrison, David: THE MELANCHOLY NARRATIVE OF THE DISTRESSFUL VOYAGE AND MIRACU-
LOUS DELIVERANCE OF CAPTAIN DAVID HARRISON, OF THE SLOOP PEGGY, OF NEW-YORK, ON 
HIS VOYAGE FROM FYAL, ONE OF THE WESTERN ISLANDS, TO NEW YORK. London. 1766. [2],67pp. 
Half title. Modern three-quarter morocco and cloth boards, spine gilt. A few small scuff marks on spine, boards slightly 
rubbed. Light tanning, occasional faint foxing. Very good.

 

A truly horrifying narrative by the captain of a ship engaged in the wine trade to Madeira out of New York in the late 
colonial period.  Captain Harrison picked up a cargo of wine and brandy in the fall of 1765, and while returning to New 
York lost most of his masts and sails in a series of storms.  Supplies dwindled and eventually the crew, maddened by drink, 
murdered a black slave and ate him.  Harrison, who took no part, describes the tragedy in detail, including the cooking 
methods (stewed in wine, then broiled).  Lots had been drawn for the execution of a second member of the crew to serve 
as fodder when the ship, Susanna, in the Virginia trade, found the Peggy and saved her crew.  In London, Harrison made 
statements about the affair for insurance purposes, printed here, and this fearsome account was published.  A rare narrative.
SABIN 30551.  $10,000.

 Early American Travels and Observations on Indians
 

56. Hennepin, Louis: NOUVEAU VOYAGE D’UN PAIS PLUS GRAND QUE L’EUROPE AVEC LES REFLEC-
TIONES DES ENTERPRISES DU SIEUR DE LA SALLE, SUR LES MINES DE ST. BARBE, &c.... Utrecht. 1698. 
[70],389pp. plus folding map and four folding plates. 12mo. Handsome tan crushed morocco, gilt extra, leather labels, 
marbled endpapers, a.e.g., by Lucien Broca. A few tiny marginal paper 
repairs. Otherwise, internally clean. Near fine.

 

First edition.  This edition of Hennepin’s writings is a continuation 
of his NOUVELLE DECOUVERTE... of the previous year.  In this 
work he added new material drawn from contemporary sources on 
Indian manners and customs and various North American travels.  The 
first eight chapters describe the adventures and murder of La Salle, 
while the last concern the British treatment of the Recollets after 
the taking of Quebec in 1629.  Lengthy passages are taken from Le 
Clercq’s ETABLISSEMENT DE LA FOY of 1688.  Despite the fact 
that Hennepin has been severely and justly criticized for imposture and 
plagiarism, his works, according to Thwaites, still stand as “invaluable 
contributions to the sources of American history; they deserve study, 
and to this day furnish rare entertainment.  We can pardon much 
to our erratic friar, when he leaves to us such monuments as these.”

 

No other narratives of French exploration in the interior of North 
America enjoyed as wide a popularity or stimulated as much contro-
versy and criticism among later scholars as those of Hennepin.  A 
Recollet missionary, Father Hennepin went to New France in 1675, 
and in 1678 he set out with La Salle to explore the fertile basin of 
the Mississippi River.  While La Salle turned back to raise funds to 
continue the voyage, Hennepin went on to ascend the river from 
Fort Crevecoeur (Chicago) and penetrated farther northwest into 
the interior than any white man to that time.  He discovered St. An-
thony’s Falls near the present site of Minneapolis, and provided the 
first eyewitness account of Niagara Falls.

 



The Streeter copy sold to Quaritch for $1200 in 1966.
EUROPEAN AMERICANA 698/101. ARENTS 432. CHURCH 774n. HARRISSE 177. HOWES H417. SABIN 31351. 
STREETER SALE 104. STREIT II:2775.  $11,000.

 The Tonson Issue, with the First Eyewitness Account of Niagara Falls
 

57. Hennepin, Louis: A NEW DISCOVERY OF A VAST COUNTRY IN AMERICA, EXTENDING ABOVE FOUR 
THOUSAND MILES, BETWEEN NEW FRANCE AND NEW MEXICO; WITH A DESCRIPTION OF THE 
GREAT LAKES...WITH A CONTINUATION, GIVING AN ACCOUNT OF THE ATTEMPTS OF THE SIEUR 
DE LA SALLE UPON THE MINES OF ST. BARBE, &c. THE TAKING OF QUEBEC BY THE ENGLISH.... 
London: Printed for M. Bentley, J. Tonson, H. Bonwick, T. Goodwin, and S. Manship, 1698. Two volumes bound in one. 
[22],243,[32],228pp. Frontispiece, two engraved folding maps, and six engraved folding plates. Modern paneled calf, spine 
gilt with raised bands, red morocco label. Very good.

 

The second issue of the English translation, known as the “Tonson 
issue,” with plates and typography improved, after the original 
French edition published in Utrecht in 1697.  No other narratives 
of French exploration in the interior of North America enjoyed as 
wide a popularity or stimulated as much controversy and criticism 
among later scholars as those of Hennepin.  A Recollet missionary, 
he went to New France in 1675, and in 1678 he set out with La 
Salle to explore the fertile basin of the Mississippi River.  While La 
Salle turned back to raise funds to continue the voyage, Hennepin 
went on to ascend the river from Fort Crevecoeur (Chicago) and 
penetrated farther northwest into the interior than any white man 
to that time.  He discovered St. Anthony’s Falls near the present 
site of Minneapolis and provided the first eyewitness account of 
Niagara Falls.  The engraving of the Falls which appears in his 
narrative, although an imaginative rendering, was the earliest to 
be published.  Hennepin was subsequently captured by the Sioux, 
and after several months of wandering he was rescued by Daniel 
De Lhut.

 

This edition contains translations of Hennepin’s second and third 
books, NOUVELLE DECOUVERTE... and NOUVEAU VOY-
AGE....  The first presents a fairly reliable account of Hennepin’s 
actual travels and experiences, but also incorporates his entirely 
false claim to have descended the Mississippi to the Gulf of Mexico.  
This is, in fact, Father Zenobe Membre’s account, which Hennepin 

boldly plagiarized from Le Clercq.  In his sequel, NOUVEAU VOYAGE, Hennepin added new material drawn from con-
temporary sources on Indian manners and customs and various North American travels.  The first eight chapters describe 
the adventures and murder of La Salle, while the last concern the British treatment of the Recollets after the taking of 
Quebec in 1629.  Despite the fact that Hennepin has been severely and justly criticized for imposture and plagiarism, his 
works, according to Thwaites, still stand as “invaluable contributions to the sources of American history; they deserve 
study, and to this day furnish rare entertainment.  We can pardon much to our erratic friar, when he leaves to us such 
monuments as these.”  The maps are of great importance for the cartography of the Midwest.
JCB (2)II:1535. EUROPEAN AMERICANA 698/100. WING H1451. SABIN 31370. CHURCH 773. TPL 6354 (“Bon- 
Issue”). STREIT II:2780. HOWES H416, “b.” COX II, p.84. BELL 266-67. LANDE 423. VAIL 278. DIONNE II:250. 
ESTC R24981.  $8500.

 Exploring the Great Lakes and the Upper Mississippi
 

58. Hennepin, Louis: A NEW DISCOVERY OF A VAST COUNTRY IN AMERICA, EXTENDING ABOVE FOUR 
THOUSAND MILES, BETWEEN NEW FRANCE & NEW MEXICO; WITH A DESCRIPTION OF THE GREAT 
LAKES...WITH A CONTINUATION GIVING AN ACCOUNT OF THE ATTEMPTS OF THE SIEUR DE LA 
SALLE UPON THE MINES OF ST. BARBE, &c. THE TAKING OF QUEBEC BY THE ENGLISH.... London: 
Printed for Henry Bonwicke..., 1699. Engraved title, printed title, [18],240pp., printed title, [22],216pp. plus two folding 
maps and six folding plates. Modern crushed levant by Lloyd, Wallis & Lloyd, spine gilt extra, a.e.g., gilt inner dentelles. 
Spine sunned. Ownership marks of W. Musgrave on verso of title-leaf with faint bleedthrough. Neat bookplate. Maps 
backed on linen. Near fine.

 

The second English edition, following the original French edition published in Utrecht in 1697 and two issues of the English 
translation published in 1698.  No other narratives of French exploration in the interior of North America enjoyed as wide 
a popularity or stimulated as much controversy and criticism among later scholars as did those of Hennepin.  A Recollet 
missionary, Father Hennepin went to New France in 1675, and in 1678 he set out with La Salle to explore the fertile basin 



of the Mississippi River.  While La Salle turned back to raise funds to 
continue the voyage, Hennepin went on to ascend the river from Fort 
Crevecoeur (Chicago) and penetrated farther northwest into the interior 
than any white man up to that time.  He discovered St. Anthony’s Falls 
near the present site of Minneapolis and provides the first eyewitness 
account of Niagara Falls.  The engraving of the Falls which appears in 
his narrative, although an imaginative rendering, was the earliest to be 
published.  Hennepin was subsequently captured by the Sioux and after 
several months of wandering was rescued by Daniel Du Lhut.

 

This edition contains translations of Hennepin’s second and third books, 
NOUVELLE DECOUVERTE... and NOUVEAU VOYAGE....  The 
former presents a fairly reliable account of Hennepin’s actual travels 
and experiences, as well as incorporating his entirely false claim to have 
descended the Mississippi to the Gulf of Mexico.  This is, in fact, Father 
Zenobe Membre’s account, which Hennepin boldly plagiarized from Le 
Clercq’s ETABLISSEMENT DE LA FOY.  In his sequel, NOUVEAU 
VOYAGE..., Hennepin added new material, drawn from contemporary 
sources, concerning Indian manners and customs, as well as various North 
American travels.  The first eight chapters describe the adventures and 
murder of La Salle, while the last concern the British treatment of the 
Recollets after the taking of Quebec in 1629.  Lengthy passages are lifted 
from Le Clercq’s ETABLISSEMENT DE LA FOY.  Despite the fact 
that Hennepin has been severely and justly criticized for imposture and 
plagiarism, his works, according to Thwaites, still stand as “invaluable 
contributions to the sources of American history; they deserve study, 
and to this day furnish rare entertainment.  We can pardon much to our 
erratic friar, when he leaves to us such monuments as these.”  The maps 
are of great importance for the cartography of the Midwest.
SABIN 31372. HOWES H416, “b.” EUROPEAN AMERICANA 699/102. WING H1452.  $8500.

59. Hildreth, Richard: A REPORT OF THE TRIAL OF THE REV. EPHRAIM K. AVERY...ON AN INDICT-
MENT FOR THE MURDER OF SARAH MARIA CORNELL; CONTAINING A FULL STATEMENT OF THE 
TESTIMONY, TOGETHER WITH THE ARGUMENTS OF COUNSEL, AND THE CHARGE TO THE JURY. 
Boston. 1833. 143pp. Dbd. Minor toning and foxing, small ink number on titlepage. Good plus. Untrimmed.

 

First edition of this scarce report on the infamous Avery-Cornell murder case.  The full-page map of Narragansett Bay is 
printed on the verso of the Advertisement leaf.  “When Sarah Cornell was found hanging from the frame of a haystack in 
Tiverton, Rhode Island, it might easily have been called suicide but for a note left in her bandbox saying, ‘If I should be 
missing, enquire of the Rev. Mr. Avery, of Bristol,- he will know where I am.’  This was the beginning of the Reverend’s 
troubles and one of the most famous nineteenth-century cases.... For the times, the trial was a long one; it lasted twenty-
seven days, during which 196 witnesses were examined, and resulted in Avery’s acquittal.  It is not inconsistent to say that 
while the verdict was undoubtedly sound on the evidence as presented, there is still enough doubt to make the case an 
interesting one” - McDade.  Scarce.
McDADE 46. SABIN 96818.  $150.

60. Hildreth, Richard: A REPORT OF THE TRIAL OF THE REV. EPHRAIM K. AVERY...ON AN INDICT-
MENT FOR THE MURDER OF SARAH MARIA CORNELL; CONTAINING A FULL STATEMENT OF THE 
TESTIMONY, TOGETHER WITH THE ARGUMENTS OF COUNSEL, AND THE CHARGE TO THE JURY. 
Boston. 1833. 143pp. Dbd. Minor toning and dust-soiling, two small institutional stamps and small ink number on title-
page. Good plus.

 

Stated third edition of this scarce report on the infamous Avery-Cornell murder case.  The full-page map of Narragan-
sett Bay is printed on the verso of the Advertisement leaf.  “When Sarah Cornell was found hanging from the frame of a 
haystack in Tiverton, Rhode Island, it might easily have been called suicide but for a note left in her bandbox saying, ‘If 
I should be missing, enquire of the Rev. Mr. Avery, of Bristol,- he will know where I am.’  This was the beginning of the 
Reverend’s troubles and one of the most famous nineteenth-century cases.... For the times, the trial was a long one; it lasted 
twenty-seven days, during which 196 witnesses were examined, and resulted in Avery’s acquittal.  It is not inconsistent to 
say that while the verdict was undoubtedly sound on the evidence as presented, there is still enough doubt to make the 
case an interesting one” - McDade.  Scarce.
McDADE 46.  $125.



 A New England Man Plots to Kill Charles II
 

61. [Hill, William]: A BRIEF NARRATIVE OF THAT STUPENDIOUS TRAGEDIE LATE INTENDED TO 
BE ACTED BY THE SATANICAL SAINTS OF THESE REFORMING TIMES...TOGETHER WITH THE 
CONFESSIONS, SPEECHES, AND PRAYERS OF GEORGE PHILLIPS, THOMAS TONGE, NATHANIEL 
GIBBS, FRANCIS STUBBS, AT THE PLACE OF EXECUTION, ON MUNDAY DECEMB. 22, 1662. London. 
1662. [14],80pp. Small quarto. 20th-century red half morocco and marbled boards, spine gilt. Light foxing and toning. 
Last few leaves lightly dampstained at bottom edge; final five leaves with some loss to bottom margin, minutely affecting 
a few words of text. Good.

 

First edition of this astonishing narrative, laying out a plot by a New Englander living in London to murder King Charles 
II and re-establish Cromwellian rule.  Largely given in cued dialogue, as furnished by a courtroom shorthand reporter, this 
work recounts the narrative of a plot on the King’s life by Captain John Baker, “then living in East-Smithfield, formerly of 
New-England.”  Baker was an old adherent of Hugh Peter, or Peters, executed for regicide sympathies in 1660.  William 
Hill, author and informer for this work, encountered Baker in the streets of London and describes him as “but an illiterate 
and rough-hewn fellow,” though capable of great mischief, for “in New-England he might be sufficiently possessed with 
villainous principles;” thus, Hill decides that he will “modestly put my self upon the sifting of him.”  This led to hints 
of a plot to seize and murder the King, slaughter “those Rogues at Whitehall,” and restore a “Godly Party” of former 
Cromwellians to power.  Professing complicity, Hill met with conspirators over the next two weeks - mostly disaffected 
military veterans and seamen, some with New England connections - in private chambers and taverns, where logistics for 
arming the rebellion were deliberated.

 

All the while, however, Hill was in contact with Sir Richard Brown, a government spymaster, who collected the intel-
ligence as it emerged, and “from whom I received instruction every night.”  On Oct. 28th, with the enactment of the 
plot seemingly imminent, Brown and Lieutenant of the Tower Sir John Robinson decided to pounce.  Hill accompanied a 
detachment of soldiers to a pre-arranged meeting place where at least five of the conspirators were apprehended: Riggs, 
Hinde, Tonge, Stubbs, and one White, a cane merchant said by Tonge to have “bought armes for six men for this design, 
at his own cost and charge.”  Captain Baker of Massachusetts was not among them, however, having last been heard of at 
the Feathers Tavern in Fish Street three evenings before.

 

The remainder of the narrative chronicles, in vivid and often desperate dialogue, the arraignment and trial of six men 
for High Treason, with further details from preliminary examinations, and four dying speeches or prayers.  Hill testified 
against his co-conspirators and was in turn cross-examined by the court.  The elaborate organization boasted of by some 
of the conspirators may have been illusory in the end - Riggs and Hinde assured Hill that “Windsor Castle was their own” 
with “five hundred men...fixed in and about Windsor,” that “all the churches in London were concerned in it,” that “four 
hundred assistants” were ready in Dorsetshire, and that two thousand horsemen, for whom armor and weaponry had been 
procured, were expected to ride into London on Monday the 27th, preparatory to “the fatal night.”  All of these people and 
plans seem to have melted away, however, once the ringleaders were arrested.  And Captain John Baker of New England, 
who above all seems to have planned the securing of the King’s person and the assault on Whitehall, simply fades from 
the story, despite Hill’s account and Riggs’ testimony at the trial.

 

A fascinating tale of an American colonist whose place in British history might have been measured alongside the likes of 
Guy Fawkes.
ESTC R32577. WING B4611.  $1500.

 Hanging a Slave Owner and Murderer
 

62. [Hodge, Arthur]: A REPORT OF THE TRIAL OF ARTHUR HODGE, ESQUIRE, (LATE ONE OF THE 
MEMBERS OF HIS MAJESTY’S COUNCIL FOR THE VIRGIN-ISLANDS) AT THE ISLAND OF TORTOLA, 
ON THE 25th APRIL, 1811, AND ADJOURNED TO THE 29th OF THE SAME MONTH; FOR THE MURDER 
OF HIS NEGRO MAN SLAVE NAMED PROSPER. Middletown [Ct.]: Printed by Tertius Dunning, 1812. [2],186pp. 
12mo. 20th-century red buckram, black titles. Faint institutional ink stamp on titlepage, embossed blindstamp to first 
three leaves, minor foxing and toning. Good plus.

 

First American edition of the report of the groundbreaking trial of West Indian plantation owner Arthur Hodge for the 
murder of one of his slaves, after the London edition of 1811.  Hodge, a prominent planter on Tortola in the British 
Virgin Islands, was notorious on the island for the extreme brutality with which he treated his slaves.  Between 1803 and 
1811, the number of blacks on his estate diminished from 140 to thirty-five, a fact that neighbors reasonably attributed 
to Hodge’s cruelties, which were known to include savage floggings, the forcing of boiling water down women’s throats, 
and the dipping and resultant flaying alive of a child in a cauldron of scalding water.  In 1811 the colonial court finally 
intervened, arresting Hodge for the 1807 murder of his slave, Prosper, whose punishment for allegedly stealing a mango 
from one of Hodge’s trees consisted of a two-day cart-whipping that left “no black skin upon him remaining from his hips 
to his hands” (p.10) and finally resulted in his death.

 

The prosecution’s key witnesses included Stephen M’Keough, a former overseer of the plantation, and, most notably, 
Pereen Georges, a free black woman who had lived intermittently on Hodge’s estate.  The defense’s main strategy of dis-
crediting the witnesses easily failed, and Hodge was found guilty, sentenced to death, and hanged on May 8, 1811.  The 



report, certified and submitted by Richard Hetherington, the president of the Virgin Islands and president of the Court 
for the trial, consists primarily of the transcription of the depositions and the trial as taken by A.M. Belisario, a member 
of the grand jury on Hodge’s indictment.  An important record of unusual jurisprudence in the waning days of slavery in 
the British Empire.  Shaw & Shoemaker and OCLC together locate just ten copies.  Scarce.
SABIN 4425, 32327. SHAW & SHOEMAKER 26592. FINKELMAN 290. DNB IX, p.952.  $1350.

63. [Horn, Adam]: [Hellman, Andrew]: THE CONFESSION OF ADAM HORN, ALIAS ANDREW HELLMAN, 
EMBODYING PARTICULARS OF HIS LIFE: CONVICTED ON THE 27th NOVEMBER, 1843, IN BALTIMORE 
COUNTY COURT, OF THE MURDER OF HIS WIFE.... Baltimore: Printed by James Young, 1843. 31pp. including 
one woodcut illustration. Dbd. Minor edge wear, two small ink numbers on titlepage. Very good.

 

The confession of Adam Horn who was convicted in Baltimore in November of 1843 of chopping up his wife and burying 
part of her in the orchard and then carelessly leaving other parts of her strewn about the house.  He later admitted his real 
name was Andrew Hellman. Includes a woodcut illustration of the murderer looking quite sinister and strange.  Relatively 
scarce, with only eleven total copies between McDade and OCLC.
McDADE 484. OCLC 8611516.  $375.

 The Capture of Murrell
 

64. Howard, H.R., editor: THE HISTORY OF VIRGIL A. STEWART, AND HIS ADVENTURE IN CAPTURING 
AND EXPOSING THE GREAT “WESTERN LAND PIRATE” AND HIS GANG.... New York. 1836. 273,36pp. 
Lacks pages 27-32 of advertisements, perhaps not issued with this copy, and not called for by Howes. Original patterned 
green cloth with original paper spine label. Corners bumped, spine label darkened. Contemporary ownership signature on 
front free endpaper and small leather book label of Neva and Guy Littell, president of binding company R.R. Donnelley 
& Sons, on front pastedown. Some scattered foxing. Old repair to front hinge. Half of rear free endpaper lacking. About 
very good. In a green cloth jacket, spine gilt, and a green cloth slipcase.

 

Murrell and his gang were notorious as thugs, murderers, and organizers of slave uprisings, but there is good reason to 
believe that Virgil Stewart fabricated much of their image to make himself look good once Murrell was captured.  In fact, 
Stewart may have played a part in the land pirates’ schemes, which consisted mainly of persuading slaves to escape, then 
selling them back into slavery elsewhere.  “The earliest account of a detective’s experiences in bringing to justice the 
Murrell gang of outlaws” - Adams.
HOWES H700, “aa.” SABIN 33250. ADAMS SIX-GUNS 1045 (“Rare”). COHEN 14040.  $300.

 The Capture of Murrell
 

65. Howard, H.R., editor: THE HISTORY OF VIRGIL A. STEWART, AND HIS ADVENTURE IN CAPTURING 
AND EXPOSING THE GREAT “WESTERN LAND PIRATE” AND HIS GANG.... New York. 1837. 273,12pp. 
Original publisher’s cloth binding, printed paper label. Label chipped, corners and head and foot of spine light worn. Mod-
ern bookplate on rear pastedown, cartoon doodles on rear endpapers. Minor dampstaining to gutter margin of outermost 
leaves. Lightly foxed throughout. Good plus.

 

Second edition, after the first of the previous year.  Murrell and his gang were notorious as thugs, murderers, and orga-
nizers of slave uprisings, but there is good reason to believe that Virgil Stewart fabricated much of their image to make 
himself look good once Murrell was captured.  In fact, Stewart may have played a part in the land pirates’ schemes, which 
consisted mainly of persuading slaves to escape, then selling them back into slavery elsewhere.  “The earliest account of 
a detective’s experiences in bringing to justice the Murrell gang of outlaws” - Adams.
HOWES H700. SABIN 33250. ADAMS SIX-GUNS 1045.  $250.

 Important Account of Joseph Smith’s Death
 

66. Hunt, James L.: [Mormons]: MORMONISM: EMBRACING THE ORIGIN, RISE AND PROGRESS OF THE 
SECT, WITH AN EXAMINATION OF THE BOOK OF MORMON; ALSO, THEIR TROUBLES IN MISSOURI, 
AND FINAL EXPULSION FROM THE STATE...WITH AN APPENDIX, GIVING AN ACCOUNT OF THE 
LATE DISTURBANCES IN ILLINOIS, WHICH RESULTED IN THE DEATH OF JOSEPH AND HYRUM 
SMITH. BY G.W. WESTBROOK. St. Louis: Printed by Ustick & Davies, 1844. v,[1],[5]-304,36pp. plus errata. Original 
black ribbed cloth, expertly rebacked with original backstrip laid down. Titlepage reinserted, lower blank margin a bit 
trimmed. Overall just about very good. In a half morocco box.

 

Second edition, but the first edition to contain Westbrook’s important appendix, which makes a large contribution to the 
history of the events which led to the Smiths’ assassinations.  Hunt felt the Mormons had slandered the citizens of Mis-
souri by making charges against them in Mormon accounts of their difficulties in the state.  Hunt casts a cold eye on the 
origins of THE BOOK OF MORMON, the Mormon Church, and the activities of the sect from its inception to their 
present state.  The errata leaf cited by Howes and present in the Graff copy is also present in this copy, though lacking 
from others we have seen.
HOWES H805, “b.” MISSOURI IMPRINTS 408. GRAFF 2013. FLAKE 4142. WOODWARD 101.  $4000.



67. [Hyde, Fanny]: OFFICIAL REPORT OF THE TRIAL OF FANNY HYDE, FOR THE MURDER OF GEO. 
W. WATSON, INCLUDING THE TESTIMONY, THE ARGUMENTS OF COUNSEL, AND THE CHARGE 
OF THE COURT, REPORTED VERBATIM.... New York. 1872. 161pp., including two frontispiece portraits. Dbd. 
Portraits and first two leaves detached. Institutional ink stamp to titlepage. Light tanning. Good.

 

“Watson was a manufacturer of hair nets; Hyde was his forelady–and more.  She bought a pistol and one day was found 
on the stairs of the factory during a lunch-hour recess standing over his dead body.  Her brother, who worked on the 
floor below, arriving at the scene, ‘...stepped across the dead body of the man, the defendant still being there, and show-
ing some emotion said to her, “Fanny, I told you not to do this.”’  The defense of seduction produced a disagreement at 
the trial” - McDade.
McDADE 499.  $375.

68. [Iowa]: THE EXECUTION OF WILLIAM McCAULEY. THE ONLY LEGAL HANGING THAT EVER OC-
CURED IN VAN BUREN COUNTY. AN INTERESTING AND AUTHENTIC HISTORY OF THE CRIME, 
CONFESSION, TRIAL AND EXECUTION. [Keosauqua, Ia.]: Keosauqua Republican, 1905]. 11pp. Self-wrappers. 
Slight wear, heavy crease down center where previously folded. Very good. With a history of the Van Buren County Court 
House laid in.

 

The murder took place in 1844.  The evidence against McCauley was hard to beat: an affadavit signed by the dying Don 
Ferdinand Coffman that McCauley had killed him.  The self-styled only account of the execution given to the public.  Van 
Buren County is is the southeast corner of Iowa.  $300.

 In Defense of Captain Cresap
 

69. [Jacob, John J.]: A BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCH OF THE LIFE OF THE LATE CAPT. MICHAEL CRESAP. 
Cumberland, Md.: Printed for the Author, by J.M. Buchanan, 1826. 123,[1]pp. 12mo. Contemporary three-quarter roan and 
marbled boards, spine gilt. Boards lightly rubbed and shelfworn. Early ownership signature on front free endpaper. Light 
tanning, scattered foxing, old light dampstain in lower third of final five leaves of text. About very good. In a burgundy 
half morocco and cloth slipcase, spine gilt, and folding cloth chemise.

 

First edition of this biography of Captain Cresap, defending him against charges that 
he slaughtered Indians before the beginning of the Revolutionary War.  In particular, 
Cresap became infamous in the case of the Indian, Logan, and the murder of his de-
fenseless family in 1774.  “This biography of Cresap was written to refute Jefferson’s 
account in NOTES ON VIRGINIA....The immediate occasion for this now rare book, 
written by the revolutionary officer, later clergyman, who had married Cresap’s widow, 
was the reopening of old sores by [Joseph] Doddridge in his then recently published 
NOTES [ON THE SETTLEMENT AND INDIAN WARS, OF THE WESTERN 
PARTS OF VIRGINIA & PENNSYLVANIA, FROM THE YEAR 1763 UNTIL THE 
YEAR 1783 INCLUSIVE] of 1824.  The defense is complete and the biography is of 
absorbing interest” - Streeter.

 

The Streeter copy was bought by Sessler for $650 in 1968.
HOWES J32, “b.” SABIN 35488. STREETER SALE 1335. FIELD 769. THOMSON 
640. AMERICAN IMPRINTS 24967. DAB IV, p.538 (Cresap).                    $3500.

70. [James, Jesse]: GRAND 1930 TRIUMPHAL TOUR. THE GREAT SCENIC 
STAGE PLAY PRODUCTION OF JESSE JAMES. THE MOST AMAZING 
STORY OF DARING AND THRILLING ADVENTURE EVER PRODUCED 
ON THE STAGE. THIS IS NOT A MOVING PICTURE BUT A 4 ACT STAGE 
PLAY WITH VAUDEVILLE SPECIALTIES BETWEEN EACH ACT. Erie, Pa.: 
Erie Litho. & Ptg. Co., [1930]. Broadsheet, 28 x 10½ inches, printed on light orange 
paper and featuring five large illustrations of scenes from the production. Very light 
edge wear. Near fine.

 

An excellent broadsheet advertising a touring 1930 stage production of the life and 
exploits of legendary outlaw Jesse James.  This production was mounted as the Great 
Depression was deepening, and the treatment of James in the text anticipates the 
public’s fascination with depression-era outlaws such as John Dillinger, Bonnie and 
Clyde, Ma Barker, and “Baby Face Nelson.”  James is called “the most interesting 
character American history has furnished,” and it is noted that “thousands of people...
were in sympathy with [the James brothers] and followed their sensational career with 
the utmost interest.”  Parents are assured that they can safely bring their children 
to the performance: “it will not corrupt the mind of the young.  On the contrary it 
teaches a great moral lesson.”  The illustrations depict thrilling scenes from the play, 
including a bank robbery, a prison break, and Jesse’s murder by “the traitor” Robert 



Ford.  This broadsheet was meant to advertise whatever local performance was being undertaken, and the name and place 
of the venue has been left unaccomplished on this copy.  $750.

71. James, John T.: THE BENDERS IN KANSAS. Wichita: The Kan-Okla Publishing Company, 1913. 173pp., with 
in-text illustrations. 12mo. Original pictorial wrappers. Rubbing and a few small marginal chips to wrappers, spine chipped, 
small separations at hinges. Light tanning, else internally clean. Very good.

 

“A full history of those unparalleled killers, related by their defense lawyer, who must have known the facts” - Adams.  
The Bender family immigrated to Kansas in 1870 with a small group of spiritualists, and opened a general store and guest 
house for travellers going farther west, but soon developed a penchant for murdering their guests.  After they fled in 
1873, when a relative of one of their victims came inquiring about his missing brother, ten bodies and a number of body 
parts were found buried on their property.  In 1889 another relative of one of the victims tracked down two women liv-
ing in Michigan whom she accused of admitting to be the female members of the Bender family.  They were arrested and 
returned to Kansas for trial, but their identities could not be proven.

 

A rare firsthand account of one of the first sensationalized stories of mass murder.  Not in McDade.
ADAMS SIX-GUNS 1154.  $3500.

 With the Map of Virginia
 

72. Jefferson, Thomas: NOTES ON THE STATE OF VIRGINIA. Philadelphia. 1801. [4],436,56pp. plus three maps 
(one folding), folding plate and frontispiece portrait. Thick octavo. Modern calf, gilt leather label. Moderate tanning, 
browned in places, scattered foxing, light offsetting from plates. Good.

 

One of the most handsome American editions of Jefferson, and the first issued after his accession to the presidency, noted 
on the title as the “First Hot-Pressed Edition.”  The portrait, pictured and described in Cunningham’s THE IMAGE OF 
THOMAS JEFFERSON IN THE PUBLIC EYE..., was engraved by William Harrison, Jr., after a print by Mathew Carey.  
It is one of the relatively few engraved images of Jefferson. This edition adds Jefferson’s famous first inaugural address 
(“we are all Republicans, we are all Federalists”).  An appendix adds his correspondence relating to the Logan massacre, a 
horrific frontier tale of the murder of a friendly Indian family in southwest Virginia during Lord Dunmore’s War in 1774.

 

This copy also contains a large folding map, A MAP OF THE STATE OF VIRGINIA, described as “Compiled for Rawle’s 
Hot-pressed Edition of Jefferson’s Notes.”  The folding plate is “A View of the Natural Bridge in Virginia.”
HOWES J78. CLARK I:262. Noble E. Cunningham, Jr., THE IMAGE OF THOMAS JEFFERSON IN THE PUBLIC 
EYE, p.51. REESE, FEDERAL HUNDRED 6 (ref).  $6000.

 With the “Murder of Logan” Appendix
 

73. Jefferson, Thomas: NOTES ON THE STATE OF VIRGINIA. WITH AN APPENDIX. New York: Printed 
by M.L. & W.A. Davis - for Furman & Loudon, 1801. 392pp. plus frontispiece portrait and folding table. Folding map. 
With the folding plate of the Natural Bridge of Virginia supplied in facsimile. Contemporary calf, neatly rebacked with 
gilt spine laid down, gilt morocco label. Boards slightly rubbed. Lightly tanned and foxed. Very good. In a folding cloth 
box, leather label.

 

The self-styled “third American edition,” although the statement to that effect has been effaced from the titlepage.  There 
were actually five American editions published before this one.  NOTES ON THE STATE OF VIRGINIA is the only 
book-length work by Jefferson to be published in his lifetime.  It has been called “one of America’s first permanent liter-
ary and intellectual landmarks.”  It was largely written in 1781 and first published in Paris, in French, in 1785.  Written 
in the form of answers to questions about Virginia, the book supplies a description of the geography, with an abundance 
of supporting material and unusual information.  The portrait of Jefferson was engraved by John Scoles, and is pictured 
and described in Cunningham’s THE IMAGE OF THOMAS JEFFERSON IN THE PUBLIC EYE....

 

This edition contains a copy of the 1794 Samuel Lewis map of the state of Virginia which is usually found in the second 
American edition of NOTES.  This edition is also the first to contain the appendix relating to the murder of the Indian 
chief, Logan, and his family during the American Revolution.  Jefferson here corrects statements he made in earlier edi-
tions and adds numerous documents relating to the affair.
HOWES J78. Noble E. Cunningham, Jr., THE IMAGE OF THOMAS JEFFERSON IN THE PUBLIC EYE, pp.16-17. 
SABIN 35906. SHAW & SHOEMAKER 722. CLARK I:262. SOWERBY, JEFFERSON’S LIBRARY 4167. ADAMS, THE 
EYE OF THOMAS JEFFERSON 57. REESE, FEDERAL HUNDRED 6 (ref).  $3000.

 With a Map and Portrait
 

74. Jefferson, Thomas: NOTES ON THE STATE OF VIRGINIA. WITH AN APPENDIX. Boston: Printed by David 
Carlisle for Thomas & Andrews [et al], 1801. 364pp. plus frontispiece, folding map, and folding table.  Contemporary tree 
calf, neatly rebacked, morocco label, gilt. Minor toning to text, light occasional foxing, small marginal repairs to folding 
map. Short closed tear in L4, touching a few words. Very good. In a brown half morocco box.

 



A very nice copy of Jefferson’s essential work on his home state of Virginia, styled on the titlepage “Eighth American edi-
tion.”  This is the only book-length work by Jefferson to be published in his lifetime, and has been called “one of America’s 
first permanent literary and intellectual landmarks.”  It was largely written in 1781 and first published in Paris, in French, 
in 1785.  Written in the form of answers to questions about Virginia, the book provides a description of the geography, 
with an abundance of supporting material and unusual information.  The map by Samuel Lewis which accompanies this 
edition is the same map as that issued with the Philadelphia 1794 edition, with the same date of 1794.  The frontispiece 
portrait was engraved by Enoch G. Gridley, and is pictured and described in Cunningham’s THE IMAGE OF THOMAS 
JEFFERSON IN THE PUBLIC EYE....  Cunningham states: “Not all copies [of this edition] contain a signed state of the 
engraving, but the unsigned prints are otherwise identical to those that included ‘Gridley sc.’ inscribed in very small letter-
ing immediately under the portrait.”  The portrait in the present copy is not “signed.”  This edition includes appendices 
containing Charles Thompson’s notes on Jefferson’s original text, his “Draught of a Fundamental Constitution for the 
Commonwealth of Virginia,” “An Act for Establishing Religious Freedom,” and the story of the “Murder of Logan’s Family.”

 

An excellent copy of Jefferson’s enduring work, in an edition also notable for the portrait and the map.
HOWES J78. Noble E. Cunningham, Jr., THE IMAGE OF THOMAS JEFFERSON IN THE PUBLIC EYE, pp.17-18. 
SABIN 35895. CLARK I:262. SOWERBY IV, pp.301-30. ADAMS, THE EYE OF THOMAS JEFFERSON 57. REESE, 
FEDERAL HUNDRED 6 (ref).  $4500.

75. Jefferson, Thomas: NOTES ON THE STATE OF VIRGINIA. WITH AN APPENDIX. Newark: Printed by 
Pennington & Gould, 1801. 392pp., plus frontispiece portrait and folding table. Contemporary speckled calf, spine gilt, 
leather label. Hinges rubbed, head of spine chipped, moderate edge wear. Light tanning and foxing. Good plus.

 

The self-styled “third American edition,” and the first printing in New Jersey.  NOTES ON THE STATE OF VIRGINIA 
is the only book-length work by Jefferson to be published in his lifetime.  It has been called “one of America’s first perma-
nent literary and intellectual landmarks.”  It was largely written in 1781 and first published in Paris, in French, in 1785.  
Written in the form of answers to questions about Virginia, the book supplies a description of the geography, with an 
abundance of supporting material and unusual information.  The portrait of Jefferson was engraved by John Scoles, and 
is pictured and described in Cunningham’s THE IMAGE OF THOMAS JEFFERSON IN THE PUBLIC EYE.... “This 
edition is one of three editions printed the same year from the same type, with reimposed first signatures and changed title 
pages and imprints.  Aside from the text of the appendix concerning the Logan-Cresap incident, which is from the appendix 
first published in 1800, it would appear that the type was set from an uncorrected copy of the Mathew Carey edition of 
1794” - Felcone.  This edition was issued without the map and the folding plate of the Natural Bridge, but contains the 
appendix on the murder of Logan, as with first New York edition of 1801, to which it corresponds.

 

A quite unusual imprint of Jefferson’s NOTES, and the first copy of this edition to be handled by this firm.
FELCONE COLLECTION 803. ADAMS, THE EYE OF THOMAS JEFFERSON 57. HOWES J78. SABIN 35902. 
SHAW & SHOEMAKER 721. REESE, FEDERAL HUNDRED 6 (ref). Coolie Werner, “A Further Checklist of the 
Separate Editions of Jefferson’s ‘Notes on the State of Virginia” (Charlottesville, 1960), p. 15.  $3000.

76. Jones, Charles C.: AN ADDRESS DELIVERED BEFORE THE CONFEDERATE SURVIVORS’ ASSOCIA-
TION...AT ITS FOURTH ANNUAL MEETING.... Augusta, Ga. 1882. 7pp. Stitched in original wrappers, slight 
fraying at edges, else very good.

 

This address comments on President Garfield’s recent assassination, recent deaths of Confederate survivors, and the dedi-
cation of an obelisk chimney that is the sole remnant of the Confederate Powder Works.
DE RENNE, p.809.  $85.

77. Jones, George Henry: ACCOUNT OF THE MURDER OF THE LATE MR. WILLIAM WEARE, OF LYON’S 
INN, LONDON.... London: Printed by J. Nichols, 1824. [4],344pp. plus two folding maps and four plates, including 
frontis. Early 20th-century tan buckram, gilt spine labels. Hinges loosening, light soiling to cloth, labels slightly chipped. 
Institutional ink and blind stamps, contemporary ownership inscription on titlepage. Light tanning and occasional foxing, 
slightly heavier to plates. Good. Untrimmed.

 

An uncommon account of a notorious English crime, the Radlett murder. William Weare, a London lawyer and chronic 
gambler, was killed over a gambling debt owed him by an amateur boxer named John Thurtell.  Rather than pay up, 
Thurtell, with the aid of two accomplices, lured Weare to a house in Radlett where he shot him in the face.  When this 
did not kill him, Thurtell cut his throat, smashed him head in, and dragged him into a nearby pond.  The shocking nature 
of the crime and its coverage by the press exposed the public to the seedy underworld of gambling in England.  The case 
gained such notoriety that the site of the murder became a popular tourist attraction.  The present account, both by its 
extensive detail and by the intricacy of maps and plates depicting the various locales central to the events, attests to the 
interest that the case commanded.  $400.



78. [Kennedy, John F.]: Sidey, Hugh, and Rev. Oscar L. Huber: [THREE TYPED LETTERS, SIGNED, FROM 
REV. OSCAR HUBER TO Time MAGAZINE CORRESPONDENT HUGH SIDEY, AND TWO TYPED LET-
TERS, SIGNED, FROM SIDEY TO HUBER, REGARDING THE ASSASSINATION OF PRESIDENT JOHN F. 
KENNEDY]. St. Louis, Mo. & Washington, D.C. 1969. [7]pp. total on quarto sheets. Fine. In a half morocco and cloth 
folding case, spine gilt.

 

An exceptional group of correspondence between Rev. Oscar L. Huber, the priest who administered Kennedy’s last rights 
after his assassination and is best known for allegedly leaking the news of JFK’s death before there was an official an-
nouncement, and Hugh Sidey, the journalist for TIME magazine who reported that the Reverend declared: “He’s dead, 
all right.”  Although Huber struggled with the negative attention which came from being labeled disloyal to the United 
States Government for having gone against a request by the Secret Service to be discrete, these letters are the first time 
Rev. Huber confronts his accuser, some six years later.  By this time he had already published his own book, LAST MO-
MENTS WITH PRESIDENT KENNEDY (1968), in which he vehemently denied leaking any information in the mo-
ments following the President’s death.  The catalyst for this exchange is the publication of several books on the Kennedy 
assassination which focused on his role in the assassination.  Quoting in part, he writes:

 

“I am writing this letter after much deliberation.  Shortly before Mr. Manchester’s book, THE DEATH OF A PRESIDENT, 
came into the hands of the public, an article appeared in the February 7, 1967 issue of LOOK in which Mr. Manchester 
stated that you asked me if the President was dead, and I took a deep breath and said: ‘He’s dead all right.’  Mr. Sidey, I 
did not tell you, or any other reporter, or any group of reporters the President was dead.  May I ask you this question?  
Were you really at Parkland Hospital on the day of the assassination?  If so, perhaps you did ask a Priest if the President 
was dead, and it is possible that he gave you the above answer - but I assure you if you did ask me the question I DID 
NOT tell you the President was dead.”

 

This begins a polite but heated exchange between the two men over the course of five letters.  Sidey defends himself as 
a reporter, stating firmly (in part):

 

“We did not manufacture that reply.  It is recorded for all posterity on the records of the broadcasters and wire services 
of that day.  It had to come from somewhere....Further, I don’t find it unnatural or in any way unfortunate that you said 
that.  It was, in fact, to me, a very essential truth that needed saying just then.”

 

For all their heated debate, these two men end the correspondence on a surprisingly congenial note.  From Sidey:
 

“I think that the world is big enough for us to live with our memories.  Neither of us, I suspect, is entirely accurate and 
neither of us has deliberately done anything to injure anyone else.  History is filled with such inconsistencies as ours and 
having been in the business of recording it day to day I can claim no infallibility nor can I grant it to any other human.  
You performed a very great service to a great man, his family and his country in a most critical time.  The details are 
almost irrelevant to that.  I hope that my account has not really caused you too much embarrassment and I further hope 
you won’t let it concern you much in the future.”

 

And Huber:
 

“I am deeply impressed with your letter of May 13th.  In my humble estimation it is a letter that only a gentleman would 
write.  Never did I think you deliberately wrote those things which I made a sincere effort to clarify without giving offense 
to you.  I assure you I hold nothing against you and that I would deem it a pleasure to meet you some day.”

 

These letters provide a captivating insight into what took place on the day of Kennedy’s assassination, parts of which will 
always remain a mystery.  $2500.

79. Kinney, Hannah: A REVIEW OF THE PRINCIPAL EVENTS OF THE LAST TEN YEARS IN THE LIFE 
OF MRS. HANNAH KINNEY: TOGETHER WITH SOME COMMENTS UPON THE LATE TRIAL. Boston. 
1841. 87pp. Modern boards backed in blue cloth. Corners bumped. Bookplate on front pastedown. Minor toning and 
foxing. Very good.

 

Narrative written by Hannah Kinney, who was accused of murdering her husband in Massachusetts in 1840.  “Mrs. Kin-
ney’s behavior and sense of guilt helped to bring her to trial, but she was acquitted” - McDade.
AMERICAN IMPRINTS 41-2924. McDADE 561.  $300.

80. [Knapp, John Francis]: [SAMMELBAND OF FOUR PAMPHLETS CONTAINING CONTEMPORARY RE-
PORTS ON THE TWO TRIALS OF JOHN FRANCIS KNAPP FOR THE MURDER OF JOSEPH WHITE]. 
Boston; Salem. 1830. 60; [4],74; 28; 8pp., with in-text illustrations. Early 20th-century buckram, gilt spine labels. Text 
block cracked, some leaves loosening. Short closed tear from upper gutter of first titlepage. Leaves of final pamphlet 
chipped at fore-edges, slightly affecting text, and mounted on stubs. Remnants of shelf label at foot of spine, institutional 
ink stamp on first titlepage. Good.

 

Four uncommon reports on a famous murder that occurred in Salem, Massachusetts in 1830, of which Daniel Webster, 
who prosecuted the case, said, “It is a most extraordinary case.  In some respects, it has hardly a precedent anywhere; 
certainly none in our New England history.” Captain White, a wealthy old man, was murdered in Salem, Massachusetts 



on the night of April 6, 1830.  John Francis Knapp was the husband of a grandniece of the victim. Knapp figured he could 
get rich by having old Captain White killed, so he enlisted the help of his brother, Frank Knapp, as well as George and 
Richard Crowninshield, the latter actually committing the murder by stabbing White thirteen times with a stiletto.  All 
four of the conspirators were arrested. After Richard hanged himself in his cell, the prosecution turned toward John Francis 
Knapp as principal conspirator.  Following one trial in which the jury could not reach a verdict, the prosecution, led by 
Daniel Webster, gathered enough evidence to hold a second and final trial for Knapp, in which he was found guilty and 
then promptly hanged.  His brother would soon follow him to the gallows.

 

Of the reports that comprise this sammelband, the initial two address the first trial and the final pair address the second 
trial.  They are as follows:

 

1) TRIAL OF JOHN FRANCIS KNAPP AS PRINCIPAL IN THE MURDER OF OF CAPT. JOSEPH WHITE.... Bos-
ton: Dutton and Wentworth, 1830. COHEN 12787. McDADE 572. SABIN 38066. AMERICAN IMPRINTS 3757.

 2) REPORT OF THE EVIDENCE AND POINTS OF LAW, ARISING IN THE TRIAL OF JOHN FRANCIS KNAPP, 
FOR THE MURDER OF JOSEPH WHITE, ESQUIRE.... Salem: W. & S.B. Ives, 1830. COHEN 12780. McDADE 
567. SABIN 38066n. AMERICAN IMPRINTS 3286.

 3) SECOND TRIAL OF JOHN FRANCIS KNAPP BY A NEW JURY, RECOMMENCED AT SALEM, AUGUST 14, 
1830, FOR THE MURDER OF CAPT. JOSEPH WHITE.... Boston: Dutton and Wentworth, 1830. COHEN 12783. 
McDADE 568. SABIN 38066n. AMERICAN IMPRINTS 3752.

 4) SECOND TRIAL OF JOHN FRANCIS KNAPP, AT SALEM, FOR THE ALLEGED MURDER OF CAPT. JOSEPH 
WHITE [caption title]. [Salem? 1830? Not in McDade. COHEN 12782. SABIN 38066n.

  $900.

81. [Lang, Herbert O., compiler]: A HISTORY OF TUOLUMNE COUNTY CALIFORNIA. COMPILED FROM 
THE MOST AUTHENTIC RECORDS. San Francisco: B.F. Alley, 1882. xi,509,48pp. plus woodcut frontispiece and 
eleven other woodcut portraits. Later half calf and contemporary sheep, gilt morocco label, edges sprinkled brown. Hinges 
cracked, bottom of joints starting, corners and edges worn. Ownership inscription on front endpaper recto, scattered 
manuscript notations in pencil (several on portraits). Final contents page tipped in. Initial leaves moderately dampstained, 
else clean. Good.

 

A rare history of Tuolumne County, California, covering a variety of topics.  It recounts the foundation of its towns by 
miners arriving from the East in the summer of 1848 at the beginning of the California Gold Rush, and contains a chro-
nology of important events and a section of biographies for significant county figures.  The volume also provides lurid 
accounts of various crimes committed, including lynchings, robberies, and murders, as well as natural disasters and min-
ing accidents.  A significant portion of the book is dedicated to the county’s mining history and its geology, as well as the 
promotion of its agricultural resources.  Includes a portrait and brief biography of Samuel Clemens (Mark Twain), who 
spent time around the mines in California as a reporter during the Civil War, and apparently stayed in Tuolumne County 
during the winter of 1864-65, where he wrote “The Celebrated Jumping Frog of Calaveras County.”  “One of the rarest 
of all California histories...with only a few copies in existence” - Norris.
HOWES L71, “b.”  COWAN II, p. 646. CALIFORNIA LOCAL HISTORY 15345. ADAMS SIX-GUNS 2248. NORRIS 
CATALOGUE 3968.  $1750.

82. [Lincoln, Abraham]: THE NEW YORK HERALD. New York. April 18, 1865. 8pp. Large folio newspaper. Split 
along fold with loss to a few words. Good.

 

Published three days after Lincoln’s death and bordered in black, this edition of THE NEW YORK HERALD begins to 
sift details of the assassination from the fog of recent events, and also contains important news regarding the conclusion of 
the Civil War.  One story contains statements of eyewitnesses, including Dr. Charles A. Leale, who attended to Lincoln in 
his box at Ford’s Theatre immediately after the President was shot.  Another story gives details of the route for Lincoln’s 
funeral train.  There are also reports on the condition of Secretary of State Seward and the arrest of his attacker.  This 
issue also carries news of the important meeting between Gen. Sherman and Gen. Johnston regarding the latter’s surren-
der.  $350.

83. [Lincoln, Abraham]: THE NEW YORK HERALD. New York. May 5, 1865. 8pp. Large folio newspaper. Split along 
fold with loss to a few words. About very good, unopened.

 

The main news in this edition concerns the ongoing events in the assassination of President Lincoln.  A long story from 
Springfield, Illinois reports on the arrival of the funeral procession, and there are several stories about the pursuit of the 
conspirators in the President’s murder.  One story calls Jefferson Davis “a fugitive from justice, with a price set on his 
head as an assassin.”  Another long piece brings news from the South, as military action in the Civil War winds to a halt.  
The last page is taken up by an account of the Irish Independence movement, and a profile of “Fenians at Home and 
Abroad.”  $250.

84. [Lincoln, Abraham]: THE NEW YORK HERALD [caption title]. New York. April 29, 1865. 8pp. Large folio 
newspaper. Moderate foxing. Very good.

 



The assassination of President Lincoln on April 14, 1865 came on the same day Gen. Joseph Johnston of the Confederacy 
contacted Sherman to discuss the suspension of operations under similar terms granted to Lee.  The present issue of THE 
NEW YORK HERALD treats both events, with an account of Johnston’s actual surrender under desired terms, along 
with a relation of the progress of Lincoln’s funeral train across America.  The previous day the President’s body was in 
Cleveland, on the 29th the body was in Columbus.  A poignant slice of America at the close of the Civil War.
Long, E.B., THE CIVIL WAR DAY BY DAY, pp.675-76,684.  $250.

85. [Lincoln, Abraham]: THE NEW YORK HERALD [caption title]. New York. April 22, 1865. 8pp. Large folio 
newspaper. Moderate foxing and slight edge wear. Very good.

 

A sorrowful issue of the NEW YORK HERALD, filled with details of the early progress of Lincoln’s funeral train.  Articles 
range from a description of the President’s catafalque to Canadian reaction to his murder.  On the day this issue went to 
press, Presidential assassin James Wilkes Booth fled across the Potomac into Virginia, while the funeral train arrived in 
Philadelphia.
Long, E.B., THE CIVIL WAR DAY BY DAY, p.680.  $250.

86. [Lincoln, Abraham]: [Washington State]: WASHINGTON DEMOCRAT. Vol. I, No. 22 [& 24]. Olympia. April 
1 & 15, 1865. 4; 4pp. Large folio. Folded with some loss at folds. Chipping and small tears at edges, light soiling and 
wear. Good.

 

Washington state newspaper issue reporting on the assassination of President Abraham Lincoln.  The interior two pages 
are both column-edged in black, the lead headline reading: “President Lincoln Murdered!!  Mr. Seward Stabbed.”  The 
newspaper likewise reports on the surrender of Gen. Lee at Appomattox and the end of the Civil War.  The issue for 
April 1st reports a small column on the unconstitutionality of the Emancipation Proclamation.  The WASHINGTON 
DEMOCRAT was published from Oct. 17, 1864 to July 15, 1865.  Scarce.  $375.

87. [Lincoln, Abraham]: THE WEEKLY HERALD. New York. April 22, 1865. [8]pp. Large folio newspaper. Lightly 
tanned. Split at one fold with loss of a few words. Good, unopened.

 

Assassination edition of this weekly version of THE NEW YORK HERALD newspaper, dated exactly one week after Lin-
coln’s death.  With all the columns bordered in black, the paper contains all the news of the previous week, from the details 
of the assassination, to the attacks on other government officials, and the search for Booth and the conspirators.  There is 
also a long story containing details of Lee’s surrender to Grant at Appomattox, and a few stories regarding travel abroad.
  $250.

 Remarkable Field Press Announcements of the Lincoln Assassination
 

88. [Lincoln Assassination]: [Stanton, Edwin]: [TWO ARMY FIELD 
PRESS PRINTINGS OF TELEGRAPHS REPORTING THE AS-
SASSINATION OF PRESIDENT LINCOLN, THE ATTACK ON 
WILLIAM H. SEWARD, AND NEWS OF THE FINAL SURREN-
DER OF THE CIVIL WAR]. Greenville, Tn. April 16 & 18, 1865. 
Two broadsides, 10 x 8 inches and 7¾ x 5 inches respectively.  Light 
foxing, a couple spots of staining, old folds. Very good.

 

Two fascinating Army field press printings of telegraph messages report-
ing the assassination of President Lincoln and the attack on Secretary 
William H. Seward, with other important news of the day, includ-
ing Gen. Sherman’s offer of surrender terms to Confederate general 
Joseph E. Johnston.  Each broadside is titled, “Latest by Telegraph,” 
with the individual dispatches addressed to either Maj. Gen. David S. 
Stanley or Maj. Gen. John A. Dix, some from Secretary of War, Edwin 
Stanton.  These messages were printed on an Army field press at the 
headquarters of the Fourth Army Corps, commanded by Stanley, in 
Greenville, Tennessee.

 

The first broadside was printed on April 16, 1865, printing three tele-
graph dispatches from the previous day.  The first dispatch, dated April 
15, contains three dispatches pertaining to the Lincoln assassination and 
the attack on Secretary of State William H. Seward.  The first dispatch 
gives a detailed account of the Lincoln assassination:

 

“President Lincoln and wife with their friends, last evening, visited Fords 
theatre, for the purpose of witnessing the performance of ‘Our American 
Cousin’....Before the third Act, and while there was a temporary pause 
for one of the actors to enter, the sharp report of a pistol was heard, 



which momentarily attracted the attention of the audience, but suggested nothing serious, until a man rushed to the front 
of the President’s box waving a long dagger in his hand, and exclaiming, ‘SIC SEMPER TYRANUS,’ and immediately 
leaped from the box....There was a rush towards the President’s box, when cries were heard of ‘stand back,’ ‘give him air,’ 
‘has any one stimulants?’ etc.  After a hasty examination, it was found that the President had been shot through the head, 
above and back of the Temporal Bone, and that some of the brains were oozing out.”

 

The dispatch continues with a re-telling of the examination of the president’s box, including the “single barreled pocket 
pistol found upon the carpet.”  At the end of the first dispatch, a one-line message to Maj. Gen. Dix from Secretary of 
War, Edwin Stanton dated April 15 delivers the tragic and somber news to the troops in east Tennessee: “Abraham Lincoln 
died this morning at twenty-two minutes after seven o’clock.”

 

The second dispatch is dated at 4:00a.m. on April 15, again from Stanton to Dix.  This telegraph message informs the 
troops about the attack on Secretary Seward and about the details so far uncovered about John Wilkes Booth’s plot to as-
saassinate the president.  The latter part of this dispatch includes a detailed recounting of the attack on Seward.

 

The third dispatch includes information on the swearing-in of Andrew Johnson, the condition of Secretary Seward (“[his] 
wounds are not mortal, but very severe”), plus interesting but unsubstantiated rumors from Cincinnati (regarding John 
Wilkes Booth’s brother having to leave Cincinnati for his own safety) and New York, where it was reported that John 
Wilkes Booth was arrested near Fort Hawkins.

 

The second broadside was printed on April 18, and prints telegraph messages received the previous day.  The news here 
includes the possible surrender of Gen. Johnston’s Confederate troops to Gen. Sherman, the naming of Seward’s attacker 
as “Thompson,” the closing of the post office and the Navy Department for Lincoln’s funeral, the improving medical 
condition of Secretary Seward, the rumor that Booth was “captured and is on board of a gun boat, on the Potomac,” and 
two reports regarding the Johnston surrender: that Gen. Lee has gone to Danville to encourage Johnston to surrender, 
and that Gen. John D. Imboden’s men deserted him and joined with Johnston after the former refused to accept the same 
surrender terms offered to Gen. Lee.

 

Fascinating contemporary news from one of the most tragic, crucial, and transitional moments in American history.
  $8500.

89. [Lowell, James M.]: REPORT OF THE TRIAL OF JAMES M. LOWELL, INDICTED FOR THE MURDER 
OF HIS WIFE, MARY ELIZABETH LOWELL, BEFORE THE SUPREME JUDICIAL COURT OF MAINE 
FOR ANDROSCOGGIN COUNTY.... Portland, Me. 1875. [2],ii,260pp. Early 20th-century buckram, gilt labels, Cloth 
somewhat dust soiled, hinges loose. Institutional ink and blind stamps to titlepage. Light tanning internally. Lacking 
frontispiece. Good.

 

“Lowell murdered his wife on a country road near Lewiston, Maine, in June, 1870; the body was not found for more than 
three years, when the headless skeleton was discovered.  Despite the lapse of time, Lowell was convicted.  The victim’s 
mother had a dream about the time of the murder which foretold the circumstances of her death” - McDade.
McDADE 633.  $300.

90. [Lowenstein, Emil]: TRIAL OF EMIL LOWENSTEIN FOR THE MURDER OF JOHN D. WESTON, AT 
WEST ALBANY, AUGUST 5, 1873.... Albany. 1874. [2],352pp. plus frontispiece portrait and tipped-in index leaf. Early 
20th-century buckram, gilt labels. Cloth somewhat faded and dust soiled, labels slightly chipped. Shelf label at foot of 
spine, institutional ink and blind stamps to title page. Some tanning. Good plus.

 

“Lowenstein enticed his victim from Brooklyn to West Albany, where he was shot nine times and his throat cut, and robbed 
of $400” - McDade.
McDADE 634.  $225.

 Early Pennsylvania Murder
 

91. [M’Manus, Charles]: A CORRECT ACCOUNT OF THE TRIALS OF CHARLES M’MANUS, JOHN HAUER, 
ELIZABETH HAUER, PATRICK DONAGHAN, FRANCIS COX, AND OTHERS; AT HARRISBURGH - JUNE 
OYER AND TERMINER 1798. FOR THE MURDER OF FRANCIS SHITZ, ON THE NIGHT OF THE 28th 
DECEMBER, 1797, AT HEIDELBERG TOWNSHIP, DAUPHIN COUNTY.... Harrisburg: John Wyeth, 1798. 163pp. 
Contemporary sheep, neatly rebacked, gilt leather label. Modern bookplate on front pastedown, typed description tipped onto 
front free endpaper. A few short closed tears at fore-edges, one larger internal tear repaired with tape. Tanned. Very good.

 

A rare account of the first murder trial in Dauphin County, Pennsylvania, for a crime that took place just outside of Har-
risburg in December 1797.  “The will of Peter Shitz left most of his estate to his sons Francis and Peter, but if they died 
without children, part went to his daughter Elizabeth.  Hauer was the husband of Elizabeth, and he hired four Irishmen, 
newly arrived in the country, to kill his brothers-in-law.  Two masked men raided the house one night and killed Francis 
with an ax, but Peter escaped. M’Manus and Hauer were hanged” - McDade.
ESTC W11939. EVANS 34040. McDADE 663. SABIN 43564.  $1750.



 A 17th-Century Boston Imprint
 

92. Mather, Increase: A SERMON OCCASIONED BY THE EXECUTION 
OF A MAN FOUND GUILTY OF MURDER PREACHED AT BOSTON IN 
N.E. MARCH 11th 1685/6.... Boston: Printed by R.P. Sold by J. Brunning, 1687. 
[2],122 (of 124)pp. Lacks titlepage and final text leaf, supplied in expert facsimile. 
12mo. Antique-style half calf and marbled boards. Light soiling and wear to edges 
of most leaves. Lower corner of K1 supplied in expert facsimile, lower portion of 
K2 torn without loss, lower corner of K3 supplied in expert facsimile. Overall a 
very presentable copy.

 

Second edition, published the year after the first.  This sermon by Increase Mather 
focuses on the text of Numbers 35:16, and concerns the executions of Joseph John-
son and James Morgan for murder.  It also includes additional related sermons by 
Cotton Mather and Joshua Moodey, with separate titlepages but continuous pagi-
nation.  “John Dunton, the adroit, quaint and entertaining London publisher and 
bookseller...landed at Boston at about the time of Morgan’s execution, perhaps in 
time to witness it and to hear Increase Mather’s sermon.  In his LIFE AND ER-
RORS (pp.86-89, 96, 1818 edn.) Dunton says that Morgan ‘was the only person 
executed in that country for near seven years.’  So impressed was Dunton with the 
bookselling possibilities which the sermon and the event afforded, and so struck 
was he with the probity of ‘Minheer Brunning’ ‘a Dutch bookseller from Holland’ 
then established in Boston and upon whom he called, that he made Brunning (or 
Browning) his ‘Partner in printing “Mr. Mather’s Sermon, preached at the Execu-
tion of Morgan”’” - Holmes.  The work very quickly was issued in a second edition, 
demonstrating its popularity.  Fewer than ten copies located in ESTC.
EVANS 432. ESTC W19800. WING M1248. HOLMES, INCREASE MATHER 115-B. HOLMES, COTTON MATHER 
43-B.  $6500.

93. Mayer, Brantz: TAH-GAH-JUTE OR LOGAN AND CAPTAIN MICHAEL CRESAP; A DISCOURSE ..DE-
LIVERED IN BALTIMORE, BEFORE THE MARYLAND HISTORICAL SOCIETY, ON ITS SIXTH ANNIVER-
SARY.... [Baltimore]. May 9, 1851. 86,[1, errata]pp. Original printed wrappers bound into three-quarter blue morocco and 
cloth, gilt spine, raised bands, by Sangorski and Sutcliffe. Bookplate on rear pastedown, wrappers a bit soiled, titlepage 
reinforced along the gutter, contemporary ink ownership inscription to titlepage, light scattered foxing. Very good. In a 
custom blue cloth slipcase.

 

“Refutes Jefferson’s accusations against Cresap” - Howes.  Appendix prints letters and other documentary evidence meant 
to “restore [Captain Cresap] to his original meritorious manhood.”  Jefferson had painted Cresap as an Indian killing 
monster in NOTES ON THE STATE OF VIRGINIA.  “...a vindication of Capt. Cresap against the  charge of murdering 
the family of Logan, which leaves some odium on the name of Thomas Jefferson” - Sabin.
HOWES M451. SABIN 47104. FIELD 1039.  $150.

 The McLeod Case
 

94. [McLeod, Alexander]: TRIAL OF ALEXANDER MCLEOD, FOR THE MURDER OF AMOS DURFEE; AND 
AS AN ACCOMPLICE IN THE BURNING OF THE STEAMER CAROLINE, IN THE NIAGARA RIVER, 
DURING THE CANADIAN REBELLION IN 1837-38. [bound with:] TRIAL OF ALEXANDER McLEOD FOR 
THE MURDER OF AMOS DURFEE. [Contained in:] GOULD’S STENOGRAPHIC REPORTER. Vol. II. New 
York; Washington. 1841. 32; 416pp. Early 20th-century buckram, gilt labels. Front hinge cracked, initial leaves loose. 
Shelf label at foot of spine, institutional ink stamp on titlepage. First work with light vertical tideline, light tanning and 
foxing through second work. Good.

 

Two trial accounts, one brief, the other extensive, of this celebrated case of international law which resulted from the 
Canadian Rebellion.  “In 1837 an attempted insurrection in Canada was put down, and the group fled to an American 
island in the Niagara River.  A small steamer, the Caroline, brought provisions to them, and the British sent a force out to 
destroy it, which they did, killing Amos Durfee in the effort. The incident led to a controversy between the United States 
and England.  McLeod, while in Buffalo, boasted of being Durfee’s killer.  He was arrested and charged by New York 
State with the murder.  The United States government tried to prevent the trial, and failing, the United States Attorney 
successfully defended McLeod, who probably had no part in the event” - McDade.  The case touched on delicate points 
of international law, as well as the great friction caused by the Rebellion of 1837.  Howes puts both of these titles under 
one heading, describing the larger, Washington edition of this work as the “enlarged edition.”
TPL 2469, 2470. LANDE 1954. McDADE 661, 662. COHEN 12860, 12861. HOWES M157, “aa.” SABIN 43531, 
43531n.  $750.



 The McLeod Case
 

95. [McLeod, Alexander]: TRIAL OF ALEXANDER McLEOD FOR THE MURDER OF AMOS DURFEE. [Con-
tained in:] GOULD’S STENOGRAPHIC REPORTER. VOL. II. New York. 1841. 416pp. Later boards, with original 
blue printed wrappers pasted on front and rear covers. Hinges cracked, hanging by cords. Lacks front free endpaper. 
Scattered foxing. Good.

 

An extensive account of this celebrated case of international law which resulted from the Canadian Rebellion of 1837.  
According to McDade, “In 1837 an attempted insurrection in Canada was put down, and the group fled to an American 
island in the Niagara River.  A small steamer, the Caroline, brought provisions to them, and the British sent a force out 
to destroy it, which they did, killing Amos Durfee in the effort. The incident led to a controversy between the United 
States and England.  McLeod, while in Buffalo, boasted of being Durfee’s killer.  He was arrested and charged by New 
York State with the murder.  The United States government tried to prevent the trial, and failing, the United States At-
torney successfully defended McLeod, who probably had no part in the event.”  The case touched on delicate points of 
international law, as well as the great friction caused by the Rebellion of 1837.  Howes describes a Washington edition of 
this work as the “enlarged edition.”
TPL 2470. LANDE 1954. McDADE 661. COHEN 12860. HOWES M157 (Washington ed). SABIN 43531 (note).
  $400.

96. [Meade, George C.]: REPORT OF MAJOR GENERAL MEADE’S MILITARY OPERATIONS AND ADMIN-
ISTRATION OF CIVIL AFFAIRS IN THE THIRD MILITARY DISTRICT AND DEP’T OF THE SOUTH, FOR 
THE YEAR 1868, WITH ACCOMPANYING DOCUMENTS. Atlanta. 1868. 105pp. Dbd. Else very good.

 

Pertains primarily to one of the most troublesome affairs during Meade’s administration in the Southern District during 
the Reconstruction years: the Ashburn murder.  Ashburn, an ex-member of the Constitutional Convention of Georgia, was 
assassinated at his rooming house by a party of men wearing hoods and masks.  Nine men were charged with the murder, 
and there was evidence of collusion by local officials both in the murder itself and in its aftermath.
DE RENNE II, p.704. SABIN 47232. SERVIES 5108.  $400.

97. [More, Hannah]: No. X. CHEAP REPOSITORY TRACTS; ENTERTAINING, MORAL, AND RELIGIOUS. 
CONSISTING OF A GREAT VARIETY OF SEPARATE PERFORMANCES, WRITTEN IN A NEAT, YET SIMPLE 
STYLE, AND EMINENTLY CALCULATED FOR THE AMUSEMENT AND INSTRUCTION OF THE YOUTH 
OF BOTH SEXES. Boston. 1803. [65]-124pp. Original printed wrappers. Spine perished, wrappers worn, chipped, and 
soiled. Minor foxing, noticeable edge-toning to the text. Good.

 

The first Boston edition, from the second English edition, of the third volume from this series of writings on moral and 
religious subjects.  This series was devised by English author and philanthropist Hannah More in order to deliver cheap 
moral lessons to the masses.  The current volume consists of x chapters, titled, “The Grand Assizes; or, General Jail deliv-
ery,” “The Lancashire Collier Girl,” “A True Example of the Interposition of Providence, in the Discovery and Punishment 
of Murder,” “The Plough-Boy’s Dream,” “A New Christmas Tract; or, the Right Way of Rejoicing at Christmas,” “The 
Life of William Baker,” “The Honest Miller of Glocestershire, A True Ballad,” and “The Roguish Miller; or, Nothing 
Got by Cheating, A True Ballad.”
SHAW & SHOEMAKER 4678 (third volume).  $85.

98. [Murder]: [Connecticut]: A MINUTE AND CORRECT ACCOUNT OF THE TRIAL OF LUCIAN HALL, 
BETUEL ROBERTS AND WILLIAM H. BELL FOR MURDER...WITH THE INDICTMENT...TESTIMONY 
IN FULL...AND A REPRESENTATION OF HIS WOUNDED AND BLOODY RIGHT HAND: AND OTHER 
INTERESTING MATTERS RELATING TO THE MURDER AND TRIAL. Middletown. 1844. [2],40pp. plus fold-
ing map and woodcut facsimiles. 20th-century blue buckram, spine gilt. Faint institutional stamps and contemporary ink 
ownership signatures on titlepage,

 

A rare Connecticut murder trial from the mid-19th century.  The victim, Mrs. Lavinia Bacon, was beaten and stabbed to 
death in her home while the rest of the family attended church.  Although Hall, Roberts, and Bell were all indicted, Hall 
finally admitted his guilt, the other two were found innocent, and justice was done.  McDade singles out a sentiment herein 
expressed which deserves quoting: “The peculiar circumstances of this case...that plausibility is not always truth - that 
innocence sometimes needs a vindicator, and that all stories have two sides.”  The folding map is of particular interest in 
that it displays the murder scene and environs, to better aid the appreciation of the narrative.  The woodcut facsimiles 
include a floor plan of Bacon’s house, a depiction of Hall’s injured hand, and Hall’s signature on his own confession.  Rare.
McDADE 430.  $375.

99. [Nairn, Katharine]: [Ogilvie, Patrick]: THE TRIAL OF KATHARINE NAIRN AND PATRICK OGILVIE, 
FOR THE CRIMES OF INCEST AND MURDER.... Edinburgh printed: London reprinted. 1765. [8],134pp. Dbd. 
Institutional ink stamps to half-title and titlepage, half-title a bit frayed, short tears to last two leaves. Still, very good.

 

The scarce London printing of the trial account of a twisted story of incest and murder in Georgian Scotland.  Katharine 
Nairn married Thomas Ogilvie in Edinburgh in January 1765.  Soon after her wedding, she took a shine to Patrick Ogil-



vie, a young soldier recently returned from the East Indies...and her brother-in-law.  The couple’s affair led to suspicions 
of murder after Thomas’s death by poisoning.  They were both convicted of incest and murder, and sentenced to hang.  
Ogilvie professed his innocence all the way to the other end of the rope; Nairn successfully escaped execution, prison, 
and even her own country, after stealing away from her cell in the uniform of an old family servant, and making her way 
to France.  She was never seen again.  $250.

100. Neff, Jacob K.: THE ARMY AND NAVY OF AMERICA...FROM THE PERIOD OF THE FRENCH AND 
INDIAN WARS TO THE CLOSE OF THE FLORIDA WAR.... Philadelphia: John S. Gable, 1845. 624pp., plus two 
large folding plates. Contemporary calf, black gilt morocco labels. Spine and edges rubbed. Later bookplate on front flyleaf. 
Very light scattered foxing. Very good.

 

First edition.  An exploration of the conflicts which the armed forces engaged in, from the French & Indian War to the 
Second Seminole War, and including a treatise on the art of war.  Includes two large and striking plates portraying the 
murder of Jane McCrea and Peter Francisco’s fight with Tarleton’s men - these are usually lacking.
SABIN 52241. SERVIES 3063.  $250.

101. Nixon, Oliver W.: HOW MARCUS WHITMAN SAVED OREGON.... Chicago. 1895. 339pp. plus plates. Frontis. 
Original gilt cloth. Slight edge wear, else about fine.

 

Second edition of this laudatory history of Whitman’s role in the Northwest and his assassination.  $35.

102. [North Carolina]: [African-American Fugitive]: [EARLY 20th-
CENTURY WANTED POSTER FOR A BLACK MAN ACCUSED OF 
MURDER]. [Lexington, N.C.?] Oct. 10, 1906. Broadside, 11¾ x 9¼ inches. 
Printed on salmon-colored paper. Previously folded, with small separations 
and chips along old fold lines, sometimes affecting text. Some larger chips 
and loss along edges. Good.

 

A striking wanted poster from North Carolina in 1906, offering a $250 re-
ward: “For the arrest and delivery to undersigned [T.S.F. Dorsett, Sheriff 
Davidson County] of Oscar Gaddy who murdered R.H. Eubanks, Supt. for 
Lane Bros. Co., & Jones, near Lexington, North Carolina, on Sunday, Oc-
tober 7, 1906.”  The broadside contains a vivid and remarkable description 
of the accused: “A black, rawboned negro, about 180 to 200 lbs, six feet high 
or over, stands very straight, even white teeth and has a crippled thumb on 
right hand.  This thumb has been mashed and is twisted to one side.  Lives in 
neighborhood of Henderson, N.C., - also lived in Terra Cotta.  Has worked 
in Coal fields of West Va.  When last seen was coatless, hatless, and shoe-
less.”                                                                                           $500.

 The Final Report to Secretary of War Stanton
on the Hunt for Booth and the Lincoln Conspirators

 

103. O’Beirne, James Rowan: [THE AUTHOR’S RETAINED COPY OF 
THE MANUSCRIPT FINAL REPORT OF PROVOST MARSHAL JAMES ROWAN O’BEIRNE TO EDWIN 
STANTON, REGARDING THE HUNT FOR ASSASSIN JOHN WILKES BOOTH AND THE CONSPIRATORS]. 
Washington, D.C. May 1, 1865. [10]pp. Lined legal paper (six sides of four sheets), plus three appendices written on four 
sheets, 8 x 13 inches, and one albumen photograph. Typical mailing folds, tiny repairs to a couple corners, some staple 
holes at top, one short fold separation. The albumen mount is trimmed close at top, with some stains and minor loss to the 
lower left corner of the image, staining to the edges of the mount. Overall very good. From the Philip D. Sang Collection.

 

Provost Marshal James O’Beirne’s final report to Secretary of War Edwin Stanton on the search for the conspirators who 
assassinated President Abraham Lincoln.  On April 16, the day after Lincoln’s death, Stanton ordered O’Beirne to track 
down John Wilkes Booth and his associates.  The conspirators still in Washington D.C. were quickly rounded up by 
O’Beirne, who became a key player in the pursuit and capture of John Wilkes Booth and David Herold.  He was hot on 
the trail of the conspirators when ordered to remain in Maryland while agents of Lafayette C. Baker and the Secret Service 
were dispatched to Virginia.  That military contingent caught up with Booth and Herold at Garrett’s Farm on April 26, 
where Booth died and Herold was captured, effectively ending the hunt.

 

The report is written in a secretarial hand, dated May 1, and summarizes O’Beirne’s activities “in the pursuit of the assassins 
of our late beloved and merciful President as also of the Secretary of State and family.”  His list of accomplishments points 
to the “seizure of the murderous weapons...owned by G. A. Atzerodt,” leading the “first prompt pursuit into Maryland 
after Booth and Herold,” then “bringing up the clues to the murderers to within twenty four hours later,” the “arrest of 
[John] Lloyd and Dr. Mudd,” the “first discovery of Booth’s and Herold’s flight into Virginia,” the “information which led 
to the arrest of G.A. Atzerodt in Montgomery County, Maryland,” and after going to the Peterson House he “secured the 
presence of the President’s physician and other Medical Gentlemen,” bringing Andrew Johnson to the Peterson House and 



escorting him back to the Kirkwood House.  He refers to various reports and documentation, as well as listing colleagues 
whom he thanks. The front of the first page has a pencil inscription in O’Beirne’s hand, reading, “awaiting[?] appendices 
D. report of Dec 27/65 wanted from AGO,” suggesting (with the other elements of the archive) this is his personal copy.

 

“Appendix A” lists “Articles Found in the room of G.A. Atzerodt at the Kirkwood House,” including a coat “belonging 
to Booth or Herold,” a revolver, a Bowie knife, a “Blank book of J Wilkes Booth,” and more.  “Appendix F” is a nota-
rized deposition from Robert Murray, Marshal for the Southern District of New York, affirming a statement by Stanton 
to O’Beirne “that if you did not succeed in capturing Booth, it was the telegram which you sent to the War Department 
which led to it.”  “Appendix G” is a notarized statement by Patrick Brennan recalling a conversation between Marshals 
Murray and O’Beirne in which Murray affirmed hearing Stanton say that O’Beirne’s telegram led directly to the capture 
of Booth and Herold and  “that all the officers who were in pursuit did their duty nobly.”

 

Accompanying the report is a graphic albumen photograph from Gardner’s INCIDENTS OF THE WAR.  It is 6¾ x 9 
inches on the original 9¼ x 11-inch title mount, and is hand-captioned: “Office of the Provost Marshall General’s Office 
Washington, D.C. 1865  Draped in Mourning for Abraham Lincoln President of the United States.  Cross (x) Gen’l Jas. 
Rowan O’Beirne Provost Marshall District of Columbia.”  O’Beirne stands in the front row with his hands in his pockets, 
and someone has marked an “X” in ink beneath him.  Captain Edward P. Doherty, who led the troops that captured and 
killed Booth, stands in the doorway.

 

Because he was kept out of Virginia and so denied the chance to capture his prey, O’Beirne was initially denied any part 
of the reward money and, embittered, had to lobby Congress, along with telegraph operator, Samuel Beckwith, in pursuit 
of his claim.  He eventually received $2,000.  This copy of the report was probably used by him in preparing his case.

 

A fantastic document, and a rare firsthand account of the hunt for Lincoln’s killers.  An historically important report from 
one of Booth’s main pursuers whose efforts were instrumental in his capture.  This document was formerly part of the 
Philip D. Sang Collection (included in lot 200 of the first Sang sale, Sotheby Parke Bernet, April 1978).  $21,000.

104. [Ohio]: [Parks, James]: TRIAL OF JAMES PARKS, OTHERWISE - DICKINSON; FOR THE MURDER OF 
WILLIAM BEATSON, AT CUYAHOGA FALLS, OHIO.... Akron, Oh. 1854. 47,[1]pp. Dbd., retaining the original 
front wrapper. Institutional ink and blind stamp to front wrapper and first leaf of text, short tape repair to first leaf of 
text. Otherwise, very good.

 

A rare murder trial account from Ohio in 1854.  “Beatson had a large sum of money on him, and Parks got him drunk and 
induced him to start down a road where he killed him and cut off his head.  Parks was captured in Buffalo, tried, and con-



demned” - McDade.  Eberstadt & Sons offered the last recorded copy in 1964 for $45, and it lacked the wrappers entirely.
McDADE 727. EBERSTADT 163:436.  $650.

105. [Phillips, Henry]: TRIAL OF HENRY PHILLIPS FOR THE MURDER OF GASPARD DENNEGRI [sic]. 
[Boston]: Printed by Thomas G. Bangs, [1817?] 24pp. Dbd. Toned, light foxing, contemporary signature on titlepage. 
Very good. Untrimmed.

 

A rare early 19th-century murder trial account from Massachusetts, one of three separate Boston publications reporting on 
the event in 1817.  The victim, Gaspard Denegri (last name spelled incorrectly in this particular imprint), “was struck on 
the head by a loggerhead during a minor disturbance at a tavern.  Today the circumstances would at most be considered 
manslaughter, but poor Phillips was found guilty of murder and hanged” - McDade.  OCLC records only nine total copies 
of this imprint; McDade locates two additional copies, including the present example.
McDADE 746. SHAW & SHOEMAKER 42326. OCLC 39627005, 207536662.  $1250.

106. [Phillips, James Jeter]: THE DRINKER’S FARM TRAGEDY. TRIAL AND CONVICTION OF JAMES 
JETER PHILLIPS, FOR THE MURDER OF HIS WIFE... Richmond. 1868. 96pp. plus frontispiece portrait and in-
text illustration. Original printed wrappers bound into early 20th-century tan buckram, gilt spine labels. Institutional ink 
stamps on titlepage, blind stamp to frontis and front wrap, shelf label on spine. Some wear to wraps. Light tanning and 
occasional spotting. Good.

 

An unusual imprint for a murder narrative.  “Phillips, a scion of a ‘good’ Virginia family, twenty-four years old, murdered 
his wife Emily, who was ten years older, on a Henrico County, Virginia, roadside near Drinker’s farm.  He shot her with 
a small pistol, and her body was unidentified for three months” - McDade.  Though sentenced to death, the prisoner was 
given a temporary reprieve at the time of this publication, which seems to have been written, at least in part, to assure 
and hasten his execution. With portraits of Phillips and his wife.
MCDADE 747.  $600.

 Insanity Defense Works
 

107. [Pierce, Aratus F.]: TRIAL OF ARATUS F. PIERCE, AT LOCKPORT, N.Y., FOR THE MURDER OF WM. 
BULLOCK. Lockport, N.Y. 1871. 101pp. Dbd. Titlepage detached, initial leaves nearly so. Institutional ink and blind 
stamps on titlepage. Light tanning. Good.

 

“At Lockport, New York, Pierce killed his sister’s seducer, who had refused to marry her.  He was acquitted, his defense 
being ‘the law of MANIA TRANSITORIA’” - McDade.
McDADE 748.  $750.

108. [Pierrepont, Edwards]: ARGUMENT OF HON. EDWARDS PIERREPONT TO THE JURY, ON THE 
TRIAL OF JOHN H. SURRATT FOR THE MURDER OF PRESIDENT LINCOLN. Washington. 1867. 122pp. 
Dbd. Original printed front wrapper, detached and chipped. Later institutional stamps on titlepage. Light tanning. Good.

 

Official printing of the arguments and cross-examinations made by lawyer Edwards Pierrepont in the prosecution of John 
Surratt for the conspiracy to assassinate Abraham Lincoln.  Surratt was the last person to be submitted to military tribunal 
in connection with the assassination, and had evaded capture until 1867 by fleeing to Canada, England, and Italy before 
finally being captured in Egypt.  The case ended with a hung jury and Surratt was freed; Pierrepont went on to be ap-
pointed a United States Attorney, then Attorney General during the Grant administration.
McDADE 606. MONAGHAN 889.  $650.

 Collection of Pamphlets on the Popish Plot
 

109. [Popish Plot]: Oates, Titus; John Dryden, [and others]: [COLLECTION OF THIRTEEN ENGLISH PUB-
LICATIONS RELATING TO THE POPISH PLOT]. London. 1672-1683. Thirteen separate imprints. Small folio or 
folio. Dbd. Some contemporary ownership inscriptions. Very good.

 

A collection of contemporary London imprints regarding the Popish Plot, a fabricated conspiracy that claimed to discover 
a Catholic plot to assassinate King Charles II in 1678.   The hoax was concocted by Titus Oates, an Anglican priest who 
grew to despise the Jesuit order, whom Oates claimed were responsible for carrying out the assassination.  The furor over 
the Popish Plot gripped London between 1678 and 1681, resulting in the execution of over twenty people and increasing 
long-lasting and deep divisions between Protestants and Catholics in England.

 

The first work in the list below, Charles II’s HIS MAJESTIES DECLARATION TO ALL HIS LOVING SUBJECTS 
(1672), provides interesting background on the King’s views on religious tolerance and public worship.  Most APROPOS 
to the Popish Plot is the King’s refusal to provide places of public worship to the “Recusants of the Roman Catholick 
Religion.”  He only ensures Catholics “the common Exemption from the execution of the Penal Laws, and the Exercise of 
their Worship in their private Houses onely [sic].”  Such anti-Catholic sentiment certainly contributed to the environment 
that allowed for the success of a phenomena such as the Popish Plot.

 



The authors of the remaining works include figures directly involved with the Plot, such as Titus Oates, John Smith, Law-
rence Mowbray, and Stephen Dugdale, along with another title issued by King Charles II and a rare defense of the King’s 
work written by John Dryden, the dominant literary figure of Restoration England.  Both of these latter works touch on 
the religious state of the country and the Plot itself.

 

The imprints included here are as follows:
 

1) [Charles II]: HIS MAJESTIES DECLARATION TO ALL HIS LOVING SUBJECTS, MARCH 15th 1671/2. [Lon-
don]: John Bill and Christopher Barker, 1672. 8pp. WING C2990. ESTC R171214.

2) SIMEON AND LEVI, BRETHREN IN INIQUITY. A COMPARISON BETWEEN A PAPIST AND A SCOTCH 
PRESBYTER.... [London. 1679]. 4pp. WING S3788. ESTC R12823.

3) Titus Otes: A TRUE NARRATIVE OF THE HORRID PLOT AND CONSPIRACY OF THE POPISH PARTY 
AGAINST THE LIFE OF HIS SACRED MAJESTY, THE GOVERNMENT, AND THE PROTESTANT RELI-
GION. London: Printed for Thomas Parkhurst and Thomas Cockerill, 1679. [12],68pp. First leaf torn, with minor 
loss to text. WING O59. ESTC R232689.

4) THE POPISH PLOT MORE FULLY DISCOVERED: BEING A FULL ACCOUNT OF A DAMNABLE AND 
BLOODY DESIGN OF MURDERING HIS SACRED MAJESTY. London: Printed for H.B., 1679. 4pp. WING 
P2955. ESTC R8778.

5) AN IMPARTIAL ACCOUNT OF DIVERS REMARKABLE PROCEEDINGS THE LAST SESSIONS OF PARLIA-
MENT RELATING TO THE HORRID POPISH PLOT. London. 1679. [2],10,3-6,15-26pp. WING I62. ESTC R11299.

6) THE NARRATIVE OF MR. JOHN SMITH...CONTAINING A FURTHER DISCOVERY OF THE LATE HORRID 
AND POPISH PLOT. London: Robert Boulter, 1679. [8],35pp. WING S4127. ESTC R15413.

7) LYING ALLOWABLE WITH PAPISTS TO DECEIVE PROTESTANTS: IN A LETTER WRITTEN BY A MIN-
ISTER OF CHURCH OF ENGLAND, TO SATISFIE A FRIEND WHO WAS MUCH STAGGER’D AT THE 
READING THE SPEECHES OF THE LATE TRAYTORS.... [London. 1680.] 4pp. WING L3562. ESTC R4237.

8) [Roger L’Estrange]: A FURTHER DISCOVERY OF THE PLOT, DRAWN FROM THE NARRATIVE AND DEPOSI-
TIONS OF DR. TITUS OATES.... London: Printed for Henry Brome, 1680. [2],6pp. WING L1251. ESTC R21550.

9) THE NARRATIVE OF LAWRENCE MOWBRAY OF LEEDS...CONCERNING THE BLOODY POPISH CONS-
PIARCY [sic] AGAINST THE LIFE OF HIS SACRED MAJESTY. London: Printed for Thomas Simmons and Jacob 
Sampson, 1680. 36pp. WING M2994. ESTC R10191.

10) THE INFORMATION OF STEPHEN DUGDALE, GENT. DELIVERED AT THE BAR OF THE HOUSE OF 
COMMONS.... London: Printed by the Assigns of John Bill, Thomas Newcomb, and Henry Hills, 1680. [4],11pp. 
WING D2475. ESTC R504.

11) [Charles II]: HIS MAJESTIES DECLARATION TO ALL HIS LOVING SUBJECTS, TOUCHING THE CAUSES 
& REASONS THAT MOVED HIM TO DISSOLVE THE TWO LAST PARLIAMENTS. London: Printed by the 
Assigns of John Bill, Thomas Newcomb, and Henry Hills, 1681. 10,[1]pp. WING C3000. ESTC R13996.

12) [John Dryden]: HIS MAJESTIES DECLARATION DEFENDED: IN A LETTER TO A FRIEND. BEING AN AN-
SWER TO A SEDITIOUS PAMPHLET...TOUCHING THE REASONS WHICH MOVED HIM TO DISSOLVE 
THE TWO LAST PARLIAMENTS AT WESTMINSTER AND OXFORD. London: Printed for T. Davies, 1681. 
20pp. WING D2286. ESTC R180.

13) OATES’S MANIFESTO; OR, THE COMPLAINT OF TITUS OATES AGAINST THE DOCTOR OF SALA-
MANCA; AND, THE SAME DOCTOR AGAINST TITUS OATES: COMPRISED IN A DIALOGUE BETWEEN 
THE SAID PARTIES, ON OCCASION OF SOME INCONSISTENT EVIDENCE GIVEN ABOUT THE HORRID 
AND DAMNABLE POPISH PLOT. London: Printed for R.L., 1683. [2],29pp. WING O66. ESTC R9897.
 

An engaging collection of rare Popish Plot material that would be very difficult, perhaps impossible, to assemble individu-
ally.  $3500.

110. [Prescott, Abraham]: REPORT OF THE TRIAL OF ABRAHAM PRESCOTT, FOR THE MURDER OF 
MRS. SALLY COCHRAN, OF PEMBROKE, JUNE 23, 1833, EXECUTED AT HOPKINTON, JANUARY 6, 1836. 
Manchester, N.H. 1869. 46pp. Dbd. Leaves loose, initial leaves browned. Titlepage chipped. Light foxing. Good only.

 

An interesting New Hampshire trial account, published over thirty years after events occurred.  “Prescott, eighteen years 
old, beat Mrs. Cochran to death with a stake.  The defense claimed Prescott was a somnambulist, and in general, the 
defense was one of the best for that time on the subject of insanity.  Despite this, Prescott was hanged.  There is much 
interesting information in this case on the superstitions and treatment of the weak-minded” - McDade.
McDADE 770.  $450.

111. [Probst, Anton]: TRIAL, LIFE AND EXECUTION OF ANTON PROBST. OFFICIAL REPORT OF THE 
TRIAL OF ANTON PROBST, FOR THE MURDER OF CHRISTOPHER DEARING, AT PHILADELPHIA, APRIL 
25, 1866. AS WELL AS HIS TWO CONFESSIONS...WHEREIN HE ACKNOWLEDGES TO HAVE KILLED 
THE ENTIRE FAMILY OF EIGHT PERSONS.... Philadelphia. 1866. 120pp. Dbd. Lacks wrappers. Institutional ink 
and blind stamps on titlepage. Good.

 



Compiled by William Mann, the District Attorney who sent Probst to the gallows.  Probst committed a horrible murder, 
killing a whole family with an ax, and after repenting wished to be hanged to pay for his crime.

 

“Probst was one of those mass murderers who, in a single stroke, obliterates a group of people.  The Deering family of six, 
plus a hired boy and woman guest were all brutally hacked to death by him. He was a hired man who had been discharged 
and then taken back.  After his execution the doctors had a field day with his cadaver, putting it through all kinds of tests, 
including one to test the theory that the retina of the eye of dying persons retains the last image seen.  His head and right 
arm later appeared in a New York museum of anatomy and science” - McDade.
McDADE 774.  $200.

112. Reynolds, John: MY OWN TIMES, EMBRACING ALSO, THE HISTORY OF MY LIFE. [Belleville] Il. 1855. 
600,xxiii,[1]pp. Portrait. Thick 12mo. Original publisher’s cloth, stamped in blind and gilt. Corners worn, head and foot 
of spine heavily chipped, wear to spine. Minor foxing, contemporary pencil notations throughout text. About very good.

 

Howes notes that of this first edition of 400 copies, 300 were destroyed in the Chicago fire of 1857.  Reynolds spent the 
early part of his life in Kentucky, travelling to Illinois with his parents in 1800.  He became a lawyer, politician, and the 
governor of Illinois.  An autobiography, the work is also an essential history of Illinois since 1800.  Three chapters of this 
work are devoted to Mormonism, including its history, doctrine, and the murder of Joseph Smith and his brother in a Car-
thage, Illinois jail in 1844.  “The book deals extensively with social, economic, and political conditions in the pioneer period 
and with the Black Hawk War...a good picture of frontier society” - Buck.  “Best picture of Illinois pioneer life” - Howes.

 

The Streeter copy sold to Chicago dealer Ralph Newman for $100.
BYRD 2343. HOWES R236, “b.” CLARK II:57. BUCK 57. GRAFF 3479. STREETER SALE 1510. FLAKE 7122. SABIN 
70420.  $1250.

113. Reynolds, John C.: HISTORY OF THE M.W. GRAND LODGE OF ILLINOIS, ANCIENT, FREE, AND 
ACCEPTED MASONS, FROM THE ORGANIZATION OF THE FIRST LODGE WITHIN THE PRESENT 
LIMITS OF THE STATE, UP TO AND INCLUDING 1850.... Springfield, Il.: H.G. Reynolds, 1869. 578pp. Original 
cloth. Shaken, soiled and lightly worn, a few notations to text, cracking between signatures, but a sound copy.

 

Largely a compendium of minutes and documents relating to the various local lodges in Illinois (including Nauvoo), be-
ginning in 1805 and including some rather interesting sidelights, such as communications granting the acceptability for 
membership of those indicted for the murder of Hyrum and Joseph Smith.  Evidently quite rare.  $750.

114. [Robinson, R.P.]: A SKETCH OF THE LIFE OF R.P. ROBINSON, THE ALLEGED MURDERER OF HELEN 
JEWETT; CONTAINING COPIOUS EXTRACTS FROM HIS JOURNAL. New York. 1836. 24pp. Dbd. Two small, 
faint institutional stamps on titlepage, noticeable foxing throughout. Good.

 

A rare publication relating to the infamous murder of lady-of-the-night Ellen (sometimes reported as Helen) Jewett in 
New York in 1836.  McDade records eleven separate publications related to the Robinson-Jewett tragedy.  This sketch of 
the alleged murderer, Richard P. Robinson, was one of the earliest printed,  “issued before the trial” according to McDade.

 

“The 1836 murder of Ellen Jewett, very beautiful prostitute in a house of ill fame in New York, was one of the sensations 
of the times.  Robinson, a nineteen-year-old youth and sweetheart of the girl, was identified as her companion of the 
evening.  Miss Jewett had been struck with a hatchet, and an attempt had been made to burn the premises.  Robinson was 
acquitted in the face of a seemingly strong case.  The trial was a field day for the newspapers, and James Gordon Bennett 
himself had a peep at the famous bordello and wrote an account of his visit” - McDade.

 

OCLC records fifteen total copies of this work in institutions; McDade records an additional two copies, one of which is 
the present example from the library of the New York Bar Association.
McDADE 820. SABIN 72167. OCLC 22038222, 79379354.  $850.

115. [Robinson, Sarah Jane]: THE OFFICIAL REPORT OF THE TRIAL OF SARAH JANE ROBINSON FOR THE 
MURDER OF PRINCE ARTHUR FREEMAN IN THE SUPREME JUDICIAL COURT OF MASSACHUSETTS, 
FROM THE NOTES OF MR. J.M.W. YERRINGTON. Boston. 1888. 469pp. Early 20th-century buckram, gilt spine 
labels. Cloth somewhat dust soiled, spine labels slightly chipped, front hinge cracked. Institutional blind and ink stamps 
on titlepage, paper shelf label on spine. Title page tipped on to front endpaper. Moderate tanning. Good.

 

“Merely to call the roll of Mrs. Robinson’s victims reveals the cold-blooded nature of this methodical killer.  Her husband, 
her own two children, her sister, her brother-in-law, a nephew, and a landlord all perished from arsenic administered by 
her” - McDade.  Prince Arthur Freeman was Robinson’s brother-in-law, whom Robinson convinced to move in with her 
after she had killed her husband.  She then set about killing him, his son, and two of her children. She escaped conviction 
for the murder of her own son, but was found guilty of killing Freeman, and spent the rest of her life in prison.  $150.

116. [Rogers, Abner, Jr.]: REPORT OF THE TRIAL OF ABNER ROGERS, JR. INDICTED FOR THE MURDER 
OF CHARLES LINCOLN, JR. LATE WARDEN OF THE MASSACHUSETTS STATE PRISON; BEFORE THE 
SUPREME JUDICIAL COURT OF MASSACHUSETTS; HOLDEN AT BOSTON, ON TUESDAY, JANUARY 



30. 1844. Boston: Charles C. Little and James Brown, 1844. 286pp. Early 20th-century buckram, gilt leather labels. Cloth 
somewhat dust soiled, labels slightly chipped, front hinge loosening. Paper shelf label on spine, institutional ink and blind 
stamps on titlepage. Moderate tanning. Good plus.

 

“While a prisoner, Rogers stabbed the warden at Charlestown prison to death.  He was acquitted on the ground of insanity, 
but committed suicide a few weeks after the trial by throwing himself out a window” - McDade.
McDADE 826.  $100.

117. [Rowell, Edward Newton]: THE PEOPLE OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK AGAINST EDWARD NEW-
TON ROWELL. A TRIAL UPON AN INDICTMENT FOR MANSLAUGHTER IN THE FIRST DEGREE FOR 
KILLING JOHNSON LIVINGSTON LYNCH, OF UTICA, N.Y., AT BATAVIA, N.Y., ON THE EVENING OF 
OCTOBER 30, 1883.... New York. 1884. vii,352pp. plus two plates. Early 20th-century buckram, gilt labels. Cloth 
somewhat dust soiled, labels chipped. Hinges crack, light wear to edges and spine extremities. Shelf label at foot of spine, 
institutional ink and blind stamps to titlepage and one plate. Occasional dust soiling, light tanning internally. Good.

 

A classic case of murder resulting from the exposure of adultery in flagrante.  Edward Newton Rowell suspected his wife of 
having an affair with their former neighbor, Johnson Lynch.  In October 1883, he informed her that he would be leaving 
Batavia, New York, for several days on business, and after she had invited Lynch over and taken him to bed, Rowell burst 
in and shot him.  The affair was apparently known to the public of Batavia, and such was the support for Rowell that he 
was acquitted on charges of manslaughter, the news of which was celebrated in town with bonfires and fireworks.  Not in 
McDade or Cohen.  $300.

118. [Ruloff, Edward H.]: LIFE, TRIAL AND EXECUTION OF EDWARD H. RULOFF, THE PERPETRATOR 
OF EIGHT MURDERS, NUMEROUS BURGLARIES AND OTHER CRIMES; WHO WAS RECENTLY HANGED 
AT BINGHAMTON, N.Y. Philadelphia. [1871]. [2],[19]-80pp. including four full-page engravings. Dbd. Faint institu-
tional ink stamp and embossed blind stamp on titlepage and first text leaf, mild toning. Good.

 

A rare account of the misdeeds of one of the most fascinating criminals of the 19th century.  “Rulloff (or Ruloff; the 
name is spelled both ways) was one of those bizarre criminals who defy easy classification.  He began his criminal career 
with the murder of his wife and child at Ithaca, New York, probably disposing of their bodies in Lake Cayuga.  Unable to 
establish a corpus delicti, the state could only convict him of abducting his wife.  He served ten years in prison....  Dur-
ing his incarceration he had learned Latin, Greek, and other languages, and had developed a theory of languages.  Under 
an alias he lectured before the American Philological Convention at Poughkeepsie, though his theory did not find ready 
acceptance.  For the next dozen years he was touring the country with two associates, committing burglaries and other 
crimes.  In August 1870, the trio burglarized a shoe store in Binghamton, New York, and were surprised in the act by 
two clerks who slept on the premises.  Ruloff shot one of them, Frederick Mirick, and escaped - briefly.  His associates 
were drowned trying to cross the Chenango River.  Ruloff was identified by the lack of a big toe on his left foot, tried, 
convicted and finally hanged for the murder.  As no one claimed his remains, a Dr. Geo. Burr was permitted to remove 
his head for study, and there were many comparisons of Ruloff ’s brain with those of Daniel Webster and Thackeray, to 
the disadvantage of the latter.  His brain, which found a final resting place in Cornell University, fared better than the 
rest of his remains, which disappeared after they were dug up by body snatchers” - McDade.

 

The four engravings include a rather straightforward depiction of Ruloff and his accomplices and three sensationalized 
scenes - two depictions of Ruloff ’s murders, and one of body snatchers surprised to find Ruloff ’s headless body after 
digging up his grave.  The titlepage concludes with exclamations about Ruloff: “A man shrouded in mystery!  A learned 
ruffian!  Was he man or fiend.”

 

Rare, with only seven copies reported by McDade; OCLC is inconclusive, with all but one copy recorded under digital 
records, with some physical copies surely mixed into the electronic resource records.
McDADE 835. BANGS 5529.  $325.

119. [Ruloff, Edward H.]: THE PEOPLE VS. EDWARD H. RULOFF. ARGUMENT OF MARSHALL B. CHAM-
PLAIN, ATTORNEY-GENERAL, STATE OF NEW YORK, UPON THE TRIAL OF THE PRISONER FOR 
MURDER, JANUARY 1871.... Albany. 1871. 43pp. Dbd. Light tanning and dust soiling. About very good.

 

A very scarce trial account for one of the most fascinating criminals of the 19th century.  “Rulloff (or Ruloff; the name 
is spelled both ways) was one of those bizarre criminals who defy easy classification.  He began his criminal career with 
the murder of his wife and child at Ithaca, New York, probably disposing of their bodies in Lake Cayuga.  Unable to 
establish a corpus delicti, the state could only convict him of abducting his wife.  He served ten years in prison....  Dur-
ing his incarceration he had learned Latin, Greek, and other languages, and had developed a theory of languages.  Under 
an alias he lectured before the American Philological Convention at Poughkeepsie, though his theory did not find ready 
acceptance.  For the next dozen years he was touring the country with two associates, committing burglaries and other 
crimes.  In August 1870, the trio burglarized a shoe store in Binghamton, New York, and were surprised in the act by two 
clerks who slept on the premises.  Ruloff shot one of them, Frederick Mirick, and escaped - briefly.  His associates were 
drowned trying to cross the Chenango River.  Ruloff was identified by the lack of a big toe on his left foot, tried, convicted 
and finally hanged for the murder.  As no one claimed his remains, a Dr. Geo. Burr was permitted to remove his head for 



study, and there were many comparisons of Ruloff’s brain with those of Daniel Webster and Thackeray, to the disadvantage 
of the latter.  His brain, which found a final resting place in Cornell University, fared better than the rest of his remains, 
which disappeared after they were dug up by body snatchers” - McDade. This copy is one of only two that McDade ever 
located, formerly of the New York Bar Association (the other being at the New-York Historical Society). OCLC adds two 
more at Cornell and the William Clements Library.
McDADE 839.  $300.

120. [Scottish Crime]: TRIAL OF JOHN STUART, AND CATHERINE WRIGHT, OR STUART...FOR THE 
MURDER AND ROBBERY OF ROBERT LAMONT, ON BOARD THE TOWARD CASTLE STEAM-BOAT, 
WHILE ON THE PASSAGE FROM TABBERT TO GLASGOW. Edinburgh. 1829. viii,47pp. Dbd. Two faint insti-
tutional stamps and one small ink number on titlepage, light toning. Good.

 

An interesting murder trial account involving a husband-and-wife poisoning team on a steamboat near Glasgow in the 
early-19th century.  From the Introduction: “The case which forms the subject of the present publication is, however, a 
proof, that there are other and equally subtile and perilous forms of committing murder; and the trial of John Stuart and 
Catherine Wright is published in its present authentic form, as a warning to the people of Scotland against the approaches 
of a set of crimes which have always been perpetrated under the reign of the darkest vice and superstition which have 
clouded European society.”  Rare, with only about a dozen copies over several records in OCLC.  $225.

121. [Selfridge, Thomas O.]: TRIAL OF...ATTORNEY AT LAW, BEFORE THE HON. ISAAC PARKER, ES-
QUIRE, FOR KILLING CHARLES AUSTIN, ON THE PUBLIC EXCHANGE, IN BOSTON, AUGUST 4TH, 
1806. Boston. [1807]. 168pp., [4] leaves. Map bound in at front. Frontispiece inserted. Modern three-quarter green 
morocco and marbed boards, t.e.g. Insect damage on bottom corner of pp. 9-22 not affecting the text. Lightly toned and 
foxed throughout. Contemporary ownership signature on titlepage, small bookplate on front pastedown. Good, untrimmed.

 

According to McDade, this case was long cited as a piece of self-defense. Selfridge was acquitted.  “A trial of extraordinary 
interest from the high standing of the parties and the eminent legal talent engaged. James Sullivan was Attorney General, 
and Samuel Dexter and Christopher Gore defended Selfridge” - Sabin.
McDADE 861. SABIN 79012  $100.

 The Future Secretary of State Defends a Black Murderer
 

122. Seward, William H.: ARGUMENT OF WILLIAM H. SEWARD, IN DEFENCE OF WILLIAM FREEMAN, 
ON HIS TRIAL FOR MURDER, AT AUBURN, JULY 21st AND 22nd, 1846. Auburn, N.Y. 1846. 63pp. Dbd. Small 
ink number on titlepage, mild foxing to a couple leaves, but mostly clean. Very good.

 

A rare murder defense argued by former governor, prominent abolitionist, and Abraham Lincoln’s future Secretary of 
State, William H. Seward in a sensational 1846 murder case in upstate New York that involved an African-American de-
fendant, multiple trials, pleas of insanity, the death penalty, and more.  “Freeman was a demented negro who murdered 
John Van Nest, his wife, and child at Auburn, New York, one night with an ax.  His trial, and particularly his defense by 
former Governor William H. Seward, aroused great excitement because of the plea of insanity.  His second trial resulted 
in a death sentence which was reversed, and Freeman died shortly thereafter.  An autopsy disclosed a diseased brain of 
long standing.  The case did much to insure a better hearing for the insane, who, until then, received small consideration 
in the courts” - McDade.

 

This is the stated fourth edition, printed by J.C. Derby in Auburn, the last edition printed of this particular work, but 
still produced in the year of the crime, proof that the public had a practically-insatiable hunger for information about the 
murder.  McDade records only three copies, one of which is the present copy, formerly residing in the New York Bar As-
sociation Library; OCLC is unclear due to the number of editions printed in such a short time in the same year.
McDADE 325 (ref).  $600.

 Murder in the Far North West
 

123. Simpson, William S.: REPORT AT LARGE OF THE TRIAL OF CHARLES DE REINHARD FOR MURDER, 
(COMMITTED IN THE INDIAN TERRITORIES,) AT A COURT OF OYER AND TERMINER, HELD AT 
QUEBEC, MAY 1818. TO WHICH IS ANNEXED, A SUMMARY OF ARCHIBALD M’LELLAN’S INDICTED 
AS AN ACCESSARY [sic]. Montreal: Printed by James Lane, 1819. xii,340pp. Early 20th-century buckram, gilt spine 
labels. Front hinge cracked, cloth somewhat dust soiled. Light tanning, occasional faint foxing. Good plus.

 

Account of an 1816 murder that arose out of the violent clashes between the Hudson’s Bay Company and the North West 
Company over Lord Selkirk’s Red River Colony.  “Owen Keveny, an HBC [Hudson’s Bay Company] employee, was mur-
dered September 11, 1816.  Reinhard was convicted of the murder, while M’Lellan was acquitted.  Jurisdictional disputes 
meant the sentence of death by hanging was never carried out” - Peel.
PEEL 110.  $2000.



 Rare Southern Indian Captivity
 

124. Smith, Mary: AN AFFECTING NARRATIVE OF THE CAPTIVITY & SUFFERINGS OF MRS. MARY 
SMITH, WHO, WITH HER HUSBAND AND THREE DAUGHTERS WERE TAKEN PRISONERS BY THE 
INDIANS IN AUGUST LAST (1814) AND...WAS FORTUNATELY RESCUED FROM THE MERCILESS HANDS 
OF SAVAGES BY A DETACHED PARTY OF THE ARMY OF THE BRAVE GENERAL JACKSON, LATE COM-
MANDING AT NEW-ORLEANS. Providence: Printed for L. Scott, [1816?] 24pp. Folding woodcut frontispiece with 
light contemporary coloring. Original plain blue wrappers, resewn. Wrappers a bit chipped and torn. Some light foxing 
on frontispiece. Scattered foxing throughout. Contemporary ownership inscription on last page. Still, a fresh, very good 
copy in original state, untrimmed. In a half morocco clamshell case.

 

Mrs. Smith and her family were taken captive by the Chickasaws near the Yazoo in 1814.  Her husband was used for 
tomahawk throwing practice and her three daughters were burned in front of her.  She was saved from a similar fate by 
the raid of a company of Tennessee troops.  This captivity tale was first published in Providence in 1815.  The narrative 
was apparently a bestseller for its day, as at least seven editions appeared by 1818, all of which are rare today.  The printer, 
Scott, produced several twenty-four-page and thirty-two-page editions with a new woodcut frontispiece and variant titlep-
ages; some include the text about the murder of thirty people after Mrs. Smith escaped.  The present edition was printed 
after Jackson’s defeat of the British at the Battle of New Orleans on Jan. 8, 1815, as reflected in the title.

 

Very rare.  Sabin cites only two copies, of which one is imperfect.  Not in Ayer.
HOWES S638, “b.” SABIN 83539.  $12,500.

125. [Southern, Kate]: THE SAD CASE OF MRS. KATE SOUTHERN! THE BEAUTIFUL, VIRTUOUS GEORGIA 
WIFE, WHO, BEING MADDENED TO INSANITY BY THE OUTRAGEOUS TAUNTS OF A BAD WOMAN 
WHO HAD ENTICED HER HUSBAND AWAY, KILLED HER. Philadelphia. [1878]. 60pp. Illus. Original pictorial 
wrappers. Badly chipped along edges, paper browned and brittle. A fair copy.

 

Sensational murder fiction of the jealous wife genre.
WRIGHT III:4736.  $200.

126. Spencer, Ambrose: A NARRATIVE OF ANDERSONVILLE, DRAWN FROM THE EVIDENCE ELICITED 
ON THE TRIAL OF HENRY WIRZ, THE JAILER, WITH THE ARGUMENT OF COL. N.P. CHIPMAN, 
JUDGE ADVOCATE. New York. 1866. 272pp. plus advertisements. Frontis. Original cloth. Edgeworn, cloth and text 
somewhat dust soiled, unobtrusive blindstamp. A sound copy.

 

An account of the largest and best known Confederate prison, about which a number of harrowing narratives were pub-
lished.  Wirz, commander of the interior of the prison, was tried in August 1865 on charges of murder and conspiring 
with Jefferson Davis to murder.  He was found guilty and hanged.  The author of the present work was a Unionist who 
lived near the prison and was “rabidly hostile to Confederates” (Nevins).
SABIN 89300. NEVINS I, p.202.  $115.

 The Basis for Robert Louis Stevenson’s KIDNAPPED
 

127. [Stewart, James]: THE TRIAL OF JAMES STEWART IN AUCHARN IN DUROR OF APPIN, FOR THE 
MURDER OF COLIN CAMPBELL OF GLENURE, ESQ..... Edinburgh: Printed for G. Hamilton and J. Balfour, 
1753. [4],288,149pp. Early 20th-century buckram, gilt labels. Labels chipped, cloth somewhat dust soiled, shelf label on 
spine. Institutional ink stamp on titlepage. Titlepage and initial leaves dust soiled, rear leaves with light dampstaining. 
Moderate tanning and scattered foxing. Lacks folding map. Good.

 

A lengthy account of the trial of James Stewart for the killing of Colin Campbell, a government official and tax collector, 
which occurred in the West of Scotland in late 1752 and resulted from residual tensions in the years after the Jacobite 
Rising.  The crime was the basis for events in Robert Louis Stevenson’s KIDNAPPED.  Stewart, an apparently hapless 
patsy, was arrested for the murder and convicted by a jury of Campbell’s fellow clansmen, then hanged and his body left 
exposed for two years.
ESTC T130236.  $600.

128. Stone, Andrew L.: A DISCOURSE OCCASIONED BY THE DEATH OF ABRAHAM LINCOLN, PRESI-
DENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, WHO WAS ASSASSINATED IN WASHINGTON, FRIDAY, 
APRIL 14th, 1865.  PREACHED IN THE PARK STREET CHURCH, BOSTON, ON THE NEXT LORD’S DAY. 
Boston. 1865. 21pp. Original printed wrappers. Some dust soiling, edge wear, and creasing to wrappers; rear joint partially 
split. Internally clean. Very good. Untrimmed and unopened.

 

An intense sermon delivered two days after the assassination of President Lincoln.  Andrew Leete Stone was chaplain for 
the 45th Regiment of the Massachusetts Volunteers and pastor of the Park Street Church in Boston from 1849 until 1866.  
Rare, one of only 300 copies printed.  The last copy to appear in Americana Exchange was in 1963.
RICE 2181. MONAGHAN 753. FISH 906. MIDLAND NOTES 21:207.  $250.



129. [Strang, Jesse]: THE CONFESSION OF JESSE STRANG, WHO WAS CONVICTED OF THE MURDER OF 
JOHN WHIPPLE...BEING A MINUTE RELATION OF ALL THE CIRCUMSTANCES CONNECTED WITH 
THE MURDER, AS RELATED BY HIM, AFTER HIS CONVICTION; AND WHICH HE MOST SOLEMNLY 
AFFIRMED, CONTAINED NOTHING BUT THE TRUTH. Albany. 1827. 35pp. Dbd. Minor ink notations on title-
page, moderate foxing. Good plus.

 

Strang, using an alias after the abandonment of his wife, lived in Albany on the Van Rensselear estate, working for Whipple.  
Strang and Mrs. Whipple had an affair and she convinced Strang to kill her husband.  “The murder of John Whipple was 
unusual in two respects; one, the actual killing followed months of the most careful planning and preparation; two, the 
guiding genius of the crime was his wife” - McDade.
McDADE 934. AMERICAN IMPRINTS 30726.  $400.

130. Stratton, R.B.: CAPTIVITY OF THE OATMAN GIRLS: BEING AN 
INTERESTING NARRATIVE OF LIFE AMONG THE APACHE AND 
MOHAVE INDIANS.... New York: Published for the Author..., 1858. 290pp. 
including map and illustrations, plus five plates (including frontispiece) and 
advertisements. Original cloth, spine gilt. Spine extremities and corners worn, 
boards lightly rubbed. Somewhat tanned, with scattered foxing and an occasional 
ink stain. About very good.

 

Third edition (designated “fourteenth thousand” on the titlepage) enlarged of 
this popular Indian captivity.  The Oatman family was attacked while travelling to 
California via the Old Santa Fe Route in 1851.  Six members of the family were 
murdered, one of the sons was left for dead, and Mary and Olive were taken by 
the Apaches.  Mary died in captivity and Olive was ransomed in 1856.  She was 
extensively tattooed, and went on tour to describe her experiences and display 
her decorations.  The book was tremendously popular in its time and a bestseller.  
The first edition is extremely rare and the second only slightly less so.
REESE, BEST OF THE WEST 148 (ref). HOWES S1068. WAGNER-CAMP 
294:4. AYER 284. FIELD 1515 (ref). RITTENHOUSE 542 (ref). SABIN 92742.                                                                                                             
                                                                                                     $1250.

131. Stuart, Alexander: REPORT OF THE TRIAL OF PETER HEAMAN 
AND FRANCOIS GAUTIEZ OR GAUTIER, FOR CRIMES OF PIRACY 
AND MURDER.... Edinburgh: Charles Guthrie, 1821. [4],183pp. Antique-style 
half calf and marbled boards. Very good.

 

A scarce trial account for a bizarre piracy case in which the crime happened off the coast of Brazil, but the case ended up 
in Scottish jurisdiction.  The work includes a list of witnesses, almost 100 pages of accounts (including those of the defen-
dants), the closing arguments of both the prosecutor and the defendant’s lawyer, plus the verdict and sentence.  Heaman and 
Gautiez, serving as mate and cook respectively of the schooner, Jane, brutally murdered its captain and first mate off the 
coast of Brazil in an attempt to terrorize the remaining crewmen into joining their conspiracy.  They succeeded, and sailed 
the vessel with its bounty to Ross County, Scotland.  They were found guilty and ordered to be executed.  A court order 
assigned possession of their dead bodies to Dr. Alexander Munro of the University of Edinburgh for dissection.  Scarce in 
institutional holdings (OCLC locates about thirty copies under numerous entries), but positively rare in the marketplace.
NMM IV:518.  $2000.

132. [Sweeting, Whiting]: THE NARRATIVE OF WHITING SWEETING, WHO WAS EXECUTED AT ALBANY, 
THE 26th OF AUGUST, 1792 [sic]. CONTAINING AN ACCOUNT OF HIS TRIAL BEFORE THE SUPREME 
COURT OF JUDICATURE OF THE STATE OF NEW-YORK, AT THE JULY TERM, 1791, FOR THE MUR-
DER OF DARIUS QUIMBY.... Providence: Bennett Wheeler, 1794. 59pp. Dbd. Tanned, scattered foxing, a couple short 
closed marginal tears, first and last leaves repaired. Good.

 

A scarce near-contemporary reprint edition of this extremely popular late 18th-century convict’s narrative.  McDade de-
scribes this work as “probably the most frequently reprinted murder pamphlet in American criminal history.”  He records 
three 1791 editions, four 1792 edition (including one published in Providence), and seven additional printings which ap-
peared between 1793 and 1797, including the present example.

 

Whiting Sweeting was charged with the murder of Darius Quimby, who was killed in the course of Sweeting’s arrest on 
a separate charge.  THE NARRATIVE... begins with an account of the trial, including testimony against Sweeting, the 
prisoner’s defense to the jury, and the concluding remarks and the guilty verdict of the chief justice.  The majority of 
the text, however, is dedicated to Sweeting’s own account.  This includes an “Address to the Public” and “Application,” 
concerned with the disastrous consequences of a sinful life and the need to always live a proper religious life; and separate 
addresses to his parents, his brothers and sisters, his wife, and extended family members.  Several portions of the prisoner’s 
narrative are presented as verse.  The text concludes with a “short account of the life, conversation, parting advice, and 
execution of Whiting Sweeting, by William Carter.”

 



A rare edition of a popular criminal narrative.  OCLC records just four total copies, at the Harvard Law School Library, 
Brown University, and two at the Library of Congress; McDade adds one at Boston University.
McDADE 960(k). EVANS 27767. OCLC 24801537, 44112153.  $1000.

133. Swinburne, John: [Budge, Henry]: A REVIEW OF THE CASE, THE PEOPLE AGT. REV. HENRY BUDGE, 
INDICTED FOR THE MURDER OF HIS WIFE PRISCILLA BUDGE, (TRIED AT THE ONEIDA, NEW YORK, 
CIRCUIT COURT, IN AUGUST AND SEPTEMBER, 1861,)...AND THE JUDGE’S CHARGE IN THE CIVIL 
ACTION OF HENRY BUDGE AGT. CALEB LYON, FOR LIBEL, TRIED AT THE HERKIMER CIRCUIT IN 
OCTOBER AND NOVEMBER, 1861. Albany. 1862. 94pp. plus six plates. Dbd. Initial leaves slightly chipped, a few 
very short closed tears along fore-edges. Light dampstaining to initial leaves, moderate toning throughout. Good.

 

“Mrs. Budge’s death was first ruled a suicide; then her husband was indicted and tried, but acquitted.  Her throat had been 
cut.  After acquittal, Budge sued Caleb Lyon for calling him a murderer.  Lyon’s defense was that the allegation was true.  
Budge got a judgment of $100; he had sued for 420,000. Dr. Swinburne was Lyon’s defense witness, and his pamphlet sum-
marizes that trial.  There is an interesting series of illustrations demonstrating the kinds of wounds made from different 
positions” - McDade.  An interesting work of forensic medicine.
McDADE 137.  $350.

134. [Teller, William]: CONFESSIONS OF TWO MALEFACTORS, TELLER & REYNOLDS, WHO WERE EX-
ECUTED AT HARTFORD, CONNECTICUT, ON THE SIXTH OF SEPTEMBER, 1833, FOR THE MURDER 
OF EZRA HOSKINS AT THE CONNECTICUT STATE PRISON, CONTAINING AN ACCOUNT OF THEIR 
NUMEROUS ROBBERIES, BURGLARIES, &c. Hartford. 1833. 84pp. Dbd. Diagonal slash to first two leaves with 
19th-century sewn repair, contemporary ownership inscription on titlepage, some toning and foxing, faint dampstain to a 
few leaves, bottom corners of first several leaves creased. Fair.

 

A rare pair of murder confessions from Connecticut in 1833.  “Teller and Reynolds were serving long terms in the state 
prison at Wethersfield.  In the course of an attempt to escape they struck Hoskins, a guard, and killed him” - McDade.  
Teller’s confession covers about two-thirds of the work, with Reynold’s account comprising the last twenty-five pages.  
McDade and OCLC together only record a dozen copies, one of which is the present copy from the New York Bar As-
sociation Library.
McDADE 967. OCLC 19091861, 79078042.  $450.

135. Todd, Charles Burr: THE TRUE AARON BURR. A BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCH. New York: A.S. Barnes & 
Company, 1902. iv,[2],77pp. plus plate. Portrait. Original yellow cloth. Cloth lightly soiled. Bookplate on front pastedown. 
Near fine. In a half morocco box.

 

A strident defense of Burr against “certain mendacious writers of history who, for the past fifty years, have left no depth 
of falsehood or slander unsounded in their effort to prove Aaron Burr a traitor and a murderer.”  $75.

136. Townsend, George Alfred: THE LIFE, CRIME, AND CAPTURE OF JOHN WILKES BOOTH, WITH A 
FULL SKETCH OF THE CONSPIRACY OF WHICH HE WAS THE LEADER, AND THE PURSUIT, TRIAL 
AND EXECUTION OF HIS ACCOMPLICES. New York. [1865]. 69,[9]pp. including maps, plans, other in text illus-
trations, and eight pages of advertisements. Dbd. Lacking frontispiece portrait. Two closed tears from gutter of titlepage. 
Dust soiling and some staining to outer leaves. Toning, scattered foxing. Good.

 

A scarce work on the assassination of President Lincoln, rife with details and very readable.  Illustrated with pertinent 
maps of Booth’s escape route from Ford’s Theatre.
HOWES T315, “aa.” MCDADE 617. MONAGHAN 781. SABIN 6388.  $350.

 Contains an Important Treaty with the Creeks
 

137. [Troup, George M.]: GOVERNOR’S MESSAGE TO THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF THE STATE OF 
GEORGIA, AT THE OPENING OF THE EXTRA SESSION, MAY 23, 1825, WITH A PART OF THE DOCU-
MENTS ACCOMPANYING THE SAME. Milledgeville, Ga. 1825. 128pp. Antique-style half calf and marbled boards. 
Scattered toning and foxing. Very good.

 

An address to the Senate by Georgia governor George Troup regarding the recently ratified, and highly controversial, 
Treaty of Indian Springs.  Troup, along with his cousin, William McIntosh, a mixed-blood Creek chief, negotiated the 
treaty which saw the Creek tribe ceding more land to Georgia, and relocating to an undeveloped area west of the Mis-
sissippi.  The treaty, while popular with Georgians, was denounced by the National Creek Council, who in turn ordered 
McIntosh’s execution.  A copy of the treaty, as well as numerous letters surrounding its creation, implementation, and 
McIntosh’s murder are also included.
SHOEMAKER 20655.  $1250.



138. [Udderzook, William E.]: THE GOSS-UDDERZOOK TRAGEDY: BEING A HISTORY OF THE STRANGE 
CASE OF DECEPTION AND MURDER, INCLUDING THE GREAT LIFE INSURANCE CASE, AND THE 
TRIAL OF WILLIAM E. UDDERZOOK.... Baltimore. 1873. 59pp. Frontis. Original printed wrappers. Very good.

 

W.S. Goss and Udderzook conspired to make it appear that Goss was killed in a fire for insurance money.  Later, in a fight 
over the take, Udderzook killed Goss for real.
McDADE 1012.  $40.

139. [Van Ness, William P.]: AN EXAMINATION OF THE VARIOUS CHARGES EXHIBITED AGAINST AARON 
BURR, ESQ. VICE-PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES; AND A DEVELOPMENT OF THE CHARAC-
TERS AND VIEWS OF HIS POLITICAL OPPONENTS by Aristedes. New York. 1803. 118,[1]pp. Half title. Bound 
to style in antique half calf and marbled boards. Minor soiling. Untrimmed and unopened. Very good.

 

Van Ness’ pseudonymous reply to James Cheetham’s published attack on Burr for his activities in state politics and in the 
1801 Presidential election; “Burr was so ably defended that newspapers rang with the unknown author’s story of confused 
truth and fiction” (DAB).  Van Ness served as second to Burr in the duel with Hamilton later that year, and was indicted 
as an accessory in Hamilton’s murder.
HOWES V37. DAB XIX, pp.202-03. SABIN 98530. SHAW & SHOEMAKER 5491. TOMPKINS 103.  $3500.

 Burr’s Second in the Hamilton Duel Defends Him
 

140. [Van Ness, William P.]: AN EXAMINATION OF THE VARIOUS CHARGES EXHIBITED AGAINST AARON 
BURR, ESQ. VICE-PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES; AND A DEVELOPMENT OF THE CHARAC-
TERS AND VIEWS OF HIS POLITICAL OPPONENTS. BY ARISTIDES. [N.p., but likely Philadelphia]: Printed 
for the Author, 1804. [4],116pp. 19th-century three-quarter morocco and marbled boards, gilt ruled and lettered.  Hinges 
cracked and repaired, edges and corners somewhat worn. Contemporary manuscript annotation on titlepage. Light tan-
ning and foxing. Good plus.

 

“A New Edition, Revised and Corrected, with Additions” of William Van Ness’ pseudonymous reply to James Cheetham’s 
published attack on Burr for his activities in state politics and in the 1801 Presidential election.  “Burr was so ably defended 
that newspapers rang with the unknown author’s story of confused truth and fiction” (DAB).  Van Ness served as second 
to Burr in the duel with Hamilton later that year, and was indicted as an accessory in Hamilton’s murder.
DAB XIX, pp.202-3. HOWES V37. SABIN 98530 (note). SHAW & SHOEMAKER 7648.  $2000.

141. [Vosburgh, George]: THE TRIAL OF REV. GEO. B. VOSBURGH, PASTOR OF THE BERGEN BAPTIST 
CHURCH, JERSEY CITY, N.J. FOR ALLEGED WIFE POISONING. Jersey City. 1878. 122,[2]pp. Dbd. Institutional 
ink notations on titlepage, mild toning. Very good.

 

A scarce trial account for an 1878 case of attempted murder in Jersey City.  The defendant George Vosburgh, a pastor at 
the local Baptist Church, was accused of trying to poison his wife while she was in the midst of a protracted illness.  The 
motive, according to the prosecution, was his anger at his wife’s apparent inability to bear any children.  He was found 
not guilty.  Not in McDade, probably because Mrs. Vosburgh survived.  $300.

142. [Wagner, Louis H.F]: REPORT OF THE TRIAL AND CONVICTION OF LOUIS H.F. WAGNER, FOR 
THE MURDER OF ANETHE M. CHRISTENSON, AT A SPECIAL SETTING OF THE SUPREME JUDICIAL 
COURT. HELD AT ALFRED, ME., JUNE 16, 1873. Saco, Me.: William S. Noyes & Co., 1874. iv,[1],180,25,69,40,66pp. 
Early 20th-century buckram, gilt leather labels. Cloth somewhat soiled, labels chipped, front hinge loosening. Paper shelf 
label on spine, institutional ink stamp on titlepage. Nine interior leaves detached and chipped. Moderate tanning. Good.

 

A scarce trial account of an 1874 Maine island murder, motivated by robbery and accomplished after a great feat of endur-
ance.  “Wagner believed that $600 was in the house of a family living on the Isle of Shoals, a spot of land ten miles out to 
sea from Portsmouth, New Hampshire.  He rowed out there one night and killed two women with an ax, a third escaping 
into the night to hide among the rocks.  He was convicted and executed for the crime” - McDade.
McDADE 1032.  $300.

 Extremely Rare: A Remarkable Collection of Narratives
 

143. [Wales, William, and John Roberts, publishers]: THE SOUTH-WESTERN MONTHLY, A JOURNAL DE-
VOTED TO LITERATURE AND SCIENCE, EDUCATION, THE MECHANIC ARTS AND AGRICULTURE. 
VOLUME I[-II]. Nashville. 1852. Two volumes. viii,374 [i.e. 376]; vii,376pp., plus thirty-one plates. Later three-quarter 
black morocco and cloth, spines gilt. Corners lightly worn. Ownership inscription on verso of each frontispiece, bookplate 
on rear pastedowns. First volume with ink stamp on pastedown and titlepage. Lightly foxed. Some light wear and soiling. 
Very good.

 

A very rare complete set of this interesting and important Tennessee periodical, containing all twelve articles entitled “Early 
History of the Southwest,” which constitute the main interest of the magazine for modern readers.  After the magazine 



ceased publication with the December 1852 issue, the editors followed their intention stated in their last editorial and 
gathered all of the narratives into a book issued in January 1853 entitled INDIAN BATTLES, MURDERS, SEIGES [sic] 
AND FORAYS IN THE SOUTH-WEST.  “...This was a collection of narratives by various authors.  These had appeared 
separately as articles in the SOUTH WESTERN MONTHLY MAGAZINE, printed in Nashville during the years 1851-52.  
The magazines are considered frontier periodicals of extreme rarity - the 1853 book...is all but unobtainable.  Apparently, 
few copies of the book were printed, judging from the very few times one finds records of its sale...” - Allen.  The actual 
first appearances in print of all of the items in the book are the periodical versions.

 

Articles include “Sketch of the Captivity of Col. Joseph Brown,” “The Indian Massacres in the Vicinity of Bosley’s Spring...,” 
“Indian Murders around Nashville - Narrative of John Davis, Esq.,” “Scalping of Thomas Everett and his two sisters, near 
Buchanan’s Fort...,” “Indian Battles and Murders - Narrative of General Hall,” “Perils attending emigration from Virginia 
to the West...burning of Sigler’s Fort. Narrative of John Carr,” “The levy of men sent out from North Carolina...narrative 
of Mr. Samuel Blair,” “Narrative of John Rains,” “Massacre at Cavet’s Station.”  Virtually all of the narratives describe 
Indian fights in Tennessee between the 1780s and the War of 1812.

 

An important rarity of Indian warfare on the Old Southwest frontier.  This set has a remarkably large number of plates; 
other sets we know of have far fewer. All seem to be remainders from New York publications used as illustrations without 
regard to text.
HOWES W30 (ref). ALLEN RARITIES 47. ALLEN IMPRINTS 3160.  $7500.

 Guns in School in the Antebellum South
 

144. [Ward, Matthew]: TRIAL OF MATT. F. WARD, FOR THE MURDER OF PROF. W.H.G. BUTLER, BEFORE 
THE HARDEN CRIMINAL COURT, APRIL TERM 1854. Louisville: Morton & Griswold, 1854. 174pp., including 
illustration. Early 20th-century buckram, gilt labels. Cloth somewhat dust soiled, labels slightly chipped, front endpapers 
detached. Institutional ink stamp on titlepage. Light tanning, small patch of dampstaining on initial leaves. Good plus.

 

A trial account in a strange case of a school homicide.  “Butler, the principal of Louisville High School, had whipped Matt 
Ward’s younger brother.  Matt demanded an apology of Butler, not for the whipping, but for calling the boy a liar.  The 
apology not forthcoming, words followed, and Ward, who had come prepared for blood, shot Butler.  Kentucky justice saw 
that Ward was promptly acquitted” - McDade.  With a diagram of the school room where it happened.
McDADE 1043.  $750.

145. [Ward, Matthew F.]: A FULL AND AUTHENTIC REPORT OF THE TESTIMONY ON THE TRIAL OF 
MATT. F. WARD...Reported by A.D. Richardson. New York. 1854. 176pp. Original front printed wrapper (chipped 
and soiled), rear wrapper wanting. Final leaf chipped with some loss of text. Else good.

 

Ward was tried for the murder of Prof. W.H.G. Butler.  “Butler, the principal of Louisville High School, had whipped 
Matt Ward’s younger brother. Matt demanded an apology of Butler, not for the whipping but for calling the boy a liar.  
The apology not forthcoming, words followed; and Ward, having come prepared for blood, shot Butler.  Kentucky justice 
was that Ward was promptly acquitted” - McDade.
McDADE 1042. SABIN 70981.                                               $125.

146. [Washington State Crime]: WANTED FOR MURDER: FRAN-
CISCUS VON DER HEIDEN, ALIAS FRANK YOUNG...[caption 
title]. Seattle. Sept. 14, 1916. Broadside, 12 x 9 inches, with photographic 
reproduction. Previously folded. Small separation along fold lines, re-
paired with tape on blank verso. Two small pinholes, not affect text or 
image. About very good.

 

A photographic wanted notice for a man accused of double murder in 
Seattle.  Franciscus von der Heiden was wanted for killing a man and his 
wife on Aug. 16, 1916.  The notice describes him as having “stocky build; 
broad shoulders; thick neck, size of collar 17; fresh rosy complexion...
dimples show in cheeks when laughing; smooth shaven; even white teeth; 
good dresser.”  A reproduction of a photograph on the notice depicts 
the fugitive wearing a suit and sitting sedately in an ornately carved, 
high-backed wooden chair.  
$125.

 Murder in Texas During the Civil War
 

147. [Waterhouse, Richard E.]: Slaughter, R.F.: [AUTOGRAPH 
DOCUMENT, SIGNED, BY R.F SLAUGHTER, REGARDING 
TESTIMONY IN THE MURDER CASE OF RICHARD E. WA-
TERHOUSE OF SAN AUGUSTINE, TEXAS]. [San Augustine, Tx. 



ca. 1863]. [4]pp. Folio sheets. Three horizontal folds, some soiling and staining. Very good. In a blue half morocco and 
cloth slipcase and chemise, spine gilt.

 

A detailed, closely written report concerning the testimony of three suspects in the murder of Richard E. Waterhouse in 
San Augustine, Texas in 1863.  Waterhouse was a Seminole War and Mexican-American War veteran who ascended to the 
rank of colonel in Tennessee before moving his family to East Texas in 1849, where he opened a general store and specu-
lated in real estate.  In 1859, Waterhouse was elected to the Texas State Legislature as representative from San Augustine 
County.  He was among the wealthier citizens of the town, a fact that seemed to be widely known and ultimately fatal to 
the Colonel.  On the night of Dec. 31, 1863 his store was robbed and Waterhouse was murdered after sustaining a sharp 
blow to the head from a “hand axe or hatchet.”

 

This document is a detailed summation of the events surrounding the robbery and murder of Col. Waterhouse, naming the 
suspects (Malvin Houston, H.M. Kinsey, and William M. Everett), and consisting of testimony given by the men, as well as 
Everett’s wife, who was implicated in the crime alongside her husband.  It was written by an R.F. Slaughter, presumably an 
official with the Committee of Safety for San Augustine County, before whom the suspects appeared and gave statements 
which appear in summary form here.  The suspects’ testimony includes motives for the killing, namely that Waterhouse 
was thought to have as much as $100,000 in cash in his store.  Kinsey is reported to have said that Waterhouse earned 
the money “by extortion, & swindling the community.”  Ultimately the thieves got away with about $15,000, which they 
divided among themselves before being apprehended.  The responsibility for the murder of Waterhouse is unclear from 
the testimony, as Everett blames Houston, then Houston blames Everett.  As far as the public record is concerned, the 
murder of Waterhouse remains unsolved, though in the closing line of this document it is written that the Committee of 
Safety “discharged Kinsey by a very close vote!”  The question remains whether Houston or Everett was responsible for 
the murder of Col. Waterhouse, or if it was in fact Kinsey, as both Houston and Everett initially testified.
George Louis Crocket, TWO CENTURIES IN EAST TEXAS (Dallas: Southwest Press, 1932).  $3750.

148. Watkins, John: THE IMPORTANT RESULTS OF AN ELABORATE INVESTIGATION INTO THE MYSTE-
RIOUS CASE OF ELIZABETH FENNING: BEING A DETAIL OF EXTRAORDINARY FACTS DISCOVERED 
SINCE HER EXECUTION, INCLUDING THE OFFICIAL REPORT OF HER SINGULAR TRIAL, NOW FIRST 
PUBLISHED, AND COPIOUS NOTES THEREON. London. 1815. xiii,[1],194,46 Dbd. Institutional ink stamps on 
titlepage and first text leaf. Moderate tanning, light foxing. Good.

 

A sensational account of the famed trial of Elizabeth Fenning, who was convicted of attempted murder in 1815 for at-
tempting to poison her family by lacing their dumplings with arsenic.  Despite much evidence towards her innocence, she 
was executed.  This account publishes the trial with much added commentary and breathless analysis in favor of Fenning’s 
innocence.  The final section prints a series of thirty letters written by Fenning from prison prior to her execution.
  $350.

149. [Webster, John W.]: REPORT OF THE TRIAL OF PROF. JOHN W. WEBSTER, INDICTED FOR THE 
MURDER OF DR. GEORGE PARKMAN BEFORE THE SUPREME JUDICIAL COURT OF MASSACHUSETTS, 
HOLDEN AT BOSTON, ON TUESDAY, MARCH 19, 1850. Boston: Phillips, Sampson & Company, 1850. vi,[3-
]314pp., with several in-text illustrations. Early 20th-century buckram, gilt spine labels. Cloth somewhat dust soiled. Paper 
shelf label on spine, institutional blind and ink stamps on titlepage. Lacking rear publisher’s advertisements and errata leaf. 
Light tanning, scattered dampstaining. Good plus.

 

Report of the trial of Harvard professor John W. Webster for the sensational murder of his colleague, Dr. George Park-
man.  Webster committed the crime after Parkman allegedly threatened him with loss of his academic position if he did 
not pay his debts to him.  Webster killed Parkman in his office in the Harvard Medical School, and proceeded to burn 
up the body in a furnace in his office, until what was left of Parkman’s remains were found by a janitor.  This account 
reprints the testimony of the janitor, Ephraim Littlefield, as well as many Harvard notables, including Oliver Wendell 
Holmes, whose office was directly over the murder scene, and Harvard president Jared Sparks.  A slew of pamphlets were 
produced to report on the trial.  “While there have been more mysterious cases, cases involving more prominent or no-
torious persons and others more macabre, the Parkman case still ranks high on the list of American murders.... This is a 
good edition of the trial” - McDade.
McDADE 1062.  $100.

150. [Webster, John W.]: TRIAL OF PROFESSOR JOHN W. WEBSTER, FOR THE MURDER OF DR. JOHN 
PARKMAN IN THE MEDICAL COLLEGE, NOVEMBER 22, 1849, Boston: John A. French, 1850. 91.[4]pp. with 
in-text illustrations and frontispiece portrait. Early 20th-century buckram, gilt label. Cloth slightly soiled, label chipped. 
Institutional ink and blind stamps to titlepage. Light tanning. Good plus.

 

One of the numerous contemporary reports on the trial of Harvard professor John W. Webster for the sensational murder 
of his colleague, Dr. George Parkman.  Webster committed the crime after Parkman allegedly threatened him with loss 
of his academic position if he did not pay his debts to him.  Webster killed Parkman in his office in the Harvard Medi-
cal School, and proceeded to burn up the body in a furnace in his office, until what was left of Parkman’s remains were 
found by a janitor.  This account features several attractive black-and-white illustrations.  “While there have been more 



mysterious cases, cases involving more prominent or notorious persons and others more macabre, the Parkman case still 
ranks high on the list of American murders” - McDade.
McDADE 1067.  $75.

 Murders over Impressment on the Verge of War
 

151. [Whitby, Henry]: TRIAL OF CAPT. HENRY WHITBY, FOR THE MURDER OF JOHN PIERCE, WITH 
HIS DYING DECLARATION. ALSO THE TRIAL OF CAPT. JOHN CRIMP, FOR PIRACY AND MANSTEAL-
ING. New-York: Gould, Banks, and Gould, 1812. 96,[1]pp. Early 20th-century buckram, gilt labels. Cloth somewhat dust 
soiled, labels slightly chipped, paper shelf label on spine. Titlepage previously detached and repaired. Institutional ink and 
blind stamps on titlepage. Light tanning and foxing. Good plus.

 

Accounts of two trials related to the inflammatory English practice during this period of impressing American sailors into 
the Royal Navy.  “The murder arose out of an attempted impressment of seamen on April 25, 1806; the charge is against 
the captain of the British vessel Leander.  The prisoners may have been reprieved and held as hostages.  President Jefferson 
issued a proclamation in connection with this case.  A sailor named Pierce was killed by a cannon shot near the entrance 
to New York Harbor” - McDade.
McDADE 1081. SHAW & SHOEMAKER 26908.  $850.

152. [White, John Duncan: [Winslow Curtis]: THE TRIALS OF JOHN DUNCAN WHITE ALIAS CHARLES 
MARCHANT, AND WINSLOW CURTIS ALIAS SYLVESTER COLSON, FOR THE MURDER ON THE HIGH 
SEAS OF EDWARD SELFRIDGE AND THOMAS P. JENKINS, CAPTAIN AND MATE OF THE SCHOONER 
FAIRY, OF BOSTON...HOLDEN AT BOSTON...OCTOBER TERM, 1826. Boston. 1827. 176pp. Modern blue cloth, 
spine lettered in gilt. Institutional ink and blind stamps on titlepage. Initial leaves lightly dampstained at lower corner. 
Light tanning. Good plus.

 

“The Fairy was a vessel of eighty-two tons and was bound for Gottenburg with a cargo of coffee, fustic, rice, sugar, and 
tobacco.  Selfridge, the master, was only twenty-three years old; there was a crew of four.  White and Curtis mutinied, 
killing the captain and mate with an ax and throwing them overboard.  They took the vessel to Louisburg, Nova Scotia, 
where they scuttled it.  Captured and brought back to Boston, they were condemned, but White cheated the hangman by 
doing the job himself in his cell the night before his execution.  Curtis was turned off officially and his body given to a 
Dr. Webster (!) who created appalling effects with it with an electric battery” - McDade.
COHEN 13210. McDADE 1087. SABIN 103418. SHOEMAKER 30837.  $600.

153. [White, Joseph]: TRIAL OF GEORGE CROWNINSHIELD, J.J. KNAPP, JUN. AND JOHN FRANCIS KNAPP, 
FOR THE MURDER OF CAPT. JOSEPH WHITE, OF SALEM, ON THE NIGHT OF THE SIXTH OF APRIL.... 
Boston. 1830. 104pp. Dbd. Moderately toned, spotting to first few leaves, last leaf partially perished, costing some words 
on about sixteen lines, with an additional photocopy of this leaf bound just after. Overall good.

 

A famous New England murder case, of which Daniel Webster once said, “It is a most extraordinary case.  In some re-
spects, it has hardly a precedent anywhere; certainly none in our New England history.”  Captain White, a wealthy old 
man, was murdered in Salem, Ma. on the night of Apr. 6, 1830.  John Francis Knapp was the husband of a grandniece of 
the victim.  Knapp figured he could get rich by having old Captain White killed, so he enlisted the help of his brother, 
Frank Knapp, as well as George and Richard Crowninshield, the latter actually committing the murder by stabbing White 
thirteen times with a stilleto.  All four of the conspirators were arrested.  After Richard hanged himself in his cell, the 
prosecution gathered enough evidence to result in the hanging of the Knapp brothers.  Daniel Webster, who comprised 
the thundering prosecution, made a lengthy speech which here takes up about ten pages.  This is the first trial, when the 
jury still could not reach a verdict.  A scarce work in institutions, but rarely met with in the rare book market.
McDADE 571. COHEN 12786. AMERICAN IMPRINTS 3756. SABIN 17708.  $300.

154. [Whitehead, Charles]: LIVES AND EXPLOITS OF THE MOST NOTED HIGHWAYMEN, ROBBERS AND 
MURDERERS, OF ALL NATIONS, DRAWN FROM THE MOST AUTHENTIC SOURCES AND BROUGHT 
DOWN TO THE PRESENT TIME. Hartford: Ezra Strong, 1836. 288pp. plus illustrations. Frontis. Titlepage vignette. 
Contemporary tree calf, rebacked in antique style, spine gilt, maroon gilt morocco label.  Front board detached, bookplate 
on front pastedown and front free endpaper. Scattered foxing. Good.

 

Later American edition, after the first British edition of 1834.  A charming history of ne’er do wells and miscreants.  By 
the author of the noted RICHARD SAVAGE.  Scarce.
DNB (cd/rom). OCLC 2866557.  $300.

155. Wilbour, Charles E.: TRIAL OF CHARLES M. JEFFERDS FOR MURDER, AT NEW YORK, DECEMBER, 
1861. New York. 1862. 234pp. Early 20th-century buckram, gilt leather spine labels.  Cloth somewhat dust soiled, spine 
labels slightly chipped. Paper shelf label on spine, institutional ink and blind stamps on titlepage, otherwise internally 
clean. Good plus.

 



Jefferds was tried and acquitted for the murder of his stepfather, John Watson.  He was then tried and this time convicted 
of the murder of John W. Mathews, who was killed trying to catch Watson’s murderer.  Jefferds in turn was murdered in 
Sing Sing Prison.
McDADE 513.  $100.

156. Wilson, D.: THE LIFE OF JANE McCREA, WITH AN ACCOUNT OF BURGOYNE’S EXPEDITION IN 
1777. New York. 1853. 155pp. plus advertisement. Original cloth, spine gilt. Chipped at head and toe of spine, contem-
porary ink ownership signature on front fly leaf, else very good.

 

One of the most famous sidelights of the Revolution was Jane McCrea’s murder, which galvanized American resistance 
to the British in upper New York State and contributed directly to Burgoyne’s defeat at Saratoga.  The incident strained 
relations between Burgoyne’s army and its Indian allies, who were forbidden by him to plunder as a result of the incident.  
Much of this work concerns Burgoyne’s activities during the war.
FIELD 1683. GEPHART 6226.  $150.

157. Wood, R.E., reporter & editor: LIFE AND CONFESSIONS OF JAMES GILBERT JENKINS: THE MUR-
DERER OF EIGHTEEN MEN. Napa City [Ca.]: C.H. Allen & R.E. Wood, 1864. 56pp. plus two plates. Original tan 
pictorial wrappers. Very minor soiling and creasing. Fine. In a blue half morocco and cloth folder, spine gilt.

 

Written while Jenkins was waiting to be hanged, this confessional recounts the murder of “eight white men and ten In-
dians,” as well as numerous other crimes committed across the country.  With a frontispiece portrait of Jenkins, as well 
as an illustration showing him burying one of his victims.  Like any good criminal, Jenkins blamed his crimes on demon 
alcohol.  “An exceedingly rare little book on one of the early outlaws of California” - Adams.
HOWES W635, “aa.” COWAN, p.120. McDADE 514. ADAMS SIX-GUNS 2440.  $600.

158. [Woodford, Orrin]: Morgan, Nathaniel H.: A FULL REPORT OF THE TRIAL OF ORRIN WOODFORD, 
FOR THE MURDER OF HIS WIFE DIANA WOODFORD; AT AVON, CONN., JULY 22d, 1845.... ACCOM-
PANIED BY PLANS OF THE HOUSE AND PREMISES, WHERE THE HOMICIDE WAS COMMITTED. 
TOGETHER WITH AN ACCURATE PORTRAIT OF THE PRISONER. Hartford. 1846. 69pp. with in-text illus-
trations. Contemporary marbled boards, corners tipped with sheep, rebacked in cloth, paper spine label. Institutional ink 
stamp on titlepage. Light tanning. Good plus.

 

Trial account of a mid-19th-century Connecticut domestic killing, authored by the Warden of the Hartford county jail.  
“Woodford was convicted of manslaughter and sentenced to a term of ten years for stabbing and beating his wife to death” 
- McDade. With a portrait of the killer and two maps of his house and neighborhood.
McDADE 1115.  $450.

159. Yerrinton, James M.W.: REPORT OF THE CASE OF GEO. C. HERSEY, INDICTED FOR THE MURDER 
OF BETSY FRANCES TIRRELL, BEFORE THE SUPREME JUDICIAL COURT OF MASSACHUSETTS.... 
Boston. 1862. 267pp. Original cloth. Front joint splitting, some chipping at spine extremities, front board warped and 
dampstained affecting top margin of contents throughout, some tanning. A sound copy.

 

Inscribed: “To the Attorney General in the Qeen [sic] v. William Palmer 1856 - from G.A. Somerby, Boston, Mass. U.S.”  
The DNB devotes a long article to the character and celebrated case of William Palmer, the notorious “Rugeley poisoner.”  
Palmer was tried at the Old Bailey on May 14, 1856.  The attorney-general in the case was Sir Alexander Cockburn, ap-
parently the recipient of the present volume.  The case of William Palmer is cited in the Preface, since it was believed 
that Palmer used strychnine in murdering at least one of his victims, but the chemists were unable to detect any trace of 
that poison in the body of the deceased.  In the present case, Hersey was convicted and hanged in Massachusetts for the 
murder of his fiancé’s sister, whom he had impregnated.  According to the Preface, as of the date of publication, this work 
“is believed to be the only published trial for murder in which the presence of strychnine has been detected by chemical 
analysis in the body of the deceased.”  A fine association copy of an important murder case.  Not in Sabin.
McDADE 472.  $175.


